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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
by Barbara]. Little, Editor

When we step back and take a look at cultural heritage management, we see a
broad and varied set of practices applied to a wide range of places and objects.
Sometimes our efforts seem to be driven only by laws, regulations, and policies
from the local to the international levels. However, deeper than any need for
compliance with legal requirements are our cultural connections to the heritage
we value. In times of emergency, such places take on extremely powerful meanings. They often are, as Ian Brown has expressed it, "a little bit of solace in the
tempest."'
On April 27,2011 a vicious tornado tore through Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Throughout the southeastern United States, a terrifying rash of tornadoes and storms
killed hundreds of people and destroyed homes, businesses, and whole neighborhoods. Writing about the tragedy's aftermath, Professor Brown describes a
small amount of the devastation2:
The Rosedale Apartment complex on the west side of town is no more; the historic
districts ofGlendale Gardens, Hillcrest, and the Downs have entered the pages of
history; the Crescent Ridge Road through Holt is no longer recognizable as a community; and Alberta City was virtually leveled.
He describes the survival of the Alberta City Cemetery, a place that had become
meaningful to him over the decades living in Tuscaloosa as a testimony to the
persistence of community:
Although its pretty fence is in ruins and the twisted debris of decimated houses are
piled along its edge, the cemetery itself survives. There were too few trees within the
grounds to fall when the tornado struck, and those that did missed the dozen or so
standing markers. The only real difference is that the cemetery itself has become a
dominantfeature on the landscape. Whereas previously the Alberta City Cemetery
was a quiet haven of solitude, a current visitor to these groundsfeels very much
exposed.
The daily news is full of human tragedy, often seemingly far removed from
our daily lives, but too often with direct impact on our own communities, our
families, friends, and colleagues worldwide. In our quieter moments, we might
take the time to recognize the importance of cultural heritage to us, but in the
aftermath of disaster, such heritage becomes a source of touchstones embodying survival and promises for a future.
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This issue of CRM Journal contains a range of contributions to remind us
how diversified is the work we do to preserve, appreciate, and find meaning in
cultural heritage. It is worth reminding ourselves now and then that we create
the laws and policies and procedures because we are inspired to care for our
heritage and thereby to support our own cultural sustainability. The legal and
regulatory framework we've constructed provides opportunities, rather than
burdens, to care for the heritage we care about.
Additional Note to Our Readers
CRM Journal has been receiving an unusually large influx of submissions.
Thanks to all of our readers and contributors for your support (and for your
patience).
Volume 8 is a little unusual because it contains both the Winter and Summer
issues in one publication. That consolidation is temporary, but does highlight
coming changes to the journal, as we redesign our online presence. Please keep
up witii news about changes to the journal on our main publications website:
http://www.nps.gov/history/publications.htm
Notes
i Ian W. Brown, personal communication, May 2011.
2 Ian W. Brown, "The President's Bully Pulpit—The Tuscaloosa Tornado and Alberta City
Cemetery," Association for Gravestone Studies e-Newsletter (May 2011).
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Beyond "Preserving the Past for the Future":
Contemporary Relevance and Historic Preservation
By Dirk H. R. Spennemann

In an age when economic rationalism seems to rule all government decision
making, cultural heritage management is continually called upon to justify its
existence, and in particular to justify the expenditure of money and time, as well
as of lost development opportunities, on aspects oftirepast.1 Heritage tourism, as
well as co-operative agreements between communities and owners of places, has
been advocated as a means to fund what is perceived to be a "drain on society."
The underlying ideology appears to be that heritage and historic preservation
are a cost rather than an asset and an investment in society—and economists will
always argue that costs need to be reduced.2
We historic preservation managers have to shoulder some of the blame for tire
perception that heritage is a cost rather than an asset. Much of our public stance
has been to argue that we are "preserving the past fortirefuture." The "future"
is some nebulous concept that is beyond the three to four year time line of
politicians driven by re-election cycles. As a result, public officials often do not
appreciate the value of heritage.3 We have failed to express unequivocally, and
publicly, that the past has relevance to the present and that the judicious use of our
heritage is indeed a community asset in a continually changing world. The longer
thattireviews of political decision-makers remain unchecked, the greatertiregap
will become betweentireperception of "cost" and the perception of heritage as
an asset.
Historic preservationists face a problem similar to that faced by Edward John
Smith, Captain of tire Titanic, on that fateful night of April 15,1912: we know
there's fog out there, and we know there may be icebergs. Yet internal company
pressures, and complacency, treattiresituation as business as usual. Once tire
iceberg is clearly in sight, it's too late to alter the course. Unless we as a profession
wish to book a passage on the Titanic we should consider a paradigm shift. We
need to change the conversation abouttirerelevancy of historic preservation.
Based on an examination of futurist concepts and statements in historic
preservation, I explore the role of the past for future generations and will
advocate the role the past can, and should, play fortirepresent.
Conceptual Framing
In a broad conceptual framing, cultural heritage is the result of people's
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interactions with the environment and one another. The outcome of these
processes is reflected in a number of forms and is generally divided within two
typologies of cultural heritage: tangible (built environment, sites, landscapes,
objects, and artifacts) and intangible (language, folklore, skills, and customs).4
The community, from local to international, ascribes values of varied strength
and importance to these expressions of cultural heritage. Heritage managers
assess the values projected onto cultural heritage places by the public against
predetermined criteria to determine their significance.4 Preservation theory
holds that such evaluation enables us to identify, protect, and manage important
aspects of the past for the benefit of present and future generations.6
The discussion of heritage values has seen a move from the purely historical
and architectural layers of cultural significance to an increased appreciation of
the fact that social and community values underpin all heritage.7 Because cultural heritage, as well as values in general, is a human construct, the values that
underpin and circumscribe what people define as heritage are purely human
projections onto an essentially value-free animate or inanimate world.
Subjective valuation, revaluation, and ultimately prioritization occur
consciously and subconsciously on a continual basis. If a choice has to be made,
individuals tend to be prepared to "trade-off" one value against another.8 Just
as an individual's values underpin the personal value assessment, the congruence of individual values creates values held by communities. As with all values,
cultural heritage values are variable between communities as well as between
the socioeconomic layers within a community. Moreover, values change over
time and thereby create a semifluid state in heritage valuations.9 Heritage
professions need to acknowledge suchfluidityof projected values, both on
an individual and a collective level, with continuously shifting ground rules.10
The centralfigurein the valuations is the individual, and the central generation
is the present one.
At the same time, the heritage profession has espoused a futurist stance in arguing that heritage sites need to be managed and preserved in a spirit of altruistic
stewardship for the benefit of future generations." I examine this notion of
"Preserving the Past for the Future" by first surveying the ubiquity of the notion
and then discussing the validity of the concept.
The Rhetoric
Phrases such as "Preserving the Past for the Future" abound in public documents, information pages, policy statements, and justifications for actions.
The underlying sentiment is expressed in a number of phrases that, with slight
semantic variations, are all derived from three components (Table 1).
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TABLE 1: C O N S T R U C T I O N

OF F U T U R I S T P H R A S E O L O G Y

IN H I S T O R I C

PRESERVATION'2

Action

Object

Conserve/ing

the past

Preserve/ing

our past

our future

Protect/ing

cultural heritage

posterity

Safeguard/ing

our cultural heritage

generations to come

Save/ing

Rationale
for

the future

our children
our children's future

The notion of "Preserving tire past for tire future" exists in various sub-disciplines of cultural heritage management such as the built environment; archives;
library sciences; museums; and historical societies; and has been used to
describe the programs undertaken by heritage professionals.'3
Some phrases have become standard references. A case in point is the phrase
"Save the past for the future" which was used as the title of two conferences
and subsequent publications by the Society for American Archaeology.'4 This
language has now become almost a battle cry for the protection of the (predominantly archeological) past and which is a frequently used slogan for the
archeology weeks/months organized by many U.S. states.'5
Understandably, it has also been appropriated as a phrase by commercial
companies, offering a range of heritage-related services, such as general cultural
heritage management; preservation; but also museum/exhibit design and interpretation; cemeteries and monument maintenance; photo and image restoration and manipulation; and videography.'6 More unusual is the use of the tagline
"Preserving the past for the future" for a company selling historic V8 engines.'7
Prevalence of the Rhetoric
My research has found that in the U.S., tire futurist phraseology is predominantly
used among nonprofit organizations and advocacy groups, as well as among
the educational sector.'8 While it is underrepresented on (federal and state)
government websites, the phraseology is substantially over-represented in the
commercial sector, with the phrase "safeguarding the future" almost being the
sole privilege of the commercial domain.
A large proportion of historical societies in the U.S. (37.9 percent) merely
connect the past with the future in a formulaic fashion ("Preserving the/our
Past for the/our Future",) the others are individual in their approaches and
often specific about what role the past shall play for the future."' Terms such as
"enlightening," "enriching," "insuring," "informing," "serving," and "a present"
are constructs that assume that the past will be of benefit to the future, while
terms such as "charting," and "building" demonstrate that the past shall play an
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active role in the waytirefuture is shaped. These organizations project themselves as preserving the past with some ulterior, futurist motive in the mold
of the stewardship concept. Very rare are examples of a full understanding of
the time continuum and a fully futurist stance, demonstrating an understanding
of how the past—and the present, for that matter—can influence, if not shape,
the future.
There can be little doubt that such futurist rhetoric has a public education
element to it that may entice people to consider that "the past" is not just
something completed, but that it also may have a future of some description.
As intended, at least with the posters and event themes, this usage may well
beneficially influence a number of people to positively modify their behavior
toward the past and its manifestations; the ubiquity of the statements, however,
also carries the risk that we, as the heritage profession, actually start believing
it ourselves.
I consider this concept, or at least the underlying philosophical stance, to be a
fallacy that effectively sidelines the profession and undermines its effectiveness
in the contemporary world.
Challenging the Theoretical Foundations
The question we have to ask is for whom do we actually preserve this past? As
was shown above, it is widely asserted that the preservation of the past is done
for the benefit of future generations who, by unspoken assumption, are sure to
be grateful for the actions we are taking today. But, on reflection, is that a valid
argument to make?
In his keynote address to the European Commission Conference on sustainable
heritage management, Ugo Mifsud Bonnici noted that "[t]he stewardship
of the cultural heritage is a collective obligation of the present toward future
generations," while Richard Morris went further when he proclaimed that
"stewardship of the cultural heritage is a mark of a civilized society."20 Yet
little critique of the concept and its applicability to heritage management
has occurred. The term "stewardship for cultural heritage" has almost
become synonymous with "cultural heritage management" if one considers
the application of the phraseology mainly in the U.S. (see, for example, the
subtitle of CRi\h The Journal of Heritage Stewardship and various state historic
preservation plans); the United Kingdom, Norway, and even in the Philippines.
David Lowenthal has explored tire futurist arguments for stewardship in historic preservation, outlining that the motivations for tire futurist stance can be
ethical (ensuring to pass on as good or better tlran we have now); conscientious
(not wishing to be seen as despoilers); familial (wishing our grandchildren will
inhabit a beneficial world); and pragmatic (intergenerational justice). He traces
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the development of the futurist stance of stewardship arguing that while heritage and nostalgia have been a refuge for the present generation to escape the
fears of the future, we should not ignore the future but start shaping it. He does,
however, not critique the concept's applicability for heritage management.21
Heritage management has appropriated the terminology of "stewardship" from
the arena of natural resource management. In the natural environment, the term
stewardship entails the concept that natural resources have been here for a very
long time, well before the advent of people, and that each generation of people
is entrusted with the management of this environment in a way that it can be
handed on to the next generation in the same or better state than it was found,
with the underlying notion of a clear interdependency of human existence and
tire natural environment in which the former is grounded. By that notion, we
are not owners of the land, but mere custodians and "stewards." While the ecological meshing of natural environment and physical human existence can be
demonstrated, the same concept cannot be uncritically applied to the cultural
environment.
The cultural environment is continually, and rapidly, changing. Unlike changes
to the natural environment that may have direct ecological consequences to
human existence, changes to the cultural environment do not. At their worst,
they may affect the mental health of some communities, but tend to do so for a
segment only. Moreover, human culture is a continually evolving construct that
cannot be preserved in perpetuity, unchanged over extended periods of time,
a characteristic that runs counter to the premise of stewardship. Rather, we have
to acknowledge that cultural change is inevitable and that this cultural change
will generate changes in community values which underpin the management
of heritage places. Stewardship of culture is an impossible concept unless we
wish to limit an individual's right to cultural self-determination and expression
by engaging in extensive social engineering and the manipulation of community
values.
To return to the original question: is our preservation intervention for the benefit of our children's children, as we claim, or is it merely for our own benefit in
the present?
Let us for a moment consider our own values when applied, in retrospect, to
the developments of the 1960s and 1970s. History has shown that urban planners
of the 1960s and 1970s have much to answer for when it comes to the widespread destruction of heritage town centers in the name of urban renewal,
the "improvement" of traffic conditions, and the permissibility of unsympathetic
urban infill. It must be remembered that these acts did not occur in a vacuum,
but at time when heritage management existed in the form of the National Trust
advocating the preservation of structures. That at the time the National Trust's
advocacy (in both Australia and the USA) was limited to the preservation of the
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grand mansions and other architecturally exceptional properties merely underlines the point: the theoretical foundations of the heritage profession and the
underlying values of what is to be regarded as heritage are mutable qualities."
While we today decry the inaction of the immediate past, the heritage managers
at the time did not necessarily see it as problematic. In Australia it was eventually the force of the unions who, through green bans, limited the destruction of
Australia's urban centers.23
Given that we regard the heritage managers of the past as having acted shortsightedly, albeit in good faith, any assumption by the present generation of heritage managers that we know what future generations will want us to preserve is
nothing but hubris.

Despite our best efforts, we are likely to stand accused byfuture
generations that through the conservation actions (and non-actions)
we are taking today, we are actively shaping the past according to
our present values and that we have constrained the choices future
heritage managers will be able make, saddling the future with our own
perception^) of the past.
At the present state of research, any assumption that we preserve the places for
future generations to enjoy is without foundation: we cannot predict the values
that may be held by our children in the future, let alone by their children. Upon
reflection, we can expect that we may well stand accused by future generations
of inappropriately, or at best, ineptly managing our present and thus their past,
just as much as we criticize tire actions of the generations that went before us,
deploring environmental degradation or the loss of building fabric. Despite our
best efforts, we are likely to stand accused by future generations that through
the conservation actions (and non-actions) we are taking today, we are actively
shaping the past according to our present values and that we have constrained
the choices future heritage managers will be able make, saddling the future with
our own perception(s) of the past.
In view of the above, then, the rationale for the preservation of our past—that
we are doing so in an altruistic fashion for dre benefit of future generationscan no longer stand. We have to face up to the reality drat we are shaping the
past in our image, that we are doing this for the present. Essentially we are
preserving the past for our own benefit, we are preserving the past for ourselves.
Only if we accept that the notion of an altruistic preservation of the past for the
benefit of future generations is a fallacy, only then, I believe, we can move on
and start making the past meaningful for the present. At this point it is necessary
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to state one point quite clearly: the above does not hand the present generation
carte blanche at disfiguring, over-exploiting, or destroying the heritage assets in
tire name of short-term commercial opportunities.
Tourism
Some practitioners will argue that the past is already being used for the benefit
of the present and will point to tourism. Cultural heritage has indeed long been
used for the development of local tourism opportunities that are supposed to
be sustainable and that are geared at generating income for the local communities.24 The impacts of linking historic preservation to tourism development,
the "Faustian Bargain" that seemingly needs to be struck, has been discussed
at length both in terms of the process and in terms of its impacts both on the
physical fabric and on social environment.25
Social and physical impacts aside, the mere choice of which sites should be
selected for interpretation and which themes and "messages" should be used to
interpret a given site/place are inherently social and political decisions as they
will influence, if not fundamentally shape, how the visitors and, in the case of
school visits, the emergent generation of a local community will interpret the
past. But, as will be shown below, merely using the past as a means of generating
tourism revenue for individuals and parts of the community is underselling its
potential.
Constraints
Other practitioners are concerned that the use of the past for the needs of the
present is open to willful political manipulation. There are indeed a number of
cases that can be easily pointed out as cautionary tales.
Since sites and structures are the tangible manifestation of a community's
cultural expression, the preservation or non-preservation of a given place
represents an expression of values held by the decision-makers, and thus an
expression of their political will. On occasion that political will may not be quite
congruent with the expectations of the wider community. In homogenous
societies, such actions tend to lead to disenchantment and the feeling of discontent—and, in extreme cases, to disenfranchisement. In ethnically heterogeneous
societies, however, such decisions have more serious undertones and implications as they are readily interpreted, rightly or wrongly, as politically motivated
actions designed to undermine the cultural expression and manifestation of a
sector of the community. Such interpretation is possible both in cases where the
majority marginalizes a minority, and in cases where a numeric minority exerts
political control over the majority. In extreme cases, cultural heritage sites
become specific targets of destruction, be it during ethnic unrest (e.g. the temple
complex of Ayodhya, Gujarat, India); during civil war (e.g. the bridge at Mostar,
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Bosnia); as an expression of victory (e.g. toppling the statue of Saddam Hussein,
Baghdad); or as an administrative decision to remove religiously offensive icons
(e.g. the Buddha statues of Bamiyan, Afghanistan).26 In all cases, it can be argued
that the "offenders" dealt with the heritage in the context of their own contemporary values as they understood and applied them.
The activities of Nazi Germany in using ethnographic and archeological
research to bolster its territorial claims intirelead up to the Munich Conference,
as well as during World War II are a reminder that research and management
into any archeological and heritage sites can have political consequences.27
The political (ab)use of heritage is greater where the past lends itself to greater
personal or community interpretations, such as in the case of archeological
sites. The ideologically-colored interpretation of the past by archeologists in
Nazi Germany, by the German Democratic Republic, and by the "free" capitalist
West are cases in point.28 Likewise, political realities of the day influenced
publications.29
The strong community attachment to heritage can be used both for negative
means, as shown above, but also for positive nation-building outcomes. Examples, for the latter, are Zimbabwe or the Swiss Lake dwellings. By reaching back
into the past to a perceived common base, the great ruins of Zimbabwe were
used to forge the identity (and name) of a post-colonial nation state encompassing a multi-ethnic community bounded by outside-imposed non-traditional
boundaries.30 In the same vein, the 1854 discovery of the Neolithic and Bronze
Age pile dwellings in the Swiss lakes allowed Swiss politicians, still struggling to
heal the wounds of a very divisive religious war ("Sonderbundskrieg" of 1847),
to demonstrate the common roots of all Swiss regardless of religion.3' Soon
after, the Swiss lake dwellings became a national icon, one that still holds a special
place in Swiss national identity.
Heritage management always was and always will be a value-driven and thus
politically charged set of practices.
Reaction
While some historic preservation professionals remain somewhat naive by
claiming that archeology, cultural resource management, and heritage are
apolitical, others point to tire negative examples mentioned above as warnings
that practitioners should never get involved in the social and political use of
tire past and its sites.
I believe that, as historic preservation professionals, we are not fulfilling our
ethical obligations totirepresent generation if we are taking a stance that sees
cultural heritage management either as apolitical or one that acknowledges the
past as a politically-loaded entity and, because of that, steps back from the obli-
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gation of using it responsibly (for example by claiming we are preserving
the past for the future and thereby elegantly side-stepping the present). Any
non-fulfillment of that ethical obligation will harm current society.
Jon Calame and Kirstin Sechler ask "is preservation missing the point?" arguing
that cultural heritage should be placed in the service of social development of
communities recovering from trauma. The authors focus on the need to change
the conceptual framework, arguing that cultural heritage has a role to play
in the immediate post-war reconstruction of communities ravaged by war or
civil unrest.32 While the authors are on the right track, they do not go far enough:
cultural heritage management should be an essential part of social policy,
domestically and internationally. I conceive historic preservation as part of
community and social services. To exemplify this, let us consider some aspects
of place theory.
Place Theory
Psychologically, we seek out the familiar in our environs.33 The nature and
extent of personal attachment to a place has been the focus of a considerable
body of work in disciplines such as anthropology, environmental psychology,
sociology, geography, and mental and allied health. A number of terms are
being used in the discussion. Francis T McAndrew (1998) describes attachment to place as "... a positive affective association between individuals and
their residential environments, an association that creates feelings of comfort
and security."34 In contrast, a sense ofplace is related to concepts of identity and
the experiences that result from this interaction.35 Rootedness is described as a
temporal concept within which a strong attachment or bond to place has developed over time.36 Place identity is a merger of personality with a place. Through
personal attachment to a physical place, a person acquires a sense of belonging
and purpose in that place, which in turn gives meaning to life.37
Policy makers in Europe have become aware of such meaning of place.
The Helsinki Declaration of the European Union emphasizes the contribution
of cultural heritage to sustainable development. In a discussion paper for the
Council of Europe it was argued that heritage matters because "it is part of our
quality of life" through shaping places, cultural identity and memory, and by
providing amenity values to the community.38 More significantly, the same paper
links tire recognition of "the importance of the cultural heritage in defining a
sense of identity, of belonging to a community, a place, a region" to an understanding that "cultural heritage ... has the potential to contribute to social cohesion and democratic citizenship."34
Given the connection between attachment to a physical place, that is, a person's
sense of belonging and the resultant meaning to life, it is not surprising that heritage places suffer if the community feels disconnected from the place (resulting
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in neglect and vandalism) and that the community suffers if the heritage fabric
is damaged or destroyed.40 The loss of sense of place and identity encountered
in communities displaced or relocated due to environmental change or infrastructure development can be attributed to the loss of familiar cultural markers
in the physical environment.4' Moreover, the loss of "place" as a result of
the widespread destruction of natural disasters has been linked to psychological
problems and ultimately community health.42 On tire other side oftireledger,
communities tend to recover faster from natural disasters iftirekey features of
their environment, the iconographic buildings and sites of the cultural environment have not been destroyed.43 This observation has led to calls not only to
ensure that disaster management plans are drawn up for historic properties but,
moreover, to consider historic properties as part of critical infrastructure in
disaster responses.44
Heritage for Today
Preserving the past for the future in some altruistic sense of responsibility
towards the next generation is all fine and well. However, it misses the point
that the past has a role to play in the present, intiremaintenance of a socially
cohesive and mentally healthy community. It is this present generation that
should reap the benefits in a communal, albeit not a personal egotistical way.
If we wish that our cultural heritage indeed has a future, then heritage must
be relevant to the present, and that implies it must be relevant to the aspirations
of the present-day communities. It is incumbent on us heritage professionals
to demonstrate that relevance. It is our task to prove that historic preservation
is not the luxury of the "chattering classes," but that it forms an integral part of
a community as a whole.
Because heritage plays a major, if not central role to the identity of the present,
we should legitimately advocate that we are managing the heritage in the first
instance for the benefit of the present generation and in the second instance for
the future—a future as we construct it, to be tltrough judiciously and proactively
(by means of strategic foresight) managing the current as well as the emergent
heritage.45
We live in a world of continual change. The current rate of technological and
social change, exacerbated by factors such as globalization and international
terrorism, and inter-punctuated by natural disasters impacts, economic upheavals, and uncertainties on the personal, local, and international levels. It is not
very surprising that people in search of certainty look to the past to provide it,
both their personal and their collective past. Twenty-five years ago David
Lowenthal examined the issues in his seminal work The Past is a Foreign Countryh
Little has changed.
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The connection between attachment to a physical place, a person's sense of
belonging, and the resultant meaning to life that can be evoked by heritage
places makes them unique psychological anchors at a time of uncertainty. The
ethical management and preservation of these places should not occur out
of a sense of "stewardship" for future generations, but out of a moral obligation
to foster the well being of contemporary society: in that vein, then historic
preservation is an essential part of social services and community health.
Moving Forward
If we wish to move forward and ensure that our past indeed has a vibrant
future, then we have to effect some paradigm change. It can be surmised that
the public will respond positively to an argument that we should be enjoying the
past for the present—indeed, as far as the public is concerned, there is likely
to be little difference, except that the past becomes somewhat more prominent
in public consciousness. The main constituency affected by the paradigm
shift will be that of heritage managers, who are well trained, yet molded into
a confined outlook on heritage through their education as archeologists or
architects, as well as through continued exposure to commercial pressures.-'7
Cultural heritage managers tend to befirmlywedded to "tradition" and "custom."
Overall, the profession moves only slowly towards change.
To effect change, we may have to consider some conceptual approaches
borrowed from futures research. As Sohail Inayatullah has argued, any
development will have to rely on future natives (those who grew up in a culture
of change and who are capable for long-view projections that are continually
adapted as the future emerges) and on future migrants (those who have grown
up in a time prior to the culture of continual change but who understand the
need to and are capable of adapting to new circumstances.) Future avoiders,
so said InayatuUali, should be "quarantined" so that their fears do not spread to
the other two groups. Attempts at transforming them were regarded as a "waste
of time."48
The discipline of historic preservation faces the problem that the majority of
its practitioners, and many of them in influential positions, must unequivocally
be classed as future avoiders. This fact is well camouflaged by the public
futurist stance ("Preserving the Past for die Future") taken by many historical
societies.45 Given that future avoiders form the majority, quarantining them
will be an impossible task. Thus there is a need of transforming them either to
future migrants or at least to future neutrals, a postulated group of people whose
behavior remains neutral at the prospect of change, and who, at the very least,
are not obstructionist. Following Inayatullah's reasoning, the mainstay of
development will be future migrants, who while rooted in the past, are capable
of driving the cultural change, which is informed by future natives with longrange visions. Future migrants, also, have a much greater credibility ratio with
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the future neutrals and the future avoiders, while future natives are seen as
"off the scale." The only way to achieve a transformation of any sort is by gradually
but continually upward-extending the conceptual envelope within which
heritage professionals operate. The necessary paradigm shift that challenges
the retrospective nature of cultural heritage management has to be achieved
gradually.
The conceptual trajectory is reasonably clear: There is already widespread
use of cultural heritage sites as tourist attractions, which are in essence making
use of heritage for the benefit for the present. So far, such examinations of such
developments have confined themselves to assessing tire economic benefit to
the host community, the impact of the visitors of the site and the community,
as well as the underlying ideology of interpretation. While the future migrants
among practitioners will accept the reasoning put forward in this paper and
will move ahead, the. future avoiders and future neutrals will require "evidence"
of the benefits.
These benefits can be demonstrated: There is a need to critically examine the
importance of these developments for the consolidation of community identity.
It can be posited that in-depth studies of cultural tourism developments can
provide data demonstrating to what extent the preservation and interpretation
of heritage assets has added to community pride, identity, and social cohesiveness. When assessing and evaluating positive outcomes, however, care needs
to be exercised to disentangle the issues of social versus economic benefit.
Uncritical interpretation might read the positive reception of economic returns
as a benefit of the social relevance of the heritage assets. Likewise, when
assessing the extent of negative outcomes, the matter of impact and community
stress caused by the increased visitation needs to be separated from the social
value of the heritage sites per se. Further, there is room to carry out qualitative
"postmortem" studies assessing the relative role cultural heritage played
in disaster recovery situations, again with the aim of determining the value
of heritage for the community cohesiveness and recovery. Finally, there is space
for case studies looking at the incidence of mental health problems and other
psychosomatic community health issues and the extent of community identity
and heritage.
It is up to the future migrants among us to carry out research into these aspects
and strengthen the case for contemporary social relevance. Failure to do so will
leave us historic preservation professionals open to criticism that we have stood
by, idle while the society around us was suffering.
Dirk H. R. Spennemann is Associate Professor in Cultural Heritage Management, School of Environmental and Information Sciences and Institute of
Land, Water and Society, Charles Sturt University, P.O. Box 789, Albury NSW
2640, Australia, e-mail: dspennemann@csu.edu.au
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Houses without Names: Architectural
Nomenclature and the Classification of America's
Common Houses
by Thomas C. Hubka

FIGURE 1

Minimal Traditional (Cape)
Houses with Four-Box Plans,
West Allis, Wisconsin.

After traveling throughout the country, studying America's housing for more
than ten years, I have observed hundreds of thousands of houses, most without
adequate names. It takes a certain kind of fieldwork dedication to maintain a
sharp focus while surveying miles of residential streets, and even through that
lens, a few moments of housing inspiration stand out: like the time in West Allis,
Wisconsin, while conducting a research tour in the town's working-class
neighborhoods, one participant reacted to a scene of yet another street of small,
variegated houses by blurting, "Why, they're just like a bunch of little baldheaded orphan children!" (Figure 1) There was laughter. Yet my students and
I knew the line between humor and defamation had been crossed. Galvanized,
we became determined to find meaningful names for those orphaned houses.
In that spirit, I stress the importance of housing nomenclature not as a simple
matter of sympathy for these nameless and commonly seen houses, but as a way
to recognize their significant role in the development of American domestic
culture and its housing landscape.
There are approximately 80 million houses (and 125 million housing units)
in America today.' Most of these have only loosely fitting, general names such
as ranch, bungalow, garden apartment, cottage, and duplex. However, the vast
majority cannot even be given these names, much less well-established terms
of architectural style such as Colonial, Italianate, or Queen Anne. Furthermore,
while a few vernacular house types, like the shotgun, Cape Cod, and threedecker, are regionally recognized and documented, these houses are the exceptions not the rule.2 Far more often the houses we typically see have been only
marginally studied and, as a result, can seldom be compared or analyzed with
any degree of accuracy because we lack the vocabulary to discuss and categorize them.
Two examples elucidate the shortcomings in our current, exterior-based classification system. In the first are three Milwaukee, Wisconsin, houses with many
external similarities. (Figure 2) Inside, however, they have fundamentally different floor plans ranging from a basic single family house, a converted to duplex
house, and a standard duplex. These basic differences would go unmentioned if
the buildings were evaluated solely on their elements of style and architectural
detail; this matters because these are three of Milwaukee's most prevalent house
types. Alternatively, three Portland, Oregon, houses appear to be distinctive
in their range of exterior forms and architectural style but they share patterns
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FIGURE 2

Three Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Houses.

Cottage/bungalow with a
small version of a bungalow
plan.

"Polish Flat," or raised
worker's cottage with an
expanded worker's cottage
plan.

Bungalow duplex, with a
modified bungalow plan.
This is a small version of
the "Milwaukee duplex,"
Milwaukee's most popular
house.

of use as evidenced by analogous plans. Plan evaluation for these houses thus
reveals their unanticipated similarity of internal domestic usage. (Figure 3)'
The examples from Milwaukee and Portland illustrate how our current system
favors exterior details and conceals the internal, underlying structure of plan
and usage that I argue should be part of the foundation for a comprehensive
classification system for American housing and especially for its most commonly
seen house types. Both examples also illustrate a major problem of architectural
classification where both facades and plans are interchangeable components
in the design of housing. Although increasingly condemned by architects
following the Civil War, this practice of uncoupling the historic relationship
between the facade and tire plan has been a standard component of popular
housing design and construction for more than a century. The inability to
adequately interpret this practice has led to predictable failures in the classification and naming of examples of common housing.
To address tire broad problems of common housing interpretation, I recommend that an interior floor-plan typology be added alongside current exteriorbased nomenclature. Linking the facade and the floor plan in tire classification
of common housing would produce a standard, two-part system of nomenclature containing terms of both exterior and interior classification. While a
floor plan typology will merely enhance tire understanding of houses currently
well-classified by architectural style, plan-based terms will expand the classification of common houses (often lacking stylistic characteristics) into distinctive
categories of floor plan types.
Such an expansion of nomenclature will bring more of these seemingly plain
or ordinary houses typically seen in neighborhoods across tire country into
more meaningful discussion. Lest we think that this is a minor or peripheral
issue, such common housing comprises over tlrree-fourths of current and
historic housing units, including both single-family and multi-unit accommodations. Defined more easily by what they are not, common houses are not
high-style, elite, individualistic, upper class, or architect-designed.4 Instead,
common houses appear repetitive and are produced in great numbers by
local builders following speculative methods of construction and marketing.
Although the label "common housing" is imprecise, there are no agreed upon
terms for describing the largest portions of American popular, vernacular,
average, everyday housing.
While nomenclature is only the surface manifestation of the larger issues
of interpreting the cultural use of domestic space, naming is, nevertheless, a
crucial and indispensable component of the housing interpretive process and
is a key step in advancing a comprehensive understanding of the basic forms
of America's housing. The crux of the problem is that our current systems
of exterior classification are not well-suited for analyzing what is both most
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FIGURE 3

Three Portland, Oregon
Houses.
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important and most classifiable about the common house—its organization
of rooms and patterns of daily use revealed in the floor plan. In order to explain
this interpretation, I willfirstreview the present systems of classification and
nomenclature and then outline what I see as the underlying principles of
why floor-plan typologies are essential to the classification, and interpretation,
of the common house.
Classification by Architectural Style

Minimal traditional cottage
with an expanded four-box
plan.

Minimal traditional "Cape"
(Period revival type) with
expanded four-box plan.

Minimal modern cottage
with an expanded four-box
plan.

Architectural style is the academic and professional language for the classification of buildings based primarily on exterior facade composition. It is a system
that has proven extremely successful for interpreting tire preeminent architectdesigned buildings, including tire finest types of America's housing. It is less
successful when applied to common houses. For houses built after tire American
Revolution and through ca. 1850, the language of architecture style has proven
adequate for classifying most forms of American domestic architecture as it
appeared during that time.
Beginning in the second half of the 19th century, however, new forms of
commercialized, industrialized housing production began to change the traditional appearance and construction of houses. Notably, the previously unified
relationship between exterior style and interior plan was severed. Moreover,
builders combined both old and new forms of exterior ornamentation and
further complicated our latter-day task of exterior classification by the academic
canons of architectural style.
Bytirebeginning of the 20th century, varying expressions of a style—from the
most elaborate to the most plain—led to a sliding-scale perception of housing
that placed smaller numbers of upper-class dwellings with readily identifiable
stylistic characteristics at one end and larger numbers of middle- to workingclass housing with increasingly less ornate features and difficult-to-classify
exterior characteristics attireother. After more than a century, we find ourselves
burdened with a professional system that is imperfect in its application to tire
common house, and, worse, ineffective if exterior appearance is the sole basis
for the interpretation of the vast majority of America's popular, vernacular,
everyday houses.
Classification by Massing and Plan
Popular housing advocates and historians of vernacular architecture have
generally avoided the limitations of purely stylistic classification by developing
taxonomies of exterior massing. Led by geographers at mid-20tlr century, classification by exterior massing proved valuable for identifying the basic forms
of a pre-industrial, rural housing, taking into account forms like cross-gables,
shotguns, saddle-bags, saltboxes, dog-trots, and various one-room deep
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houses.5 But, as a broader, comprehensive system of classification, exterior
massing has not been effective in interpreting the vast majority of post-Civil
War, industrialized housing. Exterior massing classification is especially difficult
in cities and metropolitan regions where the expression of exterior form is more
uniform and constrained, as we have seen from the Milwaukee examples.6
Classification by floor plan has been, of course, an alternative method of
interpretation in all eras and regions. For example, East Coast Georgian
dwellings of the Early Republic have achieved a very high level of plan classification and identification of room names, allowing for the interpretation of social
meaning to spaces in dwellings one- or two-rooms deep, in houses with ells
and T-shaped footprints, including hall-parlor and hall-chamber houses and
larger examples with central passages and dining rooms.7 In balance, however,
most of America's common housing has not yet been the subject of similar
plan analysis or any other type of comprehensive classification.
FIGURE 4

Four Ranch Houses
San Fernando Valley,

Classification by Floor Plan: Unifying Principles
Three developmental principles underlie the advantages of floor plan classification for common houses, as I advocate above. These principles underscore
botii how the classification of common houses differs from larger high-style
or architect designed houses and the importance of floor plan for interpreting
America's common housing.

California: Standard ranch
with garage-in-the-front
plan.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
north suburbs: Standard
ranch with four-box plan
and detached garage..

Springfield, Oregon: Box
ranch with kitchen-in-thefront, four-box plan.

Principle One: Local/Regional Precedents: All Common Housing is Local
Just as the political adage that "all politics is local" rings true so, too, is it that
almost all common housing has a strong local component. This does not
diminish the powerful influences of larger regional or national themes in the
production and form of common houses across the United States. Rather local
emphasis acknowledges that building decisions for popular housing are
ultimately worked out and produced by locally-based builders in response to
a confluence of place-specific needs and preferences. These distinct variations
of house forms coalesce locally and regionally to define—or redefine—the
broader national housing types. Local interpretation of national types provides
a means to understand tire role of builders and users in an increasingly modern,
industrialized housing market.
To illustrate the importance of local and regional houses in the development
of what we understand as national housing types, I point to tire seemingly
ubiquitous ranch (Figure 4). Each manifestation of the ranch in Figure 4 is the
most numerous iteration in its region. Thus, each is representative of a distinct
local consensus about the form of the ranch in a particular context. It is important to stress that the emergence of a dominant form of a broader house type
like the ranch occurs in communities across the country. Such local and even
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regional expressions of a common house type occur nationwide, but can only
be explained by the collective action of thousands of local builders working in
an independent-vernacular unison or local consensus.
Principle Two: Local Builders and the Speculative Building Process
FIGURE 5

Three Popular Bungalows

"Craftsman," wide-roof
bungalow with a standard,
two-story, bungalow plan.

Standard one-story
bungalow with a one-story
bungalow pla.n

Multi-gable bungalow
or "Craftsman" bungalow
with one-story bungalow
plan.

The way most local and regional builders construct common houses has not
been well documented. Consequently, a major source of misinformation has
been a failure to interpret the standard "speculative" building process where
builders design and erect houses for unknown (but not unanticipated) clients
or users. Although the term has a distinctly negative connotation today, this
speculative building process has been the dominant method of production for
tire vast majority of American housing since the late 19th century.s Although
there is much more to be said about the practice, it is important to understand
the builder's role in creating a local consensus of speculative house plan types.
Briefly, although builders of common houses are influenced by many sources,
predominantly they refine and replicate a repertoire of proven prototypes.
The coalescing of such unified designs, most frequently expressed in similar
floor plans in great numbers has consistently produced a local consensus
of house types. It is a consensus that emerges slowly through an evolutionarily,
generation-to-generation transfer of knowledge. It is neither a top-down or
trickle-down understanding of high-style aesthetics, nor a bottom-up distillation of ancient vernaculars or folkways but rather is a cautious, incremental,
sideways method of design and construction.9
The typical role of the local builder in the production of common houses has
not been adequately analyzed as, for example, in the design development of the
common bungalow. Most literature credits the "influences" of the bungalow to
a list of "classic" sources, including: the European Arts and Crafts Movement,
Greene and Greene, Japanese architecture, and Gustav Stickley, among others.10
These are all important sources but what is frequently unrecorded is the crucial
role of the common builder in the translation of these sources into the most
popular forms of the bungalow. Figure 5 shows three of America's most popular
forms of tire bungalow, which cannot be directly attributed to any of the classic
sources without tire critical intermediary catalyst of local builders. In other
words, you cannot get from the classic "sources" to the most popular types of
the common bungalows without the transformations performed by thousands
of builders working in local consensus to produce a broad unity of common
bungalows.
Principle Three: Common House Census: Counting by Dominant House Type
As the renowned vernacular architecture scholar and folklorist Henry Glassie
instructed about documenting vernacular houses,".. .if you can count, you
should count."1' With a nod to Glassie, to appreciate common housing, it is im-
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portant to count. But we must do so in order to discern the dominant types and
subtypes of common housing. What makes the counting of groups of common
houses manageable and appropriate is the consistent unity of basic floor plan
types within local, regional, and national contexts.
In my fieldwork, I have found floor plans to be the most reliable unifier of
common houses and so propose that a census of the dominant house-types,
informed by both exterior form/style and interior plan/function classification,
be developed as the basis for a more representative assessment of millions of
currently poorly understood and frequently mislabeled common houses.
The interpretation and naming of common houses, combining exterior style and
interior plan, has the potential for organizingtirevast majority of housing
into commonly understood categories where other efforts at classification have
largely failed to provide even the most minimal comprehensive synthesis.
Egalitarian Principles and the Classification of Common Housing
I have attempted here to outline tire advantages of a plan-based system of
dominant type classification for common American housing. While many might
agree with the need for better naming and classification, the task of re-thinking
housing nomenclature to permit comprehensive classification might seem
overwhelming, especially to those engaged in housing surveys and historic
preservation. Even to assess every house on a single street or block or
neighborhood is difficult enough, not to mention a city, a region, a state, or
a national survey. Invariably the sheer number of common houses will sow
confusion. Unique examples will distract. Familiar categories will become
unfamiliar in local execution, and the way houses change over time will add to
the uncertainty. I have experienced such difficulties many times. Therefore,
in these situations, in order to include all houses, even the most common,
we should try to fulfill an egalitarian objective. Of course, we know that houses
are vastly unequal in all the ways that dwellings differ in size, style, expense,
age, ownership, upkeep, and social worth. But we would do well to look at
houses through their most significant shared purpose, their domestic function.
This commonality of internal domestic usage unites houses, small and large,
modest and ornate, rented and owned, and thus is the basis for considering plan
and function in the classification of common houses.
Thomas C. Hubka is a professor in the Department of Architecture and
Urban Planning at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He can be contacted
at thubka@uwm.edu.
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Notes
i Estimates extrapolated from "U.S. Census Bureau, American Housing Survey for the United
States: 2005," (Current Housing Reports); and Mason C. Doan, American Housing Production,
1880-2000: A Concise History (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1997), xiii-xv, 143-57,
and throughout.
2 Although identified by Fred B. Kniffen in 1936 ("Louisiana House Types," Annals of tlie Association of American Geographers 26), discussion of the shotgun house was taken up by John
Michael Vlach in his dissertation and more recently by Jay D. Edwards. See Vlach, Sources of
the Shotgun House, Ph.D. diss, Indiana University, 1975, and subsequent publications, including
The Afro-American Tradition in Decorative Arts (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1990);
and Edwards, "Shotgun: The Most Contested House in America," Buildings &• Landscapes 16,
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33-3S. The Cape Cod is a recognizable house type that in its suburban manifestation is a oneand-a-half-story house with a side gable roof punctuated by dormers. Regionally specific, the
three-decker refers to a multi-family housing unit that developed in response to the demands
of the New England textile industry. See Kingston Wm. Heath, The Patina of Place: The Cultural
Weathering of a New England Industrial Landscape (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee
Press, 2001).
3 The Milwaukee and Portland housing examples are taken from housing studies I have conducted over a 15-year period, including housing research in 22 metropolitan regions throughout
the United States. Typically these case-studies include reconnaissance surveys of housing types,
sample architectural documentation of individual houses representing major house types, interviews with residents, builders, and local historians, and neighborhood and regional historical
documentation including census and Sanborn research guided by local authorities.
4 There are no accurate, comprehensive surveys of American popular housing types as advocated
in this article, and as attempted in, John A. Jakle, et al, Common Houses in America's Small
Towns (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 1989). There are no established interdisciplinary guidelines or nomenclature for assessing the greatest body of America's most common,
popular, vernacular, everyday, working/middle class, average housing. For an overview of the
major architectural stylistic categories of American housing, see Virginia and Lee McAlester, A
Field Guide to American Houses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984). Regional typologies combining exterior and plan classification as advocated in this article are rare. For an example of good
practice, see Thomas Carter and Peter Goss, Utah's Historic Architecture, 1847-1940 (Salt Lake
City, UT: University of Utah Press, 1998).
5 For example, Fred B. Kniffen, "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion," Annals of the Association
ofAmerican Geographers 55, no 4 (December 1965): 549-77, and Fred B. Kniffen and Henry
Glassie, "Building in Wood in the Eastern United States," Geographical Review 56, no.i (January
1966): 40-66.
6 Thomas C. Hubka and Judith T. Kenny, "The Transformation of the Workers' Cottage in
Milwaukee's Polish Community," in Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, vut, edited by Sally
McMurray and Ann Marie Adams (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2000); and
Thomas C. Hubka and Judith T. Kenny, "Examining the American Dream: Housing Standards
and the Emergence of a National Housing Culture, 1900-1930," Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, The Journal of the Vernacular Architecture Forum 13, no. 1 (2006): 49-69.
7 For an example of a plan classification of early buildings see, Dell Upton, "Vernacular Domestic
Architecture in Eighteenth-Century Virginia," Winterthur Portfolio 17, nos. 2-3 (1982): 95-119.
8 The historic processes of design development and construction used by common builders
to produce the vast majority of post-Civil War American house types discussed in this article
has not been comprehensively analyzed. Sam Bass Warner, Streetcar Suburbs (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1962) outlines what such a regional analysis of housing might contain.
The complexities of the building process relative to popular housing production are skillfully
outlined by Howard Davis, The Culture of Building (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).
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9 Thomas C. Hubka, "Just Folks Designing: Vernacular Designers and the Generation of Form,"
in Common Places: Readings in American Vernacular Architecture, edited by Dell Upton and
John Vlach (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1986). Henry Glassie's many works have set a
high standard for the analysis of folk/vernacular building methods, as in, Folk Housing in Middle
Virginia (Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 1975). Nonetheless, the relationship
between these primarily pre-industrial methods to the post-industrial methods employed by
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10 Many authors list the standard design influences of the bungalow house, as carefully outlined in
Clay Lancaster, The American Bungalow, 1880-1930 (New York: Abbeville Press, 1985).
11 Glassie, Folk Housing in Middle Virginia, 42.
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An Interview with Hiroshi Daifuku
by Russell V. Keune

Among Americans professionally engaged in heritage stewardship in the last
half of the 20th century, Hiroshi Daifuku holds a unique position. His zy-year
career (1954-1980) was with the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in Paris, France. He was afforded a broad
perspective through engagement with the cultural heritage of most of the UNESCO
member states and with all of the related international non-governmental and
intergovernmental organizations.
In April 1945, the United Nations Conference on International Organizations met
in San Francisco, California to draft the charter establishing the United Nations. It
also calledfor the creation of related but independent international governmental
organizations, including UNESCO. At a November 1946 international conference in
London, England, UNESCO was formally established with 20 member states. The
French government succeeded in having the headquarters of this new organization
in Paris. Hiroshi joined the UNESCO staff seven years after it was created.
He contributed to the pioneering development of UNESCO's international
conventions and UNESCO recommendations focused on cultural heritage. Hiroshi
played a leading role in the creation of new international organizations including
the International Council on Monuments and Sites and the International
Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property.
He identified and retained consultants for a host of UNESCO- sponsored museum
and cultural heritage missions to member states. He participated in UNESCO's
first international campaign of world support for the protection of a member
state's cultural heritage. He served as an international resource to the U.S. Special
Committee on Historic Preservation in its research and preparation for the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. He was engaged with the formulation
of the 19J2 World Heritage Convention.
Having recently celebrated his 90th birthday, he and his wife Alison continue to
reside in Washington.
This interview was conducted in April-May 2010 by Russell V. Keune, FAIA, who
is indebted to Alison for her support and assistance with my interview. He first
met Hiroshi in 1966 and has been a professional colleague since 1980 when Hiroshi
moved to Washington, DC
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RVK: Let's begin by telling me about your childhood.
HD: I was born in Honolulu, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii on April 7,1920. My father,
Kuniyasu Daifuku, immigrated with his parents to Hawaii from Japan in 1899.
I was born as an American citizen in the then Territory of Hawaii; under then
federal law, my father could not become a naturalized United States citizen until
1952. My mother, Tomu Nagatani Daifuku, was Hawaiian born and a homemaker.
I was the eldest of two children, having one sister, Elsie. When my father studied
in Iowa to become a chiropractor, I stayed with my grandparents on the island
of Maui. I lived with my parents when my father returned and opened a practice
in Honolulu.
I attended public schools and in 1938 graduated from the McKinley High School.
Encouraged by my parents, I studied the Japanese language in school but found
it to be challenging, never gaining proficiency. My non-academic interests were
focused on tennis (a sport I continued to pursue until well into my 70's), reading,
and cooking. My cooking skills would later provide a college summer job as a
cook at a local YMCA summer camp.
Active in the Boy Scouts of America, I traveled in 1937 to the nation's capital
to participate in the National Scout Jamboree on the Mall. I recorded this experience with an 8-millimeter movie camera followed by an extensive train trip
visiting many different cities.
RVK: What were your career aspirations when you entered college?
HD: In 1938, following high school, I enrolled in the University of Hawaii. Since
my father wanted me to pursue a medical career, I focused on pre-med courses.
However, through an elective anthropology course, I found this subject more
interesting. Much to my father's consternation—"What will you do with that
degree?" I eventually changed my major to social studies, studied French and
German, and graduated in June 1942 with a Bachelor's Degree. I was especially
pleased that my parents lived to see me do something "with that degree"!
I was in Honolulu on December 7,1941 during the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, Hickam Field, and Kaneohe. I was working as a part-time laboratory
assistant in Queen's Hospital Emergency Laboratory in an experimental blood
plasma producing unit. My college education was temporarily interrupted by
the aftermath of the attack when our unit was activated to full-time status in
order to produce blood plasma urgently needed to treat flash-burned servicemen.
Prior to my university graduation, Professor Gordon Bowles suggested I pursue
a Harvard University advanced degree and that he would recommend me to
his alma mater. I was accepted at Harvard and departed Hawaii in the 1943 summer by ship and train journey to Cambridge, Massachusetts. As an American of
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Japanese ancestry, I was met by an FBI agent at the ship's arrival and then
escorted by him on the train trip through California and Arizona. East of Arizona
I was on my own. Our family had relatives in California who had established
businesses and were interred in the Japanese-American camps in the western
United States following the declaration of war with Japan.
At Harvard I studied with Professor John O. Brew, director of the Peabody
Museum of Archeology and Ethnology, who was to have the most influence on
my academic and professional career.
RVK: How did World War II affect your life?
HD: I was able to complete two years of graduate academic study before being
drafted in 1945 into tire U.S. Army. After basic training, I was sent to Europe,
arriving after Germany's surrender. I was assigned to a Marburg replacement
unit. Shortly thereafter I was assigned to the Information and Education Section
informing veterans about tire GI Bill of Rights' college opportunities. With my
academic background the Army offered me a position as a War Department
civilian employee. I accepted the offer and was assigned to a U.S. Military Government unit in the 19th-century spa city of Bad Homburg, Germany. I was able
to apply my German language skills and college studies in statistical analysis.
I concentrated on German social classes and their reactions to ongoing public
opinion polls addressing a broad array of social issues in the U.S. occupied zone
of Germany. It would be myfirstinternational work experience. As a civilian
employee, my wife was able to join me in Germany for the duration of my stay.
In 1947,1 returned to Harvard to complete my Master's Degree. For my Ph.D.
dissertation, Dr. Brew suggested that I use the large collection of artifacts that
had been excavated by the Peabody Museum between 1935-1939 at Site 264
at the Hopi Awatovi Pueblo in Arizona. The title of my dissertation was "Jeddito
264: A Report on the Excavation of a Basket Maker in-Pueblo 1 Site in Northeastern
Arizona". In 1951 Harvard University awarded me a Ph.D. in Archeology, and
my dissertation was published in 1961.
RVK: What were yourfirstprofessional positions?
HD: With Dr. Brew's recommendation, I became an anthropology instructor in
the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. However, at the end of my three-year contract there were no permanent departmental faculty positions available and I had to leave the university.
I was able to secure the position of assistant curator with the Wisconsin State
Historical Society Museum and Library.
My responsibilities with the historical society centered on improving and upgrading exhibits and the interpretation of its collections. It had amassed signifi-
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cant collections representing Native Americans, early settlers, and Wisconsin
Civil War era-materials.
RVK: What led you from Madison, Wisconsin to Paris, France?
HD: Dr. Brew's 1953 visit to Madison marked the beginning of a life-changing
career. He had been appointed to UNESCO'S International Consultative Committee for tire Museum and Monuments Division and stated that there was a
UNESCO Museums and Monuments Division vacancy. He believed my academic
background, professional experience, and foreign language skills combined
to make me a well-qualified candidate. I was interested and he recommended
me. Shortly thereafter, I received a letter from UNESCO informing me that I
had been nominated for a position in the Museums and Monuments Division,
Department of Culture. I accepted the position of program specialist, Development of Museums; there had been no personal interviews.
RVK: What was this international transition like for you?
HD: The U.S. State Department recommended that I visit Washington, DC to meet
members of the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO together with representatives of organizations such as the National Park Service (NPS), American
Association of Museums (AAM), Smithsonian Institution (Smithsonian), and the
National Trust for Historic Preservation (Trust). It was the beginning of a long
association with many individuals I met on this trip. I also became aware that
UNESCO, this relatively new international organization, was not well known by
the U.S. museums and monuments communities.
I arrived in Paris in January 1954 without my family, since we wanted our
school-age child to complete his school year in Madison. My only previous visit
to Paris was a brief family holiday trip from my post in Germany. Nine years
after World War II ended, France and Paris were still recovering from the German
occupation trauma. The city was largely devoid of private cars and buildings
were uniformly gray with accumulated coal soot from the heating fuel used for
decades.
RVK: What was the office like when you arrived?
HD: In 1954 the Museums and Monuments Division had as its chief Jan K. van der
Haagen who had been in the Dutch Ministry of Culture. Piero Gazzola was the
monuments program specialist. He was an Italian architect restorer and would
later be the first president of the International Council on Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS). Madame Raymonde Frin was the editor of the UNESCO quarterly
MUSEUM. There were four secretaries - two French and two English—and an
Iranian clerk/research assistant. All were qualified in their native language and
bilingual.
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There were advantages in being appointed to the staff in the early years of this
small international organization, making it easy to know other department
colleagues. Over time I developed an especially close working relationship with
colleagues in the Fundamental Education Division, sharing common interests
in museum education. I had a professionally satisfying sense of participating in
the overall development of the organization and its programs.
Most of the professionals had years of experience in their respective fields.
Many had taught in colleges and universities or worked for their national governments. Many were authors of scientific or academic articles, monographs,
and books. It was useful to have the hindsight of some staff members who had
worked for the League of Nations prior to World War II.
UNESCO was then housed in the former luxury Hotel Majestic, now dingy and
run down, located near the Arc de Triomphe. It had served as the German
Army of Occupation headquarters during World War II. My first office was a
small hotel room overlooking an interior courtyard. The furnishings consisted
of discards from other French government offices.
RVK: How did you adapt to living in Paris?
HD: With Paris still recovering from the war's impact, it was challenging to find a
suitable apartment for my family's June arrival. It was one of the coldest winters
in recent history, making me aware of the limitations of Parisian apartment
heating systems. The fine metro and bus system afforded easy movement about
the city. It took awhile to become accustomed to food shopping complexities
with an array of separate markets and shops for meat, fish, pastry, vegetables,
fruit, etc. We eventually became accustomed to tire local lifestyles, even with
much of Paris closing down for the month of August while the Parisians went
on their annual extended vacations.
I was most fortunate in having a French division colleague who took me and my
family under her wing, and generously and graciously introduced us to tire ways
of Paris and France. Raymonde Frin would be a lifelong professional colleague
and family friend.
RVK: Had other Americans preceded you in the division?
HD: Yes. I replaced an American, Kenneth Disler. A number of Americans played
important roles in early UNESCO history. Dr. Grace M. Morley, director of
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, was engaged early on to advise
on developing a new museum division plan. She would later become the first
division's chief. The second UNESCO director-general, Luther H. Evans, was an
American and a former Librarian of Congress. During the course of my career
I worked for three other UNESCO director generals -Vittorino Veronese (Italy),
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Rene Maheu (France), and Amadou-Mahtar M'Bow (Senegal). Mr. Maheu was
the most supportive of the cultural programs.
RVK: What was it like as an American working for this international organization?
HD: With French and English being the official UNESCO working languages, I was
fortunate to have a good grounding in French prior to beginning work. It was
important to be bilingual in the UNESCO working environment. While German
was not an official UNESCO working language, it was also most helpful to have
fluency in this language. Throughout my career, I realized and experienced
tire number of UNESCO civil servants who never become fluent in both official
working languages.
Unique among the division's professional staff, I used a typewriter for most of
my work. All Europeans dictated to secretarial staff. International communications were a mainstay of our everyday work, almost all being conducted by airmail letters and telegrams. We operated on a different time schedule than that of
today's modern communications era. The first Xerox machines to arrive in the
1960s were considered quite a technical advancement. International telephone
calls were very expensive, used only in the most urgent and important situations. During my tenure there were no fax machines, computers, cell phones,
or e-mail.
In 1958 UNESCO moved into a new spacious modern office complex at Place
de Fontenoy designed by an international team of architects including the
American architect Marcel Breuer. It was a pleasure to have comfortable offices
with new furniture, windows with surrounding garden views, and meeting
and conference facilities.
RVK: What types of work did you do on your arrival?
HD: My initial focus was on the division's museum work. I was assigned to complete
a museum manual on organization and programs started by my predecessor.
Individual chapters had been written by specialists from a diverse array of
countries. The editing process was my first introduction into the complexities
of harmonizing many textual contradictions that reflected the author's experiences within their specific national systems.
Within the next 12 months my activities and responsibilities grew quickly.
Next I was responsible for planning, organizing, and conducting the first in series of UNESCO-sponsored, month-long, regional seminars and training sessions
for museum personnel. The first was held in Jos, Nigeria for African museums.
This led to my ongoing museum involvement throughout much of Africa. At
this time many former European colonies were in the process of gaining their
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independence. The second regional conference, held in Mexico City, focused
on Central America and tire Caribbean.
When I arrived at UNESCO, it had grown from the original 20 to 62 member
states, and during my work I had contact with all of them. When I left in 1980,
there were 150 member states. My responsibilities included writing and publishing
technical materials. I was a regular contributor to the UNESCO Museums and
Monuments Series and later the UNESCO Courier. Later, as part of an agreement
between UNESCO and the Encyclopedia Britannica, I wrote the historic preservation entry for the Encyclopedia Britannica Book of the Year from 1967
through 1980.
A Program of Participation in the Activities of Member States (PP) had been
adopted in 1953 by the UNESCO general conference. An increasing number of
assistance requests were received from new member states, recently European
colonies. With independence, many national museum and monument departments lost their senior administrative staff as they returned to their countries of
origin. We sent consultants on missions to help analyze problems and provide
longer-term project plans.
It soon became a practice during a UNESCO general conference for numerous
delegations to discuss with me future assistance needs for projects or local
institutions. The program was flexible; if a project were canceled or postponed,
funds could be transferred to other opportunities. I became adept at tracking
the division's un-obligated funds that would have been lost if not committed
by the end of the fiscal year. I kept a reserve list of member state museums
and cultural site needs and worthy cross-border initiatives among member states
and related non-governmental organizations. When year-end funds became
available, I was often able to quickly develop contracts to support numerous
small but significant efforts.
pp was flexible and very useful to the museum and preservation community.
The program covered grants for travel and meetings, equipment and fellowships, short-term consultants to advise on program development, and regional
and international conference aid. UNESCO'S financial commitments regularly
stimulated other governmental and private sector support.
When newly independent countries found it difficult to purchase museum
equipment requiring hard currency, the receiving country was required to make
duty free purchases, so that quality equipment could then be obtained at less
cost.
RVK: A UNESCO basic responsibility is the preparation and diffusion of international
standards. What role did you have in these developments?
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HD: Our division served as the secretariat for processing the proposing, preparing,
and adopting both UNESCO international conventions and recommendations.
The first convention I worked on was the UNESCO International Convention
Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import and Export of Cultural Property.
The process would begin with a member state, or states, proposing the need for
a convention. An intergovernmental experts committee would then be appointed representing member states. Our division would support the development
of a working outline for such a convention, UNESCO would then call an international specialists conference from all interested member states to discuss,
debate, and adopt the actual recommended convention language.
In the international arena, I observed that European participants in this process
often tended to focus on broad philosophical aspects. Many other national
representatives, including the United States, focused on more practical and
operational aspects. With UNESCO'S legal department, our office coordinated
the final document preparation.
This document would then be presented to a UNESCO general conference for
consideration and adoption. It then became the responsibility of individual
UNESCO member states to ratify the convention. When a specified number of
countries had ratified the convention, it would go into effect.
The last convention I worked on was the UNESCO International Convention for
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, commonly known
as the World Heritage Convention (WHC). U.S. experts played active roles in
forming both conventions, and the U.S. ratified both conventions.
UNESCO recommendations established general principles and norms for
cultural property preservation. As with tire conventions, our staff provided secretariat support for the development and array of such recommendations. One
example was the UNESCO Recommendation Concerning the Safeguarding and
Contemporary Role of Historic Areas. Adopted in 1976, the U.S. made significant
contributions based on its experience with legally protected historic districts.
The developmental process was similar to that for conventions except member
states were not required to ratify UNESCO recommendations. Member states
were invited to adopt them or use them to revise their national regulations in
accordance with recommendations.
RVK: How did your career path expand?
HD: In 1962 my responsibilities expanded to include the conservation of monuments
and sites. In 19671 became chief, Monuments and Sites, and later chief, Operations and Training Section, Cultural Heritage Division, Department of Culture.
With most of my professional experience prior to arriving in Paris being based
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on American models, I very quickly became attuned to many international
variations. I soon began to see and experience the interesting contrasts between
American experience and much of the rest of the world. It was also interesting and educational to witness American colleagues and foreign professionals
interacting in international forums.
UNESCO was regularly invited to the congresses, general assemblies, and special
meetings of a number of international organizations such as the International
Council on Museums (ICOM), the International Council of Monuments and
Sites (ICOMOS), the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and
Restoration of Cultural Property (Rome Centre), and the International Union
of Architects (UIA). I often served as the official UNESCO representative to such
gatherings. At these international sessions my network of personal and professional contacts was ever expanding. I came to know many of the leaders in
national government cultural programs, together with a host of practicing professionals in all heritage stewardship disciplines. Program participation afforded
me a unique perspective and understanding of their specific interests and how
they addressed them.
RVK: Did the United Nations contribute to UNESCO'S programs?
HD: The UN and its related agencies, such as UNESCO, met regularly on the development of policy and the coordination of expanding programs, particularly
in their formative years. Many of the newly independent states quickly joined
the UN and UNESCO, and proceeded to request aid from their former colonial
powers, the UN, and its agencies. One result was to have the donor-developed
countries propose that projects to aid undeveloped countries, be focused in the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and later the United Nations
Technical Assistance Program. Over time these two UN programs would become
sources for program and financial support of cultural heritage initiatives. Initially many of them were focused on tourism development to further national
economic development.
RVK: UNESCO was a pioneer in establishing international campaigns to generate global
support to protect, preserve, and interpret cultural properties. What was your
experience when the first campaign was launched in Egypt?
HD: In 1954 this first campaign was generated by the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics agreeing to finance the construction of the new Aswan High Dam on
the Nile River. It would be tire largest development project in modern Egyptian
history. The water impoundment behind the dam would create an enormous
lake inundating significant heritage sites in both Egypt and Sudan.
As member states, these two countries in 1959 requested UNESCO'S help in dealing with this threat to their cultural patrimony. It represented the largest and
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most significant such request to UNESCO up to this time. In i960 the UNESCO
director-general launched an appeal to the member states for an International
Campaign to Save the Monuments of Nubia. This campaign would continue for
20 years, with unprecedented project and staff budget requirements.
The Advisory Committee appointed by the UNESCO director-general consisted
of internationally recognized cultural preservation experts. The primary task
was to define which of Egypt's projects would be UNESCO'S primary focus. The
Abu Simbel and Philae temple complexes were the largest of those selected.
These experts also recognized that hundreds of other identified sites should be
saved, or excavated, before being irremediably lost.
Bordering the Nile River, the Abu Simbel temples had been cut into tire sandstone cliffs by King Ramses 11 (1292-1225 BC). The campaign committee reviewed
several proposals in detail to save the temples from flooding. It recommended
that the best solution was to cut, move, and re-assemble the temples on the
plateau above the lake to be created by the dam.
With the Philae complex, the decision was to have the cut-stone temples
dismantled and reassembled on the neighboring island of Agilkia. This required
the construction of a temporary barrier around Philae, dismantling all of
the structures, placing the stones on shore for storage, reshaping Agilkia into a
Philae replica, and reconstructing the complex.
While I participated in advisory committee meetings, my primary personal
campaign role was being responsible for UNESCO's coordinating all archeological investigations in Sudan impacted by the lake.
RVK: The United States played a significant role in the funding for this first UNESCO
international campaign. Could you describe what the U.S. did?
HK: All Vrioni, who headed the campaign, was a skilled fundraiser. Coming from
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, he had extensive experience in foreign
aid programs. He undertook a mission to the United States where he personally
presented this UNESCO international campaign to President John F. Kennedy.
At the time, the U.S. government was conducting the international Food for
Peace Program. Under this program, Egypt, as an eligible country, could purchase
U.S. agriculture products using their national currency. The funds would then
remain in blocked accounts in Egypt and only be used for projects in Egypt
approved by both Egypt and the U.S. The President proposed to contribute the
equivalent of S20 million (us) in blocked Egyptian pounds with the concurrence
of the Egyptian government. These funds would support much of tire required
work, especially at Abu Simbel. They also financed American institutions'
campaign costs in Egypt. Given the importance of this joint U.S. /Egypt contribution, it encouraged other countries to contribute to the campaign and
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sponsor expeditions to take part in tire search for past civilizations and arclreological salvage documentation.
RVK: What were some other international campaigns that followed?
HD: This was the first of many UNESCO sponsored international campaigns. It and
those that followed contributed to member states having a greater understanding
and appreciation of a coordinated ongoing effort to survey, identify, designate,
and support the preservation of internationally significant sites. By 1972 this
would be manifested in the UNESCO-sponsored WHC. Subsequent campaigns
in which I was engaged included the City of Venice, Italy; the Bronze Age site of
Mohenjo-Daro, Pakistan; tire sites and monuments of the Kathmandu Valley,
Nepal; and tire Buddhist monument of Borobudur in Central Java, Indonesia.
RVK: As you mentioned earlier, UNESCO played a leading role in encouraging and
facilitating the creation of new private and intergovernmental organizations
such as the International Union of Architects (UIA), the International Centre for
the Study of the Preservation and the Restoration of Cultural Property (Rome
Centre) and the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS).
What was your role in these developments?
HD: I was pleased to play a role in the creation of both ICOMOS and the Rome Centre.
ICOMOS came into being as two initiatives converged, UNESCO'S advisory committee recognized that demand for specialized services related to monuments
preservation was growing. It was beyond our capacity to meet the need. The
committee recommended that UNESCO explore the creation of a new nongovernmental organization (NGO). I participated in the initial conversations to
explore this idea with the French Ministry of Culture. Soon thereafter in 1964
the II International Congress of Architects and Technicians of Historic Monuments met in Venice, Italy. The Congress produced the initial version of the
Venice Charter and recognized the need for this new NGO system. I was given
the assignment to organize steps to bring it into being, ICOMOS was founded at
a June 1965 conference in Warsaw, Poland.
I was then assigned to support the development of another NGO that would
be responsible for supporting studies in cultural property conservation.
I worked with Dr. Harold J. Plenderleith as a consultant for tire project. He was
then the keeper of the Research Laboratory in the British Museum and the
author of recognized conservation books and publications. By 1959 the Rome
Centre in Rome, Italy was established with Dr. Plenderleith as its first director.
The U.S. government quickly joined, being initially active through the Smithsonian Institution and later fire Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
(Advisory Council).
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RVK: Your responsibilities included retaining consultants for a wide diversity of UNESco-sponsored projects throughout the world. How did you go about locating
them and what did you learn from the experience?
HD: I made an effort to go regularly on UNESCO missions and represent UNESCO at
meetings of related international organizations. These experiences allowed me
to know experts in various fields who might be engaged as future consultants.
It was very useful to meet them in person, get to know them, learn how they
reacted to people (especially those of other cultural backgrounds), and how
their professional colleagues evaluated them. This was important for the success
of any UNESCO-sponsored project because consultants had to get along with
the local staff; be able to revise long-standing existing practices when necessary;
introduce new equipment; provide additional training; and/or provide fellowships for newly recruited staff. In the international arena, I considered consultants' personalities nearly as important as their expertise.
For example in 1956 our division received a request from Indonesia for a consultant to advise on preserving and presenting textiles in their museums for a
six-month mission. After prior consultation with several experts in the field, I
suggested John Irwin of London's Victoria and Albert Museum. Following protocol, I discussed the proposed consultant from tire U.K. with J. L. Nevinson,
Assistant Secretary of the UK National Commission for UNESCO. He concurred
with my selection and the mission took place; both the consultant and local
staffs were pleased with the results.
RVK: Your career afforded you tire opportunity to have many interesting new international experiences. What are some examples?
HK: I represented UNESCO at a 1956 Athens conference on Greek museums. The
country was still in the reconstruction stage following the war and experiencing national political upheavals. Recovery of tourism was just beginning. When
we visited the Parthenon, there were few visitors. For me the conference was
important because participants were focused on sharing their experiences
rather than looking to international experts to advise them on what they might
do. It was a timely experience in having them come to see local museums as a
backdrop of what might be done as a part of rebuilding their communities.
My first visit to Morocco was to represent UNESCO at an archeologists meeting of the Arab League. As was often the case, there were political overtones to
die gathering. General Gamal Nasser had recently led a coup d'etat against the
Egyptian monarchy, had taken over the government, and in 1956, had converted
Egypt into a one-party state. A strong Pan-Arab movement was developing among die Arab peoples during tiris period. A French Protectorate and a
monarchy, Morocco, as the meeting host, afforded an interesting contrast to the
changes in Egypt.
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It was the first time that many archeologists from the eastern Mediterranean
countries had been to Morocco. Here women from upper classes invariably
wore veils when outside of their homes. At meeting receptions and dinners only
men were allowed on the ground floor. The women looked down from balconies built above the reception halls; it was understood that we were not to look
up. For many of the delegates and for me this was a new cultural experience. In
a site visit to the ancient capitol of Fez, tire old walled quarter was as fascinating
to the eastern Mediterraneans as it was to me. Young boys in their early teens
were working as skilled craftsmen. They were still weaving traditional patterns
on primitive looms using either sheep's wool or camel hair. We also visited an
ancient university built during the medieval period that was still in use.
RVK: Which Americans in the cultural heritage area did you come to know and
interact with?
HD: Among the prominent Americans I came to know through their organizations
were people such as Ronald F. Lee, Charles E. Peterson, and Ernest A. Connally
of the National Park Service; Robert Garvey and Terry B. Morton of the
National Trust for Historic Preservation and in the case of Robert Garvey, later
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation; and Peter Powers and Paul
Perrot of the Smithsonian Institution.
When Ernest Connally, NPS, was serving as the first American to be elected the
secretary-general of ICOMOS he visited Paris on a regular basis. He contributed
a great deal to the development of the cultural heritage criteria for the World
Heritage List.
Peter Powers and Paul Perrot were very active and supportive in the initiation
and development of the Rome Centre.
My longest and closest relationship was with Bob Garvey. Beginning with his
role as the executive director of die National Trust, he served as a U.S. representative at the meetings leading to the ICOMOS formation and was elected one its
first vice-presidents. In the development of the 1966 Act, he sought my advice
on European countries and cities that a special committee of leading Americans
might visit to gain an in-depth understanding of contemporary national and
urban preservation practices.
Together with other UNESCO staff colleagues, we provided recommendations for
both their itinerary and leading individuals in each of tire countries and cities
they might visit. I was fortunate in being invited to accompany the Rains Special
Committee on Historic Preservation on most its 1965 European tour. Traveling
by train die delegation visited Austria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, England,
France, die Netherlands, Italy, Poland, and West Germany.
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Among the committee members I was privileged to get to know were Senator
Edmund S. Muskie, Maine; Congressman Albert Rains, Alabama; Lawson B.
Knott, Jr., administrator, General Services Administration; William L. Slayton,
commissioner, Urban Renewal Administration; George Hartzog, director,
National Park Service; Gordon Gray, chairman, tire Trust; and Carl Feiss, FAIA,
AIP, urban planner and Trust trustee. Their observations and findings from this
experience formed the recommendations incorporated in the 1966 book
With Heritage So Rich.
RVK: Why did you leave UNESCO and what kinds of activities have you pursued since?
HD: In 19801 reached UNESCO's mandatory 60-year retirement age and retired. After
27 years of living in Paris we wanted to return to the United States. We moved
to Washington, DC because it was an international city, and our daughter was
attending George Washington University.
I was pleased that John C. Poppeliers was offered and accepted a position
within UNESCO'S Department of Culture after I retired. He had previously been
chief of the Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering
Record at NPS.
Professionally I served as a consultant on UNESCO Cultural Property Missions
to Italy, Japan, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Singapore, and Turkey. The Aga Khan
Foundation invited me to serve on a special mission to China that was focused
on the country's Muslim heritage sites. I especially enjoyed returning to Hawaii
in 1988 as a visiting professor at the University of Hawaii on cultural heritage
conservation.
I volunteered weekly at the US/ICOMOS secretariat advising the staff and
answering foreign correspondence. I maintained an ongoing engagement with
the ICOMOS International Wood Committee. I became a regular attendee at
Washington's monthly Historic Preservation Roundtable.
I also developed an interest and skill in building large-scale model historic
sailing ships and have been pleased to build models as gifts for all six children.
RVK: Four years after you retired, the United States, as a 1946 charter member, left
UNESCO in 1984 and did not rejoin until 2003. What your feelings regarding that
decision?
HD: As an American who had devoted his entire career to UNESCO, I was most
disappointed. I believe the United States should have remained a member and
taken a leadership role in resolving issues that motivated its withdrawal. It had
enormous negative impacts—both within UNESCO and here, UNESCO'S budget
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was immediately reduced by 25 percent. Americans were no longer eligible for
employment as new staff or to serve on committees or in consultative roles.
The U.S. National Commission for UNESCO was disbanded, US/ICOMOS was a
commission member at the time and had been for many years. The global network of established working relationships and contacts was severely disrupted
for tire next nine years. While I was pleased to see the United States rejoin,
there is presently no major American staff presence within tire museum and
monument programs.
The United States - through preservation and related organizations and individuals mentioned above and many, many others - made immeasurable contributions to world cultural heritage through UNESCO. Its developing years were the
foundation for these intervening years, through today and into future centuries.

Hiroshi Daifuku at home in Washington, DC, May 2010,
viewing one of the ship models he built. (Courtesy of Alison Daifuku)
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Improving Archeological Predictive Modeling for
the Santa Cruz Valley National Heritage Area
by J. Brett Hill, Mathew Devitt, and Marina Drigo'

Predictive models are among the most attractive and useful strategies for
cultural resource managers attempting to estimate unknown archeological site
locations. Using inferences from known archeological sites and their environmental context to predict unknown site locations and to model archeological
sensitivity has become increasingly practical, and technical refinements in
model development now make it relatively easy to produce such models.2 Yet,
several methodological and theoretical dilemmas have inhibited the full realization of predictive modeling potential in the management context. We propose
an approach that offers both improved model efficiency and more effective
use of data to address contemporary challenges. These improvements are both
technical and conceptual, and focus on the ways existing archeological and
geographic data sets can be more clearly related to our questions.
At die technical level, identifying and deriving variables that structured human
land use are some of the most important and problematic aspects of predictive
models.3 We know that many environmental attributes such as water availability
and terrain were critical, and abundant digital data on these are readily available.
Many scholars have made valuable progress on techniques for deriving useful
indices from tirese data.-' However, significant differences between current and
past conditions, as well as scalar discrepancies between current mapping standards and past land use, hinder model development.
At the conceptual level, archeologists commonly acknowledge the importance
of predictive modeling for CRM5, but most of tire method and tiieory behind
modeling is dominated by an academic goal of explaining past human behavior.
Relatively little attention has been given to ways of integrating such research
goals with otlier non-academic interests in the archeological record. Furthermore,
while some acknowledge the differences between CRM and academic research
goals, relatively few pay attention to variability within the CRM context.
We found ourselves at odds with some attitudes toward predictive modeling
tirat affected our goals and methodological choices in ways we think merit
greater discussion. Our goals in this paper are twofold, to: 1) illustrate a simple
but useful technique for modeling the importance of water in an arid environment, and 2) address some of the theoretical and practical implications of the
varying goals of predictive modeling.6
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Archeological Sensitivity in the National Heritage Area
In recent years, the government of Pima County, Arizona, and other organizations have developed the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (SDCP), including
a Geographic Information System (GIS) for use in planning development in the
context of rapidly increasing local population. Among the many components of
this system is an archeological sensitivity map of the eastern part of the county,
where most development is occurring. This map was produced through a
collaboration between archeologists and planners. First, a team of knowledgeable local archeologists manually drew maps of areas they knew to have high
concentrations of archeological sites. Planners then integrated this information
with other information in the GIS to enable the county government to evaluate
spatial relationships among cultural resources and other aspects of tire environment affecting policy and planning.
A recent initiative to establish a National Heritage Area (NHA) in the Santa Cruz
Valley prompted a renewed interest in tire SDCP archeological sensitivity map
and a desire to produce something comparable for Santa Cruz County. Eastern
Pima County comprises the lower (northern) portion of the Santa Cruz Valley
as conceived for the NHA, and Santa Cruz County comprises tire upper (southern) portion of tire valley. Unlike Pima County, Santa Cruz County did not have
an archeological sensitivity map. The NHA feasibility study, however, required
thematic maps of the entire area as a single management entity. Given budgetary
and time constraints, we were required to use existing data and available tools
to produce such a map. Based on information acquired from public sources
including tire United States Geological Survey (USGS), the Arizona State Land
Department (ASLD), and tire AZSITE (Arizona's archaeological sites database,)
and using Areas, and SYSTAT software, we developed a predictive model of
archeological sensitivity.
An important aspect of this project was tire need to produce maps of resources
relevant to the specific goals of developing tire NHA. Furthermore, these maps
needed to provide a sense of the resources as they were integrated into a set
of ten interpretive themes focusing on tire natural and cultural history of the area.
Of these ten, Native American Lifeways (11,000 BC to Present) and Desert Farming
(2000 BC to Present) are directly related to our modeling and are focused on
settlement and land use prior to European contact. Most of tire themes also emphasize various aspects of life along tire river oases that are so prominent in this
desert environment and provide the unifying principle for the NHA. A key focus
of our analysis was demonstrating in a clear and concise way the archeological
aspects of this relationship between land use and the Santa Cruz River system.
The larger goal of the NHA designation is to develop heritage and nature tourism in tire area. Estimated impacts of increased tourism resulting from the NHA
designation are approximately Si.8 billion and 40,000 new jobs over the first
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ten years. Given that this development is focused in large part on the cultural
resources of the area, it is necessary to both illustrate where those resources are
located and how they will be affected by increased activity. Achievement of this
goal is limited by the still unknown elements of the archeological record.
A good deal is currently known about cultural resources in the area but more
remains to be discovered and incorporated into our understanding of the
region's past. For example, the importance of this area in the early development
of agriculture and sedentary life in North America remained unknown until
recent highway salvage work revealed deeply buried deposits in the river floodplain dating earlier than 4000 B.P.7 Thus we desired a model, reflecting potential
for archeological materials and their relationship to tire environmental factors
structuring other heritage tourism themes, which would illustrate the unique
and significant contribution of the Santa Cruz Valley to American heritage.
The Santa Cruz Valley in Santa Cruz County

FIGURE 1

Location of Santa Cruz
County in southeastern
Arizona.

Santa Cruz County is located in southeastern Arizona adjacent totireUnited
States-Mexico border. (Figure 1) It comprises an area of approximately 3200
km2 of Basin and Range topography with elevation ranging from 900 to 2880
meters above mean sea level. The dominant geographic feature in the region is
the Santa Cruz River, which begins in Arizona, flows into Sonora, Mexico, and
then curves west and north to re-enter Arizona and flow toward its confluence
with tire Gila River in south-central Arizona. The Santa Rita and Patagonia
Mountains flank the river valley and contribute a large portion of its flow. The
region is dominated by Sonoran and Chihuahuan Desert vegetation, except in
the mountain elevations where Madrean evergreen woodland contains relict
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Pleistocene flora and fauna typical of cooler and wetter climates.8 Annual
precipitation in the area ranges from 300 mm in the low desert to 900 mm in the
higher elevations.
Culturally the area has been the location of human habitation since the early
stages of New World occupation over 12,000 years ago, and several Paleo-Indian
sites are recorded here. It is also the location of Archaic and Early Agricultural
Period sites, and an ideal riverine setting for the introduction of domesticates
to tire region approximately 3,500 to 4,000 years ago.9 During the last centuries
before European contact, what is now Santa Cruz County was on tire border
between the Hohokam and Trincheras culture areas. When the first European
explorers arrived, O'odham groups, whose descendents still live here, occupied
the area. Overall there is good evidence that some parts of the area were occupied fairly consistently for several thousand years, and many areas of occupation in earlier times are still the primary loci of occupation today.
Practical and Theoretical Implications of Prediction
Essential questions in predictive modeling concern both what is being predicted
and the purpose of the prediction. Modelers typically emphasize the ability
of archeologists to accurately predict and ultimately explain patterns in tire
archeological record10. Such a view undervalues the role of predictive modeling
in understanding the relationship between past and future land use, which is
a vital objective in many CRM contexts. In these situations, prediction takes on a
more dynamic role. In our project in Santa Cruz County we found that shifting
our perspective had significant implications fortireway we developed our model.
A central debate in different approaches to predictive modeling concerns
the role of explanation. Most argue that explanation is the primary goal of
prediction and that efforts toward predictive models without explanation are
misplaced." Simple prediction is perceived as a vacuous mathematical exercise
in the absence of a higher purpose that justifies the expense of public funds.
As Timothy Kohler and Sandra Parker note, "Sites are not worthwhile ends in
themselves, but the understanding of human behavior and development that
can be extracted from them is."10
Current historic preservation laws and regulations emphasize the importance
of information potential and most CRM work is developed with an explanatory
research design. The importance of information potential in CRM is supported
in concept and by its prevalent use as the criterion for designating sites eligible
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) in the United
States.13 This emphasis on information and understanding is evident in most
academic and CRM work and constitutes a valid goal. However, the determination of significance based on information potential has recently received more
careful scrutiny"' and there is increasing awareness that traditional scientific
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notions of information to be gained from excavation do not adequately encompass the range of values inherent in archeological landscapes.
There are multiple valid interests in tire archeological record. William Lipe proposed that cultural resources have four different kinds of value including informational (research), economic (market value), aesthetic (contemporary appeal),
and associative (sentimental or familial-).'5 He notes that management of resources
will involve competition among interest groups emphasizing different values.
Martin Carver argued that ultimately all other values of the archeological
record are derived from research informing us about what is important or
relevant.'6 Following a more diverse appreciation of importance and relevance,
we argue that this perspective is too narrowly shaped by a perspective that fails
to accommodate the wide variety of reasons people have valued remains of
the past for millennia.'?
This problem is not simply one of contemporary multiculturalism but has
historical salience within a Western tradition as well.'8 Carver acknowledged
that even within a research context the importance of the archeological record
is a fluid matter, dependent on current conditions and "in a state of continual
redefinition.""' Thisfluxresults from social and theoretical concerns that are
constantly changing, emphasizing the still unknown aspects of the archeological
record, and the ever-changing interface between that record and equally unknown future research values. We agree, but emphasize that the interface with
the past is not limited to future research values.
Many people have a strong interest in the archeological record that may diverge
substantially from the goal of scientific explanation, and their primary reason
for wanting to protect ancient sites is not necessarily to save them for future
information gathering.2" While such conflicts of interest are often perceived to
stem from fundamentally different worldviews, similar divergences occur
within the Euro-American historic preservation community. To take a simple
example from our region, saving the last Hohokam ballcourt from destruction
might be of debatable scientific value, yet few archeologists would dispute the
merit of such a plan. A full discussion of the diverging interests and understandings of the past is beyond our scope but is the subject of considerable recent
publication.21
The concept of heritage is a central issue, both in the practice of CRM and in
our project to support the development of a National Heritage Area. The term
heritage refers to inheritance or tradition, and suggests both the process of passing on meaning through time and of negotiating present meaning.22 The various
parties cooperating to promote the heritage of the Santa Cruz Valley represent
a broad range of interpretation about its meaning. Certainly the scientific
meaning of archeological materials in the region is valid, but so are the multi-
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tude of meanings for diverse communities tracing their ancestry through this
region, and the diverse communities living with the rapid environmental and
economic changes present and forecast. Perhaps sites are not worthwhile ends
in themselves, but to the degree that they are meaningful in the heritage process
of diverse groups, their value must transcend the understanding of human
behavior and development that scientists can extract from them. Consideration
of alternative ends emphasizes the value of alternative approaches to methodological issues.23
A growing sense of tire economic, landscape, and political values of the
archeological record alters the role of prediction in a number of important
ways.24 Modeling in this context requires maps focusing on landscapes and
deposits instead of sites, attention to formation processes that affect the future
of resources, and the potential for rapid, large-scale iterative model development using readily available tools and data. In addition, modeling for alternative
needs may affect issues such as sample selection and quantitative approaches.
These requirements are not irrelevant to academic research, but the CRM
context makes their practical solution a more urgent concern and may alter
the cost/benefit of striving for a tenuous and problematic explanation whose
value is likely temporary. Improved predictive success can be achieved through
strategies that do not necessarily improve our scientific understanding of past
cultures. In fact, such understanding may be tangential to primary goals of
preservation and conservation.
As part of a broader effort, the model described here must clearly convey the
richness of our record of the past and a sense of how that record is integrated
witlr other resources. These messages would not be well served by a treatise
on the subtleties of site function or the complex processes involved in decision making by ancient peoples. Rather, tire desired product is one with which
archeologists are able to accurately illustrate our current understanding of
places of importance in the region's human history. This product will then be
integrated witlr complementary efforts by ethnographers and historians, natural
scientists representing ecological interests, and current land and business owners in the area. This combination of views is necessary to fill out our understanding of tire landscape and its value. We must then communicate our results
effectively to a wide audience, including policy makers and the public.
To effectively accomplish these goals we must be applied anthropologists, fully
engaged with the community and mindful of our work in a larger context.25 One
of our major challenges in this type of work is to identify sensitive locations, or
those parts of the archeological record facing imminent threat of conflict with
other dynamic elements in the community. Furthermore, the model we develop
must be recognized as a single step in an evolving process for which many
future models will be required to address the constantly changing nature of the
present as articulation of past and future.
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Ancient Data and Future Probability
Archeologists describe several techniques to develop models using GIS and
statistical software. The dominant form of model is one that assesses the correlation among archeological site locations and qualities of the natural environment. One popular and robust statistical technique is logistic regression,26 which
has proven to be a powerful and easily interpreted method when appropriate
data are available.27 Correlation statistics such as these require known archeological and geographic input in order to estimate unknown matters of interest
such as the likelihood of an activity impacting the archeological record.
Environmental Data
Obtaining and developing useful environmental data can be the most time consuming and costly aspect of a predictive modeling project. While some projects
are able to include collection of environmental data in conjunction with archeological survey, our project constraints did not allow for such an integrated
approach. Rather, we used available data that was typically collected for quite
different purposes and recorded at a scale that may be inappropriate for use in
modeling some aspects of prehistoric land use.28 However, we needed to derive
meaningful attributes from these data and still discriminate useful variation
among geographic attributes. Because our study is at a regional scale, we believe
that broad environmental characteristics such as soil, climate, and vegetation
structured settlement choices.
The primary sources of digital environmental data for this region are the Arizona
Land Resource Information System (ALMS), and the United States Geological
Survey (USGS), both of which provide free data for use in non-commercial
applications. Slope and flow accumulation data were derived in Areas from
tire digital elevation model (DEM) using the Spatial Analysis extension and the
ArcHydro data model.29
One especially important consideration in site location that is difficult to
address with standard hydrography data is the availability of water. In tire desert
southwest, this has always been an important consideration for settlers, and it
is a particularly troublesome thing to identify with current data in a way that
reflects actual availability over thousands of years. Standard hydrography data
available from sources such as the USGS do not adequately indicate the subtle
variation in water availability in the desert and do not address differences
between current conditions and those intirepast. Simple distinctions between
perennial and ephemeral streams, or methods of identifying stream order do
little to indicate the actual quantity and timing of water availability that are
critical to human uses. Furthermore, a great deal of change in surface water
availability has occurred over time, particularly in the last century as modern
uses have affected flow characteristics and the water table.
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In the present analysis, for example, only two small segments of the many
streams in the area were identified as perennial, the rest considered ephemeral.
The historical literature documents a much more extensive perennial flow in
the larger streams of this region.30 In addition, the mean distance to any stream
from sites used in these analyses was 294 m, compared to 303 m for non-site
locations. This three percent difference in distance to ephemeral water sources
hardly reflects its importance in this desert region and is minimally useful in
discriminating among likely settlement locations. To best identify hydrologically
useful locations would require a laborious paleoenvironmental study emphasizing geomorphological evidence of pastfluvialconditions. In the absence of such
detailed study, we focused on hydrological modeling as the best way to understand tire relative availability of water to ancient settlers.
Hydrological modeling characterizes the direction and accumulation of water
flow based on terrain. The size of watershed is one of the most important qualities affecting the amount of water that flows in a given drainage. It is possible to
calculate tire accumulated surface flow available at any location based on slope
and aspect values provided by digital terrain data. We used a neighborhood
sum3' to indicate the total area of watershed contributing to hydrologic flow
within 1 km of a site location. This measure characterizes the amount of flow
available in close proximity to a settlement and reflects variable availability as
the distance from sites to drainages increases. Furthermore, it emphasizes the
importance of locations at stream confluences that have been noted as persistent
places.32 Stream confluences both increase the area of highflowpotential within
such a radius and reflect the importance of tributaries in raising water table
levels and creating more regularflow.33Calculation of the neighborhood statistic
resulted in a meanflowaccumulation in the vicinity of sites that is more than
127 times greater than the mean for non-site locations, and appears far more
indicative of the variable availability of water in the desert. Development of this
variable offers both a substantial gain in the efficiency of our model and a clear
reflection of tire importance of water in this environment.
Archeological Data
Arizona State Museum (ASM) and AZSITE provided information on site locations and survey projects in Santa Cruz County. We focused on pre-European
contact period sites because a separate effort was under way to identify historic
properties and it was unnecessary and probably inadvisable to model their
locations.34 We narrowed our scope to habitation sites because these are likely
to represent the broadest range of activities relevant to the stated interpretive
themes, and they freed us from the difficulty of identifying tenuous site functions. We identified a set of 160 pre-contact, habitation sites deemed to be most
representative of past land use and of cultural resources needing protection.
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The use of these archeological survey data in a statistical model poses problems
of analysis because they are biased and do not represent a random sample.
Because this problem is common for researchers attempting to use existing
data, archeologists have explored ways to compensate for such bias.55 A random
sample is important to provide a representative set of locations for statistical
analysis. For many purposes it would be desirable to have a sample of locations
representative of the full range of past land use. The use of unrepresentative
data in model development risks missing important and unknown aspects of
behavior.56 Jeffrey H. Altschul argued that it is precisely these unknown elements
that are most important because they provide tire most new information.57
It is helpful, however, to consider more closely the questions of bias and representativeness. The importance of a representative sample rests on an assumption that it is representative of something we want to explain. In a scientific
context, past settlement and land use are typically what we want to explain. If,
however, our goal is to model the articulation of past land use with current and
future land use, the existing sample bias may be viewed as a useful measure of
the interface between the archeological record and recent land use. While not a
random sample, it is very representative of recent and contemporary interest
in the landscape from a development point of view. That is, the region's distribution of known sites and modern archeological surveys is a good reflection
of the range of land use it has received over the last several decades. The variable
scrutiny received by different areas is an indication of how much activity has
occurred and is likely to occur in tire near future.
The goal of producing a sensitivity map suggests a desire to identify cultural
resources that are subject to imminent effect by development, and modeling
sensitivity requires consideration of both the resources and development
trends. Bias inherent in much existing archeological data produced by CRM may
essentially be considered a weighting factor for threat level. Rather than apply
techniques to correct for this bias, we chose to use it strategically, emphasizing
those areas most likely to be impacted by developments in tire near future.
Results and Discussion
A combination of variables including: flow accumulation, elevation, distance to
springs, soils, and vegetation produced the best results. Our model produced
mean probability estimates for site locations of .97 and for non-site locations
of .03, indicating strong discrimination between location types. Figure 2 depicts
a resulting archeological sensitivity map reflecting a 76 percent gain in efficiency
by focusing attention on only 21.4 percent of the total area for likely impacts.58
The model accurately characterizes the importance of the Santa Cruz River
Valley where most land use, both ancient and modern, seems to be concentrated. For example, the emphasis apparent particularly in the upper reaches
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FIGURE 2

Archeological sensitivity map
resulting from more efficient
process.
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of the Santa Cruz Valley corresponds well withfindingsof other researchers
documenting biodiversity and other indices of natural resource wealth.39 This
emphasis in the model is driven by recent focus on this area and illustrates the
connections between current interest and archeological sensitivity.
Despite our current need to settle on a particular model illustrating this
articulation, it is essential to consider modeling as an ongoing, iterative process.
Ultimately, more detailed management plans may require more elaborate
modeling efforts and consideration of new variables as we strive to clarify our
understanding of more particular problems and relationships. In addition, our
understanding of the archeology of this region is certain to improve dramatically
as more research is conducted in coming years. Development is certain to
expand greatly in the area, changing the articulation of past and present
interests. The present model cannot be considered afinalword on archeological
sensitivity in Santa Cruz County. Rather we hope that our efforts and the lessons learned will serve as a productive foundation for continued work. We are
encouraged that this initial project has offered a useful model and numerous
valuable insights into the modeling process.
Finding the Fit Between Questions and Data
Predictive modeling has long held promise as a powerful tool to help archeologists understand patterns of land use. Technological improvements in methodology, computing power, and data access now make useful modeling a practical
goal for many in our field. In the project described here we were able to use
readily available data and technology to produce a model offering significant
insight into the ways in which the landscape of southeastern Arizona articulates
past and contemporary land use. We are able to produce a map depicting those
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areas in Santa Cruz County most susceptible to the conflicting goals of preserving and highlighting our unique past, and future economic development. Our
map explicitly focuses on areas of archeological value that are likely to be both
a significant factor shaping development efforts and significantly affected by
those efforts.
For this we are indebted to a generation of archeologists who have developed
techniques and raised important questions about predictive modeling. At the
same time, we encountered new challenges and solutions to problems many in
ourfieldmayfinduseful. We hope the present discussion offers some value in
two areas of predictive modeling in archeology.
First, the matter of water availability is a critical factor in many parts of the
world and tools for hydrological modeling in GIS offer valuable methods for
more accurately assessing the variable availability of water across a landscape.
We successfully used a fairly simple approach quantifying accumulated flow
with good success. This approach can be improved in the future with more
complex modeling of variable precipitation and geology in different drainages
that also affect the amount of available surface water.
Second, the matter of archeological data for model development is problematic
particularly for small projects with limitingfinancialand schedule constraints.
In many areas, abundant archeological data may be available that has been
perceived as unsuitably biased for modeling purposes. While others offer useful
suggestions for addressing bias in archeological data, we argue that in some CRM
contexts this bias may be turned to advantage as a weighting factor emphasizing contemporary threats to cultural resources. The bias in existing data thus
offers a useful measure of threat sensitivity that is important in managing and
preserving these resources. This bias focuses our attention on the future of the
archeological record as much as its past.
In preservation archeology, the goal of predictive modeling is no longer simply
explaining past behavior but how that behavior influences the present and
takes on contemporary economic, political, and ideological values. Substantial
amounts of money and effort are currently devoted to the preservation and
recognition of cultural resources in the United States and many other countries.
If tlnis trend is any indication of value as perceived by society, then diverse
approaches to predictive modeling that offer efficient and timely maps of past
land use become important elements in our view of the historical landscape.
The current project was initiated as part of a larger heritage tourism and preservation effort and requires a focus on the ways that past land use are integrated
with current land use, and to an increasing degree will structure future land use.
It is, in fact, the express purpose of this effort to create a model of the landscape
as a product of the past to structure the future. This is not a model of the past to
simply inform us, but an active effort to shape the future in a particular way.
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Archeologists are not simply in the business of explaining why people did what
they did in the past, and we do not here pretend to offer new knowledge on
this subject. Instead we argue that part of our job as archeologists is to inform a
public interested in balancing preservation and development about where these
goals interact and conflict with one another. To answer "What are we learning
that we didn't already know?" we do not simply need to explain the past better,
but rather to explain where the past will impact, and be impacted by, a future we
predict will still care.
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Beyond the Bitumen: Australia's Stuart Highway
and the Cultural Construction of a Road
by Rosemary Kerr

"The Stuart Highway has about it an aura of stark heroism, of haunting romance.
It's our equivalent of ancient spice routes, of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
of the Grand Trunk Road, prizing riches from tire uninhabitable."1 These words,
by Australian travel writer, Keith Willey, convey something of the romanticism
surrounding Australia's Stuart Highway. Australia's first transcontinental
highway, better known as simply "The Track" or "The Bitumen", connects Port
Augusta, near Adelaide on the southern coastline, to Darwin in the tropical
north, through Central Australia and the Great Australian Desert, a distance
of almost 1,800 miles. Named in honor of explorer, John McDouall Stuart,
whose route it approximates; constructed and improved during World War II
as one of the nation's key strategic defense roads, it now forms part of Australia's
National Highway System, a series of roads encircling and bisecting the
nation, connecting all the states and territories and Australia's largest and most
important cities. As Willey's quote suggests, however, roads are cultural
landscapes, constructed both physically and imaginatively. As valuable cultural
resources, they are capable of articulating much about the heritage of a locality,
region, or nation, yet they also present particular challenges for cultural heritage
management. Roads embody elements of both the natural and cultural environment; they often extend over vast geographic distances; and their meanings
and significance are not static, or tied to a particular historical moment, but
are constantly being recreated and overlaid through journeys along tire route
over time, as past and present interact.
Certain roads become nationally significant not only because of their strategic
importance or engineering excellence, but because they have assumed a
unique place in tire national imagination. Such significance is also "constructed"
through a dynamic process of interaction between the route's history; its
physicality; visions of planners and promoters; travelers' experiences; and
representations in popular culture. Yet, it is these intangible qualities that are
most difficult to incorporate in preservation and interpretation strategies.
This article explores the cultural construction and interpretation of one of
Australia's most nationally significant routes—the Stuart Highway.
Over the past decade, the heritage profession internationally, led by American
scholars and practitioners,2 has demonstrated a growing interest in the identification, interpretation, and preservation of roads and "cultural routes"3 as
heritage resources. The Australian heritage community has also shown a strong
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desire to engage with die study of roads as holistic cultural landscapes, although
federal, state, territory, and local governments have been slow to come to grips
with these challenges.-' When government agencies attempt to address road
heritage, studies are often managed and driven from an archeological, architectural, or engineering perspective, with the main focus concentrating on material
and aesthetic qualities; on specific items of road infrastructure such as bridges
and culverts; or on particular sites of built and natural heritage along the road
corridor. Roads and routes, however, are so much more than the sum of their
parts. This study approaches the Stuart Highway from die perspective of the
cultural historian. Through an integrated analysis of the route's environment,
physicality, historical documentary evidence, tourism literature, travelers' narratives, and representations in popular culture, it attempts to explain the evolution of die Stuart Highway's cultural significance for Australia and what that
might reveal about the broader national culture, including some of its underlying
mythologies. Looking beyond material fabric and specific sites to die multiple
layers of meanings imbued in the route itself offers a deeper understanding
of the processes that have constructed die road as both a physical and imagined
space. Such an approach may also prove useful for interpretation and preservation strategies.
A rich body of literature exists in die US regarding die significance of "die road"
in national culture5 and some of these works provide a useful starting point for
thinking about the road in national imagination. Karl Raitz's study of America's
first federally funded highway, the National Road, founded in 1806, argues
that the route was perhaps more important symbolically dian functionally as it
both figuratively and literally connected East and West, and divided North and
South. The National Road was to provide an overland link between East Coast
cities and the old Northwest Territory and emerging Middle West—the vast,
fertile country which lay beyond the Appalachian Mountains and north of the
Ohio River. In the era following the American Revolution, waves of immigrants
flowed westward along "The Road" as it was known, as Americans began to
look towards tire romanticized West as the land of opportunity—their Manifest
Destiny. "The Road" symbolized the ideal of a rural, agrarian artisan society
extending across the frontier.6
Just over a century later, the Lincoln Highway, America's first coast-to-coast
all-weather highway from New York to San Francisco, was heralded as follows:
It is a name to conjure with. It calls to the heroic. It enrols a mighty panorama
offieldsand woodlands, of humble cabins and triumphant farm homes.. .And
because it binds together all these wonders and sweeps forward until it touches
the end of the earth and the beginning of the sea it is to be named tlie Lincoln
Highway.7
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From its inception, the Lincoln Highway evoked die promise of binding the
nation from East to West, appealing to the ideals of democracy that its name
implies, linking all of America for all Americans, enabling ordinary citizens to
make their own transcontinental journey; "tracing the footsteps of the pioneer
and following the path of the frontier as it moved ever westward."8 As Drake
Hokanson states, Americans have long been fascinated by the idea of spanning
die continent, and this has been a source of national pride since the days of the
Lewis and Clark expedition, and an ingrained part of national consciousness.»
In his cultural history of Route 66—America's, and perhaps the world's, most
iconic road—Peter Dedek argues that a road has both a material and symbolic
history. In attempting to account for the road's iconic status, he points to die
Route's symbolism of the "Old West"; the flight from adversity, represented
most powerfully by the Depression era "dust bowl" migrants immortalized in
John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath; and the power and freedom of the
private automobile. Dedek describes Route 66 as a "state of mind" evoking images, ideals, and nostalgic experiences, and in driving the route one encounters
multiple layers of memory, history, and myth.10
The soutii-nordi transcontinental crossing and die round-Australia "lap" on
National Highway l" have captured the Australian national imagination in a
similar way to the East-West crossing in American culture. Australia's National
Highway has been described as "revealing the profile of a nation," traveling to
the "heart and mind of Australia."12 The Stuart Higlrway is drat heart's main artery
and the route is one of multi-layered meanings and stories widr a deep history.
For tens of thousands of years before the arrival of Europeans, the entire
Australian continent was already inscribed witir the routes traveled by Aboriginal
inhabitants. Aboriginal peoples had an intimate and spiritual connection to
the land based on a sense of belonging rather than possession, and Dreamtime
legends that tell of totemic ancestors' travels and exploits, explain how die
landscape and its major topographical features, including water sources, were
created as well as providing navigational markers. These "Dreaming tracks"
or "songlines," criss-crossed the continent and formed important routes of communication along which people, goods, and knowledge flowed across vast distances; and were celebrated in cycles of songs, stories, and rituals. The various
groups or "tribes" were differentiated by linguistic and geographic boundaries,
and the region of Central Australia, around Alice Springs and north towards
Tennant Creek was the territory of the Arrernte or Aranda peoples.
One of the Aranda Dreaming ancestors istirenative cat {tjilpa) and its songline
is among the longest, traversing all of Central Australia from Port Augusta
on "the south coast, where seagulls lived, ever onwards to the north coast, the
crocodile's home."13 The myth tells of how one of the tjilpa hordes travelled
from Port Augusta and entered the Aranda territory at Ilbila, a series of springs
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FIGURE 1

Map of Australia showing
Stuart's route through
Central Australia 1862. In
J. L. Betheras, "The Story
of John McDouall Stuart."
Walkabout, 23:12 (1957): 31.

west of Alice Springs. After the tjilpa men had gone on, night overspread the
land behind them and they laid down a great expanse of sandhills, covered with
stands of desert oaks as a barrier. This describes the topography of the southwestern Northern Territory: thick mulga growing around the hills bordered by
waterless sandhills.'4 While theriraw<ia-speakingterritory included some of the
best-watered and more fertile regions of Central Australia, the Aranda engaged in
trade and ceremonial exchanges with neighboring groups in arid areas, including
the Alyawarre and the Northern and Eastern Arrernte, the Wangkangurru of
the southern Simpson Desert and the Arabana to tire west of Lake Eyre. The
groups gathered at places such as the Native Cat (Urumpele) site, an important
ceremonial area roughly midway between Alice Springs and Lake Eyre.'5
Arabana and Wangkangurru peoples were connected to the mound spring
country of northern South Australia. Mound springs are tire natural outlets for
the pressurized ground water of tire Great Artesian Basin and occur around its
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margins as the only permanent drinkable water in some of Australia's most
inhospitable regions characterized by sand ridge and stony deserts; extreme
annual temperature ranges and low, erratic rainfall. The springs featured
prominently in many Arabana and Wangkangurru myths and songlines, with
individual springs taking on varying roles, from simple watering points to locations where important actions or incidents associated with major dreaming
cycles took place.16 Thus, in Aboriginal culture, tire entire Australian landscape
is understood as a network of stories,'7 based on journeyings; but the knowledge
embedded within those stories laid the foundations for the pathways of later
European journeys.
From the earliest days of British settlement, Australia's "dead heart" held a
fascination. Speculation about what lay at the center of the continent, including
rumors about the possibility of a vast inland sea, and the need to find productive land, motivated several exploratory expeditions in the mid-ioth century and
many tried, unsuccessfully, to completely cross the vast, unknown inhospitable
interior—Australia's own frontier.'8 The first to complete a south-north coast
to coast crossing, through the Centre, was Scottish explorer and surveyor, John
McDouall Stuart, whofinallysucceeded, in 1862. The Stuart Highway thus bears
his name and its route roughly follows the trail that he blazed (figure 1). Stuart's
success relied on the knowledge gained from earlier expeditions,'9 including
his own in 1858,1859, and i860, particularly regarding the location and strategic
importance of water sources. Stuart's journals make several detailed references to the mound springs, invariably accompanied by observations of "native
tracks" or other indications of Aboriginal presence. His party sometimes followed these tracks to water or asked the Aborigines where to find it, and they
usually obliged.2" Stuart realized that the springs were "strategic stepping stones
to the interior and, ultimately, the northern shores of Australia."21 He could not
fully understand the profound significance of the pathways with which his own
journey intersected, but he knew that his ultimate success depended upon them.
Stuart nevertheless revealed an awareness of the symbolic significance of his
journey through a ceremonial performance of his own. Upon reaching the
Indian Ocean on the north coast on July 24,1862, he recorded: "I dipped my
feet, and washed my face and hands in the sea, as I promised the late Governor
Sir Richard McDonnell I would do if I reached it."22 Stuart's arduous journey,
which almost killed him due to drought, malnutrition, scurvy, and lame horses,
was a story of stoic heroism and triumph over the harsh environment, representative of the pioneering tradition of the frontier that has had such a powerful
and enduring resonance in Australian cultural mythology. Australian character
is said to have been formed by frontier conditions, breeding a tough, laconic,
resourceful, egalitarian people, and these stories are fundamental to our national
foundation myths.23 The "frontier" has been a powerful national mythology
in both America and Australia although while the American frontier is imagined
as an east-west progression,24 for Australia it could be envisaged as a movement
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towards the center or around the periphery as well as east-west or south-north;
and this has implications for the significance of particular routes in tire national
imagination.
Stuart's expedition advanced geographical knowledge and reported favorably
on tire economic potential of the Northern Territory, and in the ensuing years
pastoral stations and mining operations were established along the route. Most
importantly, however, Stuart's route provided a ready-made chart for construction of the Overland Telegraph Line, which was a vital communications link
between Australia and Britain.35 The telegraph line, built between 1870 and 1872,
ran for 1,800 miles from Port Augusta to Darwin, where an undersea cable connected it to Java (Indonesia) and India, thence to Britain. Australia's geographic
isolation at tire bottom of the world meant that mail sent by sea took months
to arrive. The Overland Telegraph allowed direct communications between
Australia and Britain for the first time and its construction was itself a feat of
remarkable endurance and one of Australia's greatest engineering achievements.36 The Overland Telegraph Line represented "a thread of civilization
running through the desert"37 as Morse repeater stations formed the nucleus
of settlements, then towns, including Beltana, Alice Springs, Barrow Creek,
and Tennant Creek.
A rough track was formed and this provided a traveling stock route as well
as some direction, if not much comfort, for intrepid cyclists then motorists for
whom the challenge of crossing the continent from coast to coast proved
irresistible. Jerome Murif, the first cyclist to complete the south-north crossing
in 1897 s e t on? from Adelaide, after dipping the wheels of his bicycle, christened
"Diamond", into the waters of the Southern Ocean. As he left, he recalled, "A
glad feeling of being alive, untrammeled, free. And so we gaily sped along. It was
a very dance on wheels. We are on the track at last!"38 Murif s "track", which
he also often refers to as a "road," even "highway" at times, scarcely resembled
anything like a road by today's standards. He relied on the rough track of the
Overland Telegraph and Great Northern Railway, begun in 18793"; getting directions as he went from supply depots or telegraph stations. Riding or pushing
his bicycle through sand and spinifex, he looked "longingly for signs of a mulga
thicket", as "there.. .the ground will be much firmer" and "the road improves
to very good."30 In a symbolic gesture echoing that of Stuart and subsequent
generations of transcontinental travelers, Murif marked the completion of
his journey with another ritualistic bathing3' of the cycle in the Arafura Sea off
Palmerston, now Darwin. He saw himself as a pioneer or explorer, following
in tire footsteps of Stuart, opening the way for others to follow; and making the
inland of Australia and its Northern Territory better known.33
Henry Dutton and Murray Aunger became thefirstto complete the southnorth crossing by car in 1908, driving a British 25 horsepower Clement Talbot.33
Aunger's account of tire journey gives some indication of the hardships faced,
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including sandhills and dry sandy creek beds, which had to be crossed with the
aid of coconut matting laid in front to provide traction for the wheels.34 It was
clear that the motorists saw themselves as engaging in a pioneering adventure,
literally charting a course and taming the frontier, as Aunger wrote:
Motoring is strenuous work when you have not only to find your course
through a wilderness, but make a road for your car whilst advancing, and even
build your own bridges. Crossing the Warrender, we had to make a corduroy
track of branches and saplings, which we cut out of the scrub, for in the bottom
of tire creek was a treacherous quicksand.35
The Australian Motorist agreed, celebrating the significance of their achievement:
Certainly Messrs. Dutton and Aunger have opened up possibilities of a grand motor car route which will one day link up Northern and Southern Australia, leading
to trade development and settlement and a shortened route to Europe A'
For Dutton and Auger, and the many pioneering motorists who later followed
in their trail, the Overland Telegraph Line was a landmark by which to gain
their bearings, make contact with signs of "civilization" and rejoin their path,
on their transcontinental journey (figure 2). Even at this early stage, the idea had
been sown that the south-north route was a "road" leading to the world beyond
Australia's borders. The Telegraph Line laid the foundations for a route that has
been followed by travelers ever since, often as a prelude to a journey leading
beyond Australia, particularly the well-worn overland route to Europe via Asia
and the subcontinent, termed the "hippy highway" due to its popularity in
the 1960s and 1970s. In spite of, or perhaps because of their isolation, Australians
have had a strong desire to see "the road" as extending to a world beyond our
borders and the south-north transcontinental route and later Stuart Highway,
has played an important role in that vision.
FIGURE 2

"On the Overland
Telegraph Route", 1929.
Photographer unknown.
Thornycroft Collection,
Northern Territory Library.
PH0676/0005.
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In the post-World War I era, and particularly from the 1920s, great interest
and enthusiasm emerged for long-distance motor journeys, particularly those
which embraced the nation by encircling its perimeter and driving across the
center, through the outback; and in this endeavor the south-north route figured
prominently. Newspapers, motoring, and travel journals reported eagerly on the
adventures of transcontinental travelers, including women such as Marion Bell,
Gladys Sandford and Stella Christie, Jean Robertson, and Kathleen Howell in
the late 1920s.37
These and many other motorists kept written and photographic journals of
their trips and a highly popular genre of descriptive travel writing emerged,
particularly in the 1930s and 1940s, celebrating adventurous journeys and the
search for the "real" Australia in highly romanticized visions of the outback as
the antithesis to urban life, which for most Australians, living around the coastal
fringe, was the norm. Such developments reflected anxieties and struggles
within Australian culture over definitions of national character at a time when
the orientation of economic and social life was shifting from a rural-pastoral
base to an urban-industrialized one.38 The vast unpopulated regions of the
Australian 'frontier', including the Centre and far north had long been a source
of anxiety and fears that Australians had not fully possessed the continent and
there was a need for these regions to become better known, and utilized to their
full potential. Georgine Clarsen argues that motor touring across and around
the continent became part of a modern pioneering, nation-building project,
inscribing white ownership onto the land by traversing it.39
The growing interest in and promotion of touring outback routes, including the
north-south route, is evidenced by the publication of road guides for motorists
from the late 1920s. The 1927 edition of the Tourists Road Guide for South Australia included for the first time, a section on "the road to Darwin". The guide
begins with a warning of tire difficulties that lie ahead for the intrepid motorist:
At the outset it should be distinctly understood that a journey to Darwin cannot
be regarded as a pleasure trip to be lightly entered upon.... [It] needs careful
planning, arranging for supplies of petrol, water, oil at depots... A few strips
of matting to help in crossing sandy patches are indispensable.. .A good driving
rule to bear in mind is to keep to the most recently used track. Do not attempt
to cross sandy patches on other than these used tracks... Care should also be
exercised in diving through "gibber" country. For the benefit of the uninitiated,
it may be explained that "gibbers" are boulders, or large stones. "Corduroy"
roads are roads which have been reinforced with layers of logs, boughs, grass,
wire-netting, or other material which will give a more or less firm surface for the
wheels to grip.' 0
It provides detailed descriptions of each segment of the route and it is clear that
great care was needed to direct motorists as to which "track" to follow as the
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lack of a defined road and the proliferation of other tracks diverting to mines or
pastoral stations caused great confusion. When possible, the advice is to "follow the telegraph line."4' Yet the challenge of overcoming the hardships of the
journey was one of the major attractions in attempting this route.
The north-south route, however, remained little more than a rough track until
World War II, when anxieties about Australia's vulnerability to invasion escalated. The continent was particularly at risk of attack from the North, given its
proximity to Asia. Now, the north-south transcontinental corridor was seen as
a vital pathway in the nation's defense strategy. Hence, in early 1940, plans were
drawn up for a road between Alice Springs and Birdum, capable of carrying
military transport such as would be required in the event of an emergency. The
approaching wet season meant that it was impossible to build a heavy military
road in the time available, so the Commonwealth government formed the Allied
Works Council and enlisted the state road authorities of New South Wales,
Queensland, and South Australia to assist in undertaking the project. Each state
had responsibility for building sections of approximately 320 miles, while the
Commonwealth Postmaster-General's Department agreed to upgrade the road
between Alice Springs and Tennant Creek. Crews worked around the clock in
three eight-hour shifts; huge bulldozers and tractors drove side by side into
the wall of scrub, with a heavy steel cable linking them to mow down the mulga,
bloodwood, and mallee - obstacles standing on average 20-feet tall. Materials
from the existing natural landscape formed the roadbed—bulldust covered
with gravel.'4 A lightly metalled road between Tennant Creek and Birdum was
completed in die record time of 90 days, with the intention of upgrading it once
the wet season had passed. The route followed approximately die Overland
Telegraph Line but varied by as much as eight miles from it due to the necessity
for several creek crossings.43 The completion of this section of the road in
such a short time and in difficult, remote terrain was celebrated as a remarkable
achievement, with the road lauded as the "Ninety Days Wonder".-'4 An article in
Australasian Engineer in February 1941 declared proudly:
The all-weather formed road, [which has] made Central Australia accessible
from north and south throughout the year, ranks amongst the finest road
construction successfully undertaken in this Continent, and for sheer speed, in
view of its remoteness from supply bases, has made itself World Standard No. 1.45
The Army established the Darwin Overland Maintenance Force (DOMF) to
transport consignments of military stores and men. With the declaration of
war on Japan in December 1941 and the bombing of Darwin in February 1942,
die army vehicles of the force carried thousands of tons of supplies and troops
along the Nortii-South Road on the four-day journey between Alice Springs
and the railhead at Larrimah (figure 3). By June 1942, an estimated 1,300 vehicles
a day were on the road, including American trucking units, overnighting at
staging camps at Barrow Creek, Banka Banka, Elliot, and Larrimah.'6 Clement
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FIGURE 3

Motor convoy approaching
staging camp on North
South Military Highway
1943 (negative by Turner).
Australian War Memorial.
Image ID: 014391.

Govett recorded his memories of several trips up and down "the Track" with
the Australian Army convoys working on the North-South road during World
War II. For Govett and his colleagues, the experience was a mixture of hard
grind and long sections of monotonous travelling, punctuated by occasional
sightseeing opportunities, which Govett was eager to capture on camera, such
as the Devil's Marbles and "Churchill's Head", the latter becoming a wellknown and popular landmark among the troops en route to Banka Banka.
Govett explained:
Further ahead upon another crest (slight one) was a large rock formation in
the shape of a head. Someone had placed a long pole (aboutfivefeet) into the
"mouth". The rock became known as "Churchill's Head" and the name was
painted below. It was a remarkable likeness of Britain's war time PM and was the
subject of many hundreds of photographs.47 (Figures 4 & 5)
On the final leg to the railhead at Larrimah, the road closely followed the
Overland Telegraph Line. Govett was keen to point out a section in which the
original single wire was still visible: "This gave all who passed a chance to see
the famous telegraph line in its original form...the line that had been built under
great hardship many years before...to link Australia with Europe."-'s Govett's
memoirs reveal a strong sense of engagement with both the physical environment and the history embodied in the route.

FIGURE 4

Arthur Groom, "Churchill's
Head beside the Stuart
Highway", ca. 1930-1950.
Arthur Groom Collection,
National Library of Australia.
PIC PIC 5879/57 LOC Album
1008/2.

By mid-1942, the road had already begun to disintegrate under the burden of
constant heavy military convoys and, in August, it was decided to mobilize state
authorities again to rebuild and seal the road. That meant the army convoys had
to use detours while construction took place ontiremain road. These detours
were often horror stretches with tree roots and stumps tearing tires; and black
soil plains that became heavy slimy clay in the wet or loose bulldust in the dry.49
Govett described the difficulties of the wet season on the stretch to Larrimah:
On one occasion along this sector very heavy rain fell and the road was washed
out for some considerable distance causing long delays. It was necessary to cut
mulga trees and lay them across the bitumen and then cover them witli wire
mesh to form a basis upon which the trucks could crawl along. The road was
very badly cut up.50
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FIGURE 5

Norma Burns, "Churchill's
Head, Stuart Highway",
November 1945. Norma
Burns Collection,
Northern Territory Library.
PH0832I0010.

Bitumen sealing of the North-South Road between Larrimah and Alice Springs
was completed in December 1943, and this section of the road was named the
Stuart Highway in April 1944 (figure 6).5' The southern section of the road
between Port Augusta and Alice Springs was less heavily utilized during the
war years and so this section was not improved until much later, but by 1968 the
southern section was also named die "Stuart Highway". However it was not
until die mid-1970s that major upgrading, bituminizing, and some realignment
of die route took place. The entire lengdi of the Stuart Highway from Port
Augusta to Darwin became part of the National Highway system, introduced
in 1974, under which the Federal Government assumed responsibility for funding of major national roads. While the northern section from Alice Springs to
Darwin remained relatively close to its original alignment, the southern section
between Port Augusta and Alice was rerouted several kilometers to the west of
the original line and this new "Stuart Highway" was officially opened in 1987.52
Almost as soon as the northern section of the road was completed during
World War II, folklore developed surrounding die Stuart Highway. Nicknamed
"The Track", "The Road", "The Bitumen" or, to long distance transport drivers,
"die Bitch-O'Mine",53 it soon developed legendary status beyond anything its
planners or builders could have envisaged. As the sole land transport link
between Alice Springs and Darwin, for Territorians the 40-foot strip of bitumen
FIGURE 6

"Stuart Highway," November
1944, photographer
unknown. Tilson Collection,
Northern Territory Library.
PH0779/0028.
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was their life blood, supplying mining districts, pastoral stations; transporting
cattle and goods in road trains, sometimes over 100-feet long; and facilitating
the tourism boom that began intirepost-war era - an essential route for any
round and through-Australia "lap". Yet, more than this, as travel writer
Kathleen Woodburn wrote in 1947, "The Bitumen is more than just a road. It is
an identity, and has a life and influence of its own such as few other highways
possess."5'1 As has been shown, the Stuart Highway's identity has evolved
through a process of interactions between its physical environment traversing
tine Australian outback, the "dead heart" and tropical north; and the stories
associated with the route, particularly that of John McDouall Stuart, the
Overland Telegraph, early transcontinental travelers and the World War II
construction era. Just as Stuart's successful expedition and tire subsequent
building of the Overland Telegraph Line were stories of triumph over the harsh
environment, so the subsequent building of the highway also represented
the further taming of the frontier, the laying of another "path of civilization"
through the desert, which resonates with stories of pioneering heroism that
have been so fundamental to Australian national foundation myths. Later
generations of Australian travelers have sought to engage with those earlier
stories, to recapture tire romance of a past era, and cast themselves in the role
of pioneers as they travel the route, connecting with history, memory, and myth.
For example, Douglas Lockwood, who has travelled extensively up and down
the Stuart Highway from the mid-20th century, commented that he always
stops at Attack Creek, where Stuart abandoned hisfirstjourney due to hostile
Aborigines, to "drink a silent toast to one of the greatest of all Australian
explorers, a man who proved that his heart was made of Highland rock."55 In
1972, retiree Huldah Turner recorded in her diary of a round-Australia road
trip that "Travelling along the Stuart Highway is travelling over Stuart's journey
and the trail of the Overland Telegraph."5'5
As the highway's nickname, "The Bitumen" indicates, however, the very nature
of the road has changed so that it has become difficult for modern travelers'
to identify closely with the hardships of earlier journeys, when contrasted to the
relative ease of driving the route since its improvement. For long stretches,
especially in the North, it is straight as a gun barrel, running through flat featureless country (figure 7). Lockwood describes it as "a seemingly endless highway,
stretching out between tall mulga into a contracted pencil-line on the horizon,
bending gently only once or twice on thefirstleg to Aileron." He claims that "it
becomes a mental struggle to keep tire front wheels on tire straight-andnarrow."57 In contrast to the 1927 road guide, the 1994 edition of the Visitors'
Guide to Outback South Australia begins its description of tire Stuart Highway
as follows: "The Stuart Highway from Port Augusta to Darwin lost its reputation
as tire roughest stretch of road in South Australia when sealing and re-routing
was completed in 1987."58 For some, tire lack of adventure on the new road was a
disappointment, yet the long, straight stretches of bitumen that now characterize
the highway also contribute to its aura and status as one of Australia's iconic
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road trips, in a similar way to the East-West crossing on the Eyre Highway
across the Nullarbor. Sean Condon, while travelling the Stuart Highway in the
mid-1990s, experienced a combination of fascination, mind-numbing boredom,
and even horror:
I had mistakenly thought all the horror driving was behind us. What a chump. In
the Outback (about seven-eighths of the entire country) that sort of driving is never
behind you. Australia is too big

Midday. Driving north on the Stuart Highway.

59

Off again into the horror.

Over time, new journeys overlay new stories onto the road. Australia's vast,
isolated interior has long evoked a sense of mystery and menace and these sentiments have been associated with outback roads, including the Stuart Highway,
FIGURE 7

"The Bitumen"—Arrow-straight
for much of its length.
In Michael Terry, "The
Bitumen", Walkabout, 7:1
(1960): 36.

which has witnessed several murders and strange disappearances. The most
recent was the bizarre case of the attack on British backpackers, Joanne Lees
and Peter Falconio in July 2001 on a stretch of tlie highway, just over a 100-miles
north of Alice Springs. Falconio was murdered by another traveler on the road,
but a pool of blood beside the road, near where the couple's Kombi van was
stopped by the killer, is the only trace of the Englishman ever to be found.60 This
and other outback road trip-turned-nightmare stories have inspired several
books and recent Australian horror road genre films such as Wolf Creek, Murder
in the Outback, and Road Train.6' Such representations in popular culture inform
subsequent experiences and imaginings of roads like the Stuart Highway.
With its multiple layers of history, memory, folklore, and myth, built up over
time like the dirt, gravel, and bitumen of its physical fabric, being continually
reinvented and overlaid by new journeys, how is the Stuart Highway preserved
and interpreted? The highway is not listed on any federal or state heritage
register. The northern section of the highway, between Alice Springs and
Darwin is managed by the Northern Territory Government and Department of
Infrastructure and Planning, and from 2007, historic engineering markers were
being erected at various locations along tire route. According to tire Institution
of Engineers, Australia, examples of each era of the road's construction remain
in use.62 In 1992 the old North-South road was reopened as a detour from the
Stuart Highway and this allowed travelers to experience something of tire wartime highway, including the much-photographed and commented-upon natural
feature—"Churchill's Head." In 1995, to commemorate the 50th anniversary
of Victory in the Pacific, a convoy re-enactment "Back to the Track" took place
along the old road, and the many veterans who participated re-took photos they
had taken and posed for during tire war at this landmark.63
The 1990s saw dre beginning of greater efforts at interpretation to promote
the Stuart Highway as part of tire Northern Territory's tourism strategy. The
Northern Territory Tourism Commission promoted the Stuart as the "Explorer
Highway Tourist Drive" with tire aim of encouraging travelers to stop at various
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points along tire road. The emphasis was on historic places and stories, with
"Info stands" at service stations providing regional maps and historical information.64 Today, web-based interactive maps provide more detailed and easily
accessible interpretation by highlighting particular sections of the route, with
brief pop-up windows on towns or sites/'5
The Northern Territory Tourist Commission's publication,/! Wartime Journey.
Stuart Highway Heritage Guide,66 released in 2006, is one of the more innovative
and impressive examples of interpretation for cultural tourism. It provides
a historical overview of the route as well as section maps with numbered sites
and a written description detailing the history of each, together with historic
and current photographs. The heritage sites included focus on those associated
with Stuart's expedition such as the Attack Creek Memorial,67 the Overland
Telegraph Line, including former telegraph stations and memorials; as well
as remnants of the pastoral and mining era. However, the wartime era is most
generously represented. The book is accompanied by two audio CDS, with
voices, music, and archival sound grabs, telling the wartime story of the highway
in the recordings of soldiers, airmen, nurses, and construction workers who
describe the wartime sites.68 Some of the wartime heritage sites include: remains
of construction and staging camps, wells, bores, maintenance depots, and
old sections of the highway, including Churchill's Head. This goes some way to
enhancing travellers' experience of the highway, engaging more fully with
history through the use of multi-media.
Yet, there is scope for much more meaningful, integrated, and inclusive interpretive strategies. It is disappointing that the few stories relating to Aboriginal
heritage that are interpreted along the route usually focus on sites of conflict
with Europeans, such as Attack Creek and the Barrow Creek Telegraph
Station. A welcome recent exception to this is the "Stuart Highway Fence" in
Alice Springs. The fence, which borders the commercial center of the town,
provides a protective screen for the railway yards and incorporates an abstract
map of the highway from Port Augusta to Darwin and indigenous art of tire
region, representing "a cultural mapping of country." Designed to be viewed
while moving—either walking, cycling, or driving—the fence is described as
"an abstract representation of travel and movement, reflecting the function of
the Stuart Highway."69 Greater use could be made of increasingly sophisticated
digital technology that would allow for the telling of multiple stories related to
particular sites, and for graphic virtual—including spatial, audio and visual—
representations of what it was like to travel tire route at different times. Perhaps
modern travelers could share their own stories and meanings of traveling the
highway at various interpretation centers along tire route, thereby adding to the
layering of meanings that make up a complex cultural landscape.
The Stuart Highway is a rich cultural resource, but by focusing only on its
material attributes or selected stories from specific phases of its development,
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heritage interpretation strategies miss opportunities for a deeper, richer engagement witlr the multiple meanings imbued within this enormously significant
cultural route. Raymond Williams and Lawrence Levine have defined "culture"
as a process: dynamic, not static;7" "the product of constant interaction between
past and present."7' So "tire road" can be seen as a cultural phenomenon,
a physical and imagined space reflecting a process of complex interactions
between physicality, history, memory, and myth; between the road and its
makers, promoters and travelers, being continually overlaid by new journeys
and invested with multiple layers of meaning. Such an approach, I believe,
can lead to a richer understanding of roads as an integral part of our cultural
fabric as well as the culture that produced tliem.
Rosemary Kerr is a Ph.D. candidate in die Department of History at the University of Sydney, Australia. She may be contacted at rosemary.kerr@sydney.edu.au.
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'A Careful Inventory and Evaluation:"
The Origins of Executive Order 115931
by John H. Sprinkle, Jr.

In October 1968, presidential candidate Richard M. Nixon wrote the Chairman
of the National Trust for Historic Preservation Gordon Gray, to congratulate the
organization on the occasion of its 22nd annual meeting. Mr. Nixon noted that
the Trust had adopted the theme, "Preservation and the Total Environment"
and recalled the important role that historic preservation had in the "revitalization of our central cities and countryside" by reducing the "sense of alienation"
in urban areas and enhancing tlte "attractiveness of rural life." Candidate Nixon
concluded with: "My Administration (sic) will remain alert to the possible need
for additional authority to protect our historic and culturally significant structures and areas."2
Three years later, on May 13,1971, President Nixon fulfilled his campaign
promise with tlte execution of Executive Order 11593, entitled "Protection and
Enhancement of the Cultural Environment." This Executive Order mandated the
highly ambitious goal that each federal agency identify, evaluate, and nominate
all eligible historic properties to the National Register of Historic Places within
a two-year period. While many of the provisions of Executive Order 11593 were
codified in 1980 as Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act, the
Executive Order's immediate and lasting impact came from interim procedures
which guided federal agency treatment of their historic resources while the
comprehensive survey was undertaken. Agencies were advised to "exercise
caution" while conducting the survey to "assure that federal properties eligible
for inclusions in the National Register are not "inadvertently transferred, sold,
demolished, or substantially altered."3
This principle, that agencies must treat unevaluated cultural resources as being
potentially eligible for the National Register, has become a fundamental pillar
of historic preservation practice in the United States. President Nixon's most
significant contribution to the American preservation movement was that the
ineffective execution of Executive Order 11593's mandate to comprehensively
identify and evaluate historic properties effectively added the phrase "or eligible
for inclusion " to the language of Section 106 of tlte National Historic Preservation
Act."4 Since, as a practical matter, the survey of eligible historic properties
could never be completed, the interim guidance became, by default, conventional wisdom among federal agencies. The origins of Executive Order 11593,
which evolved from a long-standing concern from the treatment of surplus
federal buildings, reveal a fleeting moment in time during the early 1970s when
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the forces within the environmental movement and the preservation movement
were aligned to a common purpose.
NEPAandCEQ
Concern for the environment was a prominent issue during President Nixon's
first term in office. As a result, the President signed the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 (in early 1970) as well as other significant pieces
of environmental legislation. One interesting characteristic of environmental
concerns at this time, as reflected in the umbrella nature of NEPA, is the comprehensiveness of alternatives considered by policy makers. Historic preservation
issues, ranging from federal stewardship of historic structures to federal tax
policy incentives and disincentives for preservation alternatives, were studied by
the White House in concert with more traditional environmental and conservation issues.5
The agency charged with developing proposals during 1970 was the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ). 6 As with many agencies, CEQ developed out of
political compromise between the White House and the Senate. Never far
from the President's concern were the aspirations of Senator Edmund Muskie,
considered a potentially strong presidential rival in 1972. CEQ was established to
address the not unfamiliar issue that no one member of the President's cabinet
had comprehensive oversight of any one environmental issue. Federal agencies
not only had conflicting mandates between bureaus but also between departments. As a newly created independent agency, CEQ had the opportunity to
present a fresh and more comprehensive perspective on environmental issues—
one that would not be hampered by what President Nixon called the "iron
triangle" of special interest groups, congressional committees, and the federal
bureaucracy, each with its own administrative turf to protect and who resisted
change.7
Enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act, with its requirement for
federal agencies to undertake a new type of project analysis and to craft a new
type of analysis called an "environmental statement" presented both concerns
and opportunities for other federal agencies. Soon after President Nixon signed
the NEPA bill, Ronald F. Lee, a long-serving National Park Service manager, provided NPS Director George Hartzog with a preliminary analysis of the law and
its impact, noting that "some parts of it roughly parallel the 106 procedures" and
that NPS had an "excellent claim" to working closely with the newly established
Council on Environmental Quality.s Lee thought "the outlook for the future is
very good" especially if CEQ could support "a larger role for the National Park
Service in urban historic preservation." 9 As it happened, a long-standing historic preservation problem in downtown Saint Louis, Missouri would provide
an opportunity for cooperation among NPS, CEQ, and ACHP during the summer
and fall of 1970.
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Old St. Louis Post Office
In a letter to Mrs. Mary Bundy, wife of Nixon Presidential advisor McGeorge
Bundy, Russell Train, the CEQ Chairman, noted that the President's 1971 Environmental Message would "take care of the St. Louis Post Office problem,"
as well as "all other situations like it tlrat might arise.""' Throughout the 1960s
the fate of the Old St. Louis Post Office and Custom House was a matter of
substantial debate. The General Services Administration's plans to classify the
building as surplus property focused the attention of local historic preservation
supporters who were certain tlrat the property would eventually be demolished.
Declaring tlrat it has "no architectural beauty," the local development authority
concluded that the building "has absolutely no historical significance whatsoever outside of the fact tlrat it is old."" NPS architectural historians argued that,
as a major surviving federal structure designed by Supervising Architect of the
Treasury Alfred B. Mullett (1834-1890), the property was a nationally significant
example of tire "Second French Empire" style. Preservation proponents and
detractors alike recognized the "dilemma of 'ways and means'" was "multiplied
here by the immensity of the structure, the seeming obsolescence of its facilities,
and the commercial value of the space it occupies."12 In fact, it was GSA'S
inability to transfer tire property for a proposed adaptive reuse by the City of
St. Louis that caused the story to become tire "Nation's Number One Preservation Issue" in 1970.'5
Since the mid-i930s Congress has permitted the General Services Administration (or its administrative predecessors) to transfer surplus property, at no cost
but with certain restrictions on subsequent uses, to state and local governments
for use as historic monuments.'4 Procedurally, GSA was required to inform
the Secretary of the Interior of proposed transfers (or demolitions) in order
to ensure that no nationally significant properties were adversely impacted.
As with most matters historic, implementation of the surplus property program
review was delegated to the National Park Service, an agency that had the
option to take possession of nationally significant federal surplus buildings,
as it had at Federal Hall in New York and the Second Bank of the United States
in Philadelphia.'5 "When difficult problems" arose regarding the disposal of
federal buildings the National Park Service history office referred the case
to the National Park System Advisory Board.'6 In 1965, a review by the Advisory
Board determined that the Old Custom House and Post Office was nationally
significant only for its architectural qualities, not for any important historical
associations. Preservation as an architectural monument by the federal government was "judged not feasible" and the Advisory Board recommended that the
building be classified as surplus property for potential donation as a "community landmark" to tire local authorities.'7
By the summer of 1970, as the Council of Environmental Quality identified new
ways to support awareness of the federal role in environmental conservation,
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Tom Engelhardt's cartoon,
"Eagle Roost," appeared in
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
on January 12,1971.
(copyright, reprinted with
permission).

the status of the Old Saint Louis Post Office took center stage in the nationwide
debate over what to do with federally-owned historically or architecturally significant surplus buildings. On August 2, the New York Times architecture critic,
Ada Louise Huxtable, published a blistering attack on the proposed demolition
of the post office. Describing a "super-swap-scheme," that would convert the
property into a parking lot, Huxtable attacked GSA'S "restrictive stipulation,"
which she described as "ludicrous and dangerous nonsense," that prevented
the agency from donating the property to the local community for adaptive
reuse. Huxtable concluded that without a change in Federal laws governing the
transfer of surplus buildings, "the only landmark that GSA can give St. Louis is
a dead one." |S
Huxtable's article appeared three days before the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation held a special meeting in Washington, DC to discuss the St. Louis
Post Office situation."' The Advisory Council considered the case to be "precedential in nature." "The future of many monumental public buildings significant to the nation for reasons of historical associations, architectural quality,
environmental influence, and use potential in the cultural life of a community
may be in the balance." The Advisory Council recommended that GSA retain
stewardship of the property "for a reasonable period of time" so that additional
preservation alternatives might be explored. 2° GSA quickly responded that the
Council's solution was "somewhat untenable" in light of a recent presidential
directive that all federal agencies must identify properties, such as the Old
Post Office, with the "lowest priority for retention." While GSA was willing to
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maintain the property for "at least one year," Public Building Service Commissioner A.F. Sampson recommended that legislation be introduced to permit
the "general application" of the concept of adaptive reuse by state and local
governments. In addition, Sampson also noted the personal interest of "Messrs.
[John] Ehrlichman, [Daniel Patrick] Moynihan, and [Russell] Train" regarding
the status of efforts to preserve the building.2' By the end of the summer of 1970
the Old Saint Louis Post Office had garnered the attention of three influential
presidential advisors and the proposed disposal was referred to the President's
newly established Property Review Board.22
During 1970, proponents for the Old Post Office's preservation in Saint Louis
also sought to confirm the national significance of Mullet's design.21 In February, Charles Snell, a NPS staff historian with tire National Historic Landmark
Program, had visited St. Louis to complete a "field study" of the Old Post Office
and, in April, Austin Leland had again formally requested that the building
be nominated as a National Historic Landmark. 2J The National Park Service
scheduled the building for consideration by the Secretary of the Interior's
Advisory Board as a National Historic Landmark at its October meeting.21
The Advisory Board evaluated the national significance of Saint Louis' Old Post
Office in comparison of with other similar buildings. The "partial study"
of American Architecture (1784-1880), recommended 38 (out of 70 properties
considered) new National Historic Landmarks from seven states. Six of the
newly proposed National Historic Landmarks, including tire St. Louis Post Office,
were also recommended for "further consideration for possible addition"
to the National Park system. Following established policy, the recommendations
of the Advisory Board were confidentially forwarded to Secretary of tire Interior Hickel, much to the consternation of those preservation proponents who
eagerly awaited National Historic Landmark designation.26 The boosters would
not have long to wait, Secretary Hickel designated the building as a National
Historic Landmark on December 30,1970. Soon after this designation,
Representative Leonor K. Sullivan sponsored a meeting at the Old Post Office
to evaluate plans for its adaptive reuse and to chart amendments to GSA'S property
disposal legislation.27
Extensive efforts by a cadre of preservationists from St. Louis to preserve
the Old Post Office resulted in one significant component of President Nixon's
environmental program for 1971. Austin P. Leland, Chairman of the Old Post
Office Committee and National Trust for Historic Preservation trustee, led
a nationwide campaign to acknowledge both the architectural significance of
Mullet's creation, but also to elucidate a procedural limitation in the federal
surplus property law. Leland's group mobilized a wide range of supporters and
sought advice from other successful examples of adaptive reuse in urban areas.28
Russell Train acknowledged that the nationwide attention on the future of
the Old Saint Louis Post Office was the foundation of Senate Bill 1152, which
would permit the transfer of surplus property to local governments for adaptive
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reuse. Writing to Mary Bundy, Train exclaimed: "Thanks to you and Ada Louise
Huxtable!"20 Later that month Train nominated Ms. Huxtable for membership
on the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, noting: "some of the ideas
for the President's program.. .contained in proposed legislation or in the
executive order now being considered, originated in her books and articles."3"
The story of the Old Saint Louis Post Office illustrated several fundamental
flaws in how the federal government managed its inventory of historic properties.3' First, there were conflicts between the mandates of the Historic Sites
Act of 1935 (the federal government must identify and preserve our national
patrimony), the Surplus Property Act and its various amendments (the Federal
government must dispose of excess properties), and, the National Historic
Preservation Act (federal agencies must consider historic properties in project
planning). Moreover, Ronald F. Lee, who at the end of his long career, served
as a Special Assistant to the NPS Director Hartzog, worried that the "system
of evaluations" used by GSA to recommend disposal and demolition of the Old
Saint Louis Post Office might be precedent-setting in terms of the implementation of the new National Environmental Policy Act that would have a "cumulative impact" on surplus federal properties across the country.32
Another flaw in the surplus building program was that federal agencies were
generally unaware of which buildings they occupied were potentially historic.
Since the mid-i930s tlie approach of the National Park Service's Historic Sites
Survey was historical, chronological, and thematic, focusing principally on sites
associated with nationally important persons or events. The Park Service's
survey of nationally significant properties was habitually incomplete and never
centered on properties under federal stewardship.33 In the same way, programs
designed to identify surplus Federal properties, did not contain historic
significance criteria in their evaluation of efficiency. The 90-day time period
allotted for the evaluation of historic significance in the surplus property review
system developed by GSA and NPS did not provide enough time for adequate
planning for the reuse of historic properties by state or local governments. This
situation was exacerbated because federal agencies were "not aware of their
inventory of historic buildings."33
"Interior's Paper"
In reviewing initial proposals for his 1971 Environmental Message, President
Nixon stated "We can't ask industry and states and cities to act if we don't set an
example."35 This thread of concern, that the federal agencies must provide leadership in tire area of the environment and conservation runs through many of
tire ideas put forward by the President's advisors. In July 1970, CEQ established
an interagency group that developed a series of policy and program recommendations focusing on several areas of environmental concern, including
"tax reform and land use" and "historic sites preservation."36 In order to show
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progress in addressing nationwide environmental policy concerns, the plan was
that the group would identify, analyze, and evaluate new approaches towards
historic preservation that could be included in the President's 1971 Environmental Message.
During August CEQ'S chairman, Russell Train, worked with officials from the
Department of the Interior to develop recommendations for strengthening historic preservation within the United States.37 The National Park Service's Office
of Archeology and Historic Preservation (OAHP) prepared an "options" paper
which included 10 recommendations, including the development of a comprehensive policy for the preservation of federally-owned buildings "as living parts
of our community life and development" with specific provisions to ensure the
continued preservation and use of surplus properties.38 A CEQ-requested review
of "Interior's paper" by the National Trust for Historic Preservation concurred
with a recommendation that the Department of Defense should be "required to
survey, evaluate and identify the historic buildings, structures, and sites for
which they have responsibility."39 The Defense Department was singled out for
this recommendation because it was broadly recognized that it had the "largest
stock" of federal properties eligible for the National Register.'0 In late November, CEQ distributed an analysis of "major deficiencies" in historic preservation
programs along with solutions and their associated costs. To resolve the historic
building inventory problem, CEQ recommended that the federal government
"encourage state historical commissions to include and, where appropriate,
to nominate Federal properties for Register listing, in their state surveys and
programs." As Congress debated amendments to tire National Historic Preservation Act during early 1970, one impact of its new federal-state partnership
programs was increasing state support for an "accelerated historic sites survey"
which was seen as a prerequisite for subsequent funding of more costly rehabilitation projects.4' In fact, the first duty of State Historic Preservation Offices
enumerated in the National Historic Preservation Act is to "direct and conduct
a comprehensive statewide survey of historic properties." 42 CEQ concluded
that there would be "no cost" for tliis program as "States would conduct surveys
with Federal permission and cooperation." 43

In December 1970 the Council on Environmental Quality submitted its wideranging set of historic preservation proposals to the White House, CEQ explored
a variety of ideas: the impact of federal tax policy on rehabilitation versus demolition of older properties, implementation of a homeowner's tax credit program, and the establishment of a preservation trades training center. One CEQ
memorandum to the White House was entitled, "Proposed Sulfur Oxide Tax
and Historic Preservation."44 Supporting tire adoption of a National Land Use
Policy, CEQ proposed that states should regulate development in historic districts, treating them, like wetlands, as "areas of critical environmental concern."
CEQ also recommended mat federal agencies to cooperate with state agencies on
"inventories, surveys, and evaluations."45
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CEQ officials met with leaders from the National Park Service to discuss the implications of the new proposals. Establishing an important principle of historic
preservation practice in the United States, NPS Director Hartzog recommended that CEQ secure an "administrative finding" that federal agencies consider
all buildings over 50 years of age as being potentially historic.16 Set forth as a
National Register Criteria Consideration in 1969, when the National Register
Criteria were first published, the so-called "fifty year rule" in historic preservation traces its origins back to the late 1940s and has important connections to
federal surplus property legislation.-'7 Hartzog's contribution to the treatment
of unevaluated federal properties has had wide-ranging impacts within the
practice of historic preservation.' 8
Despite its role in the debate over the future of the Old Post Office in Saint
Louis, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) was mostly absent
from CEQ-sponsored discussions regarding new initiatives for historic preservation during the fall of 1970. In October, John McDermott, tire ACHP Executive
Secretary, told NPS Deputy Director Ernest Allen Connally that the Advisory
Council had been "experiencing difficulty in making a connection" with CEQ.
Although CEQ had sought the advice of the National Park Service and the
National Trust for Historic Preservation in developing the President's agenda,
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation had "not yet been invited to
participate in the project."49 By November-perhaps because of its close
administrative relationship with the National Park Service-the Advisory Council
began reviewing CEQ'S historic preservation proposals. On November 16, ACHP'S
Robert Garvey transformed the ongoing discussion by recommending that
"all federal agencies and all types of National Register properties" be included
in any proposed Presidential directive for an inventory of federal properties.50 What had started as a relatively ambitious proposal that agencies should
comprehensively inventory their historic buildings was substantially enlarged
in scope by tire suggested inclusion of other National Register property types.5'
As was seen with the implementation of Executive Order 11593 during the 1970s,
the addition of structures, objects, districts, and especially sites (both archeological and other types) vastly expanded and complicated the task of inventorying federal historic properties.52 Although late in being invited to the table, the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation had a lasting impact on compliance
with Executive Order 11593.55
"I am taking action to insure that no federally-owned property is demolished
until its historic significance has first been reviewed." President Nixon's
Environmental Message for 1971 (issued on February 8), set the stage for how his
administration would address historic preservation during the early 1970s.54
It called for a series of legislative actions that would alter practices at the Department of the Treasury and the General Services Administration. "Since many
of the problems we have identified, and our proposals relate to Federal agency
procedures, an executive order would be the appropriate medium for express-
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ing the Administration's commitment to historic preservation. More dian new
funds a Presidential expression of concern would contribute to tire conservation
of the cultural evidence of tire past by Federal agencies which hold or affect a
great number of historic sites."55
Executive Order 11593
In January 1971, as tire White House put tire finishing touches on President Nixon's
Environmental Message, the Council on Environmental Quality submitted a draft
Executive Order to the newly established Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
for its review, CEQ Secretary Boyd Gibbon noted that during the summer of 1970
it became apparent that the "recently upgraded" federal-state partnership in historic
preservation mandated in the National Historic Preservation Act had "led to some
criticism of tire Federal Government's treatment of its own historic properties."56
Executive Order 11593 was drafted by William K. Reilly, a CEQ staff person who
later served as the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
under President George H.W Bush.57 OMB'S analysis of the draft directive, as well
as comments received from other federal agencies during the review process,
provides important insight into the nature of historic preservation practice during
the early 1970s. While the policy section of Executive Order 11593 is remarkably
unchanged from its original draft, because of the concerns from OMB and other
federal reviewers, other sections were significantly altered (Appendix 1: Original
Draft Executive Order 11593).
In die first draft, federal agencies were directed to "invite, encourage, and
cooperate" with state and local governments to identify eligible properties on
federal lands. The Secretary of die Interior was directed to "encourage state and
local preservation officials" to nominate eligible federal properties. In cases
where a building more dian 50 years old was proposed for demolition, federal
agencies were required to consult with die State Liaison Officers (SLO)58 regarding
National Register eligibility and to "reconsider the proposal in light of national
environmental and preservation policy." If the agency continued with its
demolition proposal, then the property would be treated as if it were "recorded"
in the National Register and the case would be referred to the Advisory Council
for its review and comment. For properties impacted by federal "assistance"
programs, the only requirement was that "ample time be provided" for the
documentation of the building proposed for demolition or substantial alteration.
Proposed transfers or sales of federal real estate were also subject to SLO review
regarding National Register eligibility. These transactions were permitted as long
as the agency obtained a "commitment to preserve" the property from the new
owners. Section 3 of the draft order detailed the duties of the Secretary of the
Interior, which centered on developing and disseminating "professional methods
and techniques for preserving, improving, restoring and maintaining historic
properties."
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OMB'S Richard H. Austin was the first official to review the CEQ draft and he
argued strongly against its execution. "Determination of historic significance,"
said Austin, "is best determined outside the pressure of drreatened demolition
or substantial alterations, which may be surrounded by local economic as well
as sentimental issues." He considered the process an "invitation to rationalize
properties which are surrounded by strong sentimental if not historical value
and which have local economic significance." Recognizing the project delays
that would occur with the requirement to consult the State Liaison Officers
regarding eligibility, Austin recommended that "if there were an adequate
inventory conducted," then federal agencies could be directed to "give special
treatment" only to those properties actually listed on the National Register.
For this approach to work, "all federal properties would be scheduled for
review for historical significance and either placed on the National Register or
rejected for that purpose within a fixed time period." Austin concluded, "We
believe that updating the National Register should be tire first order of business."59
In early February there was pressure from the White House to issue the Executive Order in association with President Nixon's 1971 Environmental Message.
Richard Austin's second OMB review succeeded in getting the draft sent back
to CEQ for further revisions. Austin was particularly critical of the draft order's
poorly defined terms, such as "likely to meet the criteria" for tire National
Register, and time frames, such as the "reasonable period" given State Liaison
Officers to determine National Register eligibility. "Its definitions and criteria
are so vague as to virtually insure that all old properties will be kept open."
Austin repeated his assertion that the "special protective status" should be
reserved to only tirose buildings actually listed on the National Register.6" On
February 8, the day that President Nixon issued his Environmental Message,
Austin reported that he and CEQ'S William Reilly had agreed that the "presumptive historic significance" provided in the draft EO was "too broad and invited
abuse." OMB and CEQ agreed that the Executive Order would:
—"feature a survey of existing federal buildings to put all eligible properties on the
national register of historic places (sic) within a fixed time period" and,
—"provide some interim (sic) review process of old unregistered buildings which
are candidates for alteration, demolition or excessing."6'
Further review by OMB staff recommended that specific time periods of 15 or
30 days be assigned for the "reasonable opportunity" for State Liaison Officer
comments.''2 These provisions were incorporated into a revised draft Executive
Order that was distributed for comment among various federal agencies in late
February 1971. In this draft, each federal agency was assigned the responsibility
of completing an inventory of their historic properties by July 1,1973—rather
than encouraging the State Liaison Offices to include federal property in ongoing statewide surveys.''5
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Federal agencies with significant inventories of potentially historic buildings
were eager to comment on the proposed Executive Order. Officials at tire
General Services Administration attacked the proposed "arbitrary standard of
50 years" predicting that it would result in "burdensome and perhaps useless
submissions" to the State Liaison Offices and noted that "it would include
many buildings acquired by GSA which have no special historic, architectural or
archeological merit."64 GSA officials were also concerned withtireimpact of tire
inventory and nomination provisions on other legal requirements to identify
and report excess federal buildings. The agency predicted that other federal
agencies would delay reporting surplus federal properties until after July 1,1973,
which would "violatetirespirit and intent" of Nixon's 1970 Executive Order
11508 on unneeded Federal property/'5
Comments from the Department of Defense were particularly important
because it was anticipated that DOD, among all the federal agencies, held the
largest number of historic buildings. The DOD was concerned about potential
delays caused by State Liaison Officer review of proposed building demolitions
and about the costs associated withtirepreservation and restoration of historic
buildings at its installations. However, regarding the requirement to locate,
inventory, and nominate all National Register eligible historic properties by
July 1,1973, the DOD remarked: "This schedule is not unreasonable."66
By early April, after compiling all the comments from various federal agencies,
OMB'S Richard Austin was satisfied with the changes to the proposed Executive
Order and recommended its transmittal to the White House for afinalreview/7
The presidential directive had been transformed from its original draft,
creating a system whereby the federal government would demonstrate leadership in historic preservation by doing its part to complete the National Register
of Historic Places for historic properties located on federal lands. The role
of the State Liaison Officers was reduced from active participation in surveys of
federal property to one of consultation regarding the historic significance of
federal properties and the Department of the Interior was assigned a lead role
in developing and disseminating guidance and technical information
on preservation practice. Austin reported that "in the process of maturing this
EO" it was the Defense Department and the General Services Administration
that "strenuously objected" to having their programs "in anyway subject to SLO
oversight."68 Throughout the review process, it is clear that OMB and other
federal agencies thought that the impact of the Executive Order was limited to
consideration of federal buildings and not other property types. Transmitting
the draft EO to Attorney General John Mitchell,tireOffice and Management
and Budget declared: "this order is aimed at identifying federal buildings which
may be historic."6'9
On May 13,1971 President Nixon issued Executive Order 11593: Protection and
Enhancement of the Cultural Environment. Praising the growth of the National
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Register of Historic Places since 1966, President Nixon noted that "the number
of nominations of federally owned properties has lagged" even though federal
agencies hold "an important share of the nation's historic sites and buildings."7"
Fromfiscalyear 1969 through fiscal year 1971 there were 2,245 listings on the
National Register of Historic Places, of which only 156, or less than seven
percent, were from federal agencies.7' State and local preservation officials were
reluctant to undertake surveys on federal lands, or were discouraged from
doing so by federal agency policy. The National Park Service set the tone for
other federal agencies, when in 1969 it issued guidance to Park Superintendents
to decline requests from State Liaison Offices to conduct historic property
inventories within park boundaries.7" As provisions of the National Historic
Preservation Act became institutionalized, Federal agencies needed a clear
definition of their historic preservation responsibilities and to this end, the
President urged increased cooperation with state and local officials to complete
a national inventory of federal properties. President Nixon concluded: "by
my order today I am directing Federal agencies to assure that the Government's
own historic properties are identified, nominated for listing on the National
Register, and preserved at professional standards."73
Following the presidential announcement, Secretary of the Interior Rogers
C.B. Morton and CEQ Chairman Russell Train held a press conference at the
White House.74 Outlining the components of the directive, Morton and
Train drew a direct connection between the controversy over tire proposed
disposal of tire Old Saint Louis Post Office and the need for the Executive
Order. Referencing the success of State Liaison Offices in nominating historic
properties, Secretary Morton described how he would soon be calling on
51 federal agencies to designate similar historic preservation liaison officers
to coordinate federal inventory and nomination efforts. Secretary Morton
concluded that CEQ and tire Interior Department had devised a "very simple
and easy to understand program" drat would have "far-reaching effects."75
Not surprisingly, reaction to President Nixon's Executive Order 11593 was
enthusiastic among the historic preservation community across the nation. The
story landed on the front page of the National Trust for Historic Preservation's
Preservation News in June: "President Nixon on May 13 issued his long awaited
Executive Order directing federal agencies to take greater care of die historic
properties under their control."76 James Biddle, the President of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, wrote Secretary Morton a short congratulatory
note offering whatever assistance the Trust might provide.77 What remained
to be seen was how quickly and effectively die Department of die Interior and
the National Park Service were going to be able to mobilize and guide efforts
by more than 50 federal agencies to comprehensively identify and nominate
National Register eligible properties.
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Impact of Executive Order 11593
On die surface, Nixon's use of the Executive Order to direct agencies to
inventory and evaluate dieir historic properties appeared to be a pragmatic and
noncontroversial assignment, yet one that had major unanticipated consequences within American historic preservation. Executive Orders are "usually
considered vehicles for pragmatic, short-solutions to a problem offering only a
limited, temporary alternative for policy proposals when it is impossible or
difficult to move legislation through Congress."'8 The question of whether
or not the goal of a complete inventory was obtainable centers on how many
historic properties were managed by the federal government. Despite over
35 years of NPS-led surveys of nationally significant historic sites, estimates of
die federal historic property inventory varied. In 1971, the National Park Service
predicted that the federal government held only 2,000 historic sites.79 The
origin of this estimate is unclear, but it may have represented some sort
of extrapolation from die existing list of federal properties—mostly buildings—
previously enrolled in the National Register. The year before, the National
Park Service had estimated increased nomination activities by the states would
eventually grow the National Register to more than 100,000 properties.80
In April 1973, with little in the way of new federal listings in the National
Register achieved and die Executive Order deadline fast approaching, Jerry L.
Rogers argued that the goal of completing an inventory of federally owned
historic properties was obtainable if only it were made a "significant part of the
bicentennial celebration."8'
As part of a larger package of historic preservation policy recommendations
developed by the Council on Environmental Quality in 1970, Executive Order
11593 wastireonly administrative action available to President Nixon; additional
program changes required that Congress act. Analysis of President Nixon's
environmentally oriented Executive Orders issued during his first term suggests
that tirere was "widespread noncompliance" among federal agencies.8- Forty
years after tire execution of Executive Order 11593, few federal agencies have
comprehensively identified all historic properties under their jurisdiction and
tire number of federal nominations still account for only about five percent
of registrations each year.83
Formulated in an environment of controversy surrounding the proposed
surplus of the Old Post Office in Saint Louis, Missouri, Executive Order 11593,
as finally issued, was an amalgamation of agency comments and individual
concerns. The decade long discussion regardingtiresignificance of the Old
Post Office focused the attention of a variety of preservation professionals and
White House advisors on the fact that federal agencies were unaware of the
historic qualities of their building inventories, CEQ'S William K. Reilly's original
proposal for cooperative (no cost) effort among the newly-established State
Liaison Offices (now known as State Historic Preservation Offices) and some
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fifty federal agencies to inventory and nominate historic properties on federal
lands, was transformed by the Office of Management and Budget review process
into a mandate for federal agencies to comprehensively evaluate all historic
properties within a two-year period. The logic was that federal agencies should
demonstrate leadership in historic preservation by completing inventories so
that they might effectively plan for the adaptive use (or disposal) of their historic
buildings. Richard Austinfirmlybelieved that listing in the National Register
of Historic Places was the appropriate threshold for assigning "special protective
status" to federal properties and that evaluations of significance are best made
in an environment not influenced by active proposals for alteration, demolition,
or disposal. NPS Director George Hartzog inserted the administrative assumption that all buildings over 50 years of age deserve some consideration under the
National Register criteria and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's
Robert Garvey added language that expanded the scope of the inventory
work beyond a concern for historic buildings alone. While a survey of die federal
government's stock of older buildings was an ambitious goal in the early 1970s,
it was certainly more reasonable than a comprehensive inventory of all types
of historic resources. As NPS Chief Historian Robert Utley recalled, "even
though it was an unattainable sort of thing," Executive Order 11593 "was a good
club to use on agencies who had been ignoring" their historic preservation
responsibilities under the newly-enacted National Historic Preservation Act.8-1
It was the inability of federal agencies to complete their historic property inventories from 1971 to 1973 that transformed the requirement to "exercise caution
during the interim period" into the concept, enshrined in Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, that federal agencies must consider tire effects of their undertakings on properties either listed in or "eligible for inclusion
in the National Register."85 Enrolled as part of the NHPA in tire 1976 amendments that established the Advisory Council as an independent federal agency,
the survey and evaluation requirement envisioned by Executive Order 11593 has
been the foundation of the cultural resource management industry ever since.
John H. Sprinkle, Jr. is a historian widi the National Park Service. He may be
contacted at John3prinkleC@nps.gov.
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Appendix
Executive Order: Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment86
By virtue of die authority vested in me as President of the United States and in
furtherance of the purpose and policy of the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (Public Law No. 91-190, approved January 1,1970), and of die National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law No. 89-665, approved October 15,
1966), it is ordered as follows:
Section 1. Policy.
The Federal Government shall provide leadership in preserving, restoring
and maintaining the historic and cultural environment. Federal agencies shall
preserve the cultural heritage of the Nation's past in a spirit of stewardship
and trusteeship for future generations. Federal agencies shall initiate measures
necessary to direct their policies, plans and programs in such a way that
Federally owned sites, properties and artifacts of historic, architectural or
archeological significance are preserved, restored and maintained for the
inspiration and benefit of the people. Federal agencies shall institute procedures
to assure that Federal plans and programs contribute to tire preservation and
enhancement of non-Federally owned sites, properties and artifacts of historic,
architectural or archeological significance.
Section 2. Responsibilities of Federal Agencies.
Consonant with the Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (PL 89-665), and with
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (PL 91-190), the heads of Federal
agencies shall:
(a) invite, encourage and cooperate with State and local governments to include
Federal properties in surveys, evaluations and plans of properties of historic,
architectural or archeological significance and, where appropriate, to nominate
properties for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
(b) submit proposals which involve tire alteration or demolition of any Federally
owned building constructed more than 50 years previous to the date of the
proposed alteration or demolition, or of any other property which possesses
special historic, architectural or archeological merit, to the appropriate
State Liaison Officer for Historic Preservation for an opinion respecting
the property's eligibility for inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places. Where, after a reasonable period in which to review and evaluate the
property, the State Liaison Officer determines that the property is likely to
meet the criteria prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, the Federal agency head shall reconsider
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the proposal in light of national environmental and preservation policy.
Where, after such reconsideration, the Federal agency head proposes to alter
or demolish the property he shall treat the property as if it were recorded
on the National Register of Historic Places, and shall not act with respect to
the property until the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation established
pursuant to Section 201, Title 11 of PL 80-665, s n a h have been consulted and shall
have considered and had an opportunity to comment on the proposal.
(c) initiate measures to assure that where as a result of Federal assistance a
registered property listed on the National Register of Historic Places is to be
substantially altered or demolished, ample time be provided and steps be taken
to make or have made records, or the property, and that such records then be
deposited in the Library of Congress as part of the Historic American Buildings
Survey for future use and reference.
(d) initiate measures and procedures to provide for the preservation, restoration
and maintenance of Federally owned and registered sites at professional
standards prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior.
(e) make no transfer of a registered property or of a property which in tire opinion
of tire appropriate State Liaison Officer is eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places without first obtaining the transferee's commitment
to preserve, except where the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation shall
have assented to a transfer without such conditions.
(f) make no sale of a registered property or of a property which in tire opinion
of the appropriate State Liaison Officer is eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places without first obtaining the purchaser's commitment
to preserve, except where the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation shall
have assented to sale without such conditions.
(g) cooperate with purchasers and transferees of a registered property or of a
property eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places in the
development of viable plans to use such a property in a manner compatible with
preservation objectives and which does not result in an unreasonable economic
burden to public or private interests.
Section 3. Responsibilities of the Secretary of the Interior
The Secretary of the Interior shall:
(a) encourage State and local Historic Preservation officials to evaluate, survey
and plan for Federally owned historic properties and, where appropriate, to
nominate such properties for listing on the National Register.
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(b) to develop and make available to Federal agencies, State and local governments
information concerning professional metliods and techniques for preserving,
improving, restoring and maintaining historic properties.
(c) advise Federal agencies in the preservation, improvement, restoration and
maintenance of historic properties.
(d) review and evaluate the plans of transferees of surplus Federal properties
transferred for historic monument purposes to assure that the historic character
of such properties is preserved in rehabilitation, restoration, improvement,
maintenance and repair of such properties.
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Saving the Stones: An International Practical
Conservation Training Internship
by Shelley-Anne Peleg

Saving the Stones is a five-month internship in historical and archeological
conservation. It is sponsored by the Israel National Commission for UNESCO
and ICOMOS Israel. The program is run by the International Conservation
Center in Old Acre (ice), and is a joint project of the Israel Antiquities Authority
(IAA), the Old Acre Development Company, and the Acre Municipality. The ice
is aptly located in Old Acre, a place described as "a veritable living laboratory
for the study and practice of conserving historic sites and structures as well as
researching oral history and traditional cultural aspects of the city."1
FIGURE 1

Map showing the location
of Acre at the northern edge
of Haifa Bay. (Courtesy of
Deidre McCarthy, CRGIS,
National Park Service, 2010)

Acre is the capital of Western Galilee and is located at the northern edge of
Haifa Bay. (Figure 1) A walled port city, Acre traces its settlement back to the
Phoenician period. The first Christian pilgrims stopped in Acre en route to
Jerusalem, and soon the construction of churches and monasteries followed.
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Acre was a principal port, and this sustained it during the years the city was
controlled by the Caliphate of Cairo. Its fortunes recovered in the 10th and nth
centuries, particularly after the city fell to the Crusaders in 1104. Its walls were
rebuilt. A new model of settlement, with defined quarters, evolved within and
near the walls and the cityflourishedas a confluence of eastern and western
cultures.
After tire Third Crusade, led by Richard the Lion Heart in 1191, Acre rose to new
prominence, becoming the capital of the Crusader kingdom. Significant remains
from this epoch (1104-1291) are found above and below tire present street level,
albeit mostly subterranean, and illustrate the shift in western architectural
taste from the Romanesque to the Gothic. Significantly, the evidence of the
12th- and 13th-century Crusader town found in Acre today provides a snapshot
of the layout and structures of the capital of the medieval-period kingdom of
Jerusalem.Crusader Acre fell to the Arabs in 1291, and over the next several centuries Acre
was largely abandoned. The Ottoman period (1517-1917) saw renewed activity in
Acre, but not until the 18th century. The Ottomans built their city over top of the
Crusader town, preserving its plan and many of its artifacts in the foundations
of the new buildings. The Ottomans created a metropolitan system of alleyways,
courtyards, and squares in keeping with Moslem societal norms and melding
the port with civic and ecclesiastical buildings, khans (rest houses), markets,
shops, and residential quarters.3
Acre currently appears as an Ottoman-era walled town complete with typical
urban components dating from the 18th and 19th centuries, such as the citadel,
mosques, and baths. These staples of Ottoman architecture were erected on top
of the underlying Crusader-era structures. And it is this combination of an
18th- and 19th-century Moslem fortified town with substantial artifacts from the
medieval Crusader town that prompted Acre's recognition as a World Heritage
Site by UNESCO in 200i.->

The richness of Acre's past, with its layers of history preserved in the
archeological record from tire early settlement and Roman period through
tire Crusades and Ottoman Empire, make the city an excellent teaching tool
for conservationists. Work on the city's historic fabric also raises awareness of
archeological practice and how archeological evidence can inform presentday perceptions of life lived in different times, through varying religious
movements, and under aegis of alternating political and military powers.
Making the archeological work public also encourages heritage tourism, adding
to the popular appeal of Acre's beaches, and garners support for the ongoing
investigations by including the public in the discovery and discussion of tire
evidence.5 Saving the Stones plays an integral role in this effort.
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Beginning in 2009, the Saving the Stones conservation internship features the
study of ancient building technologies and materials, tutelage and training from
leading Israeli conservation specialists and archeologists, and an immersion
into the nations, cultures, and religious movements that swept over Acre. The
interns conduct surveys and produce documentation for current conservation
projects, make study visits to various sites with Israeli conservationists, and
develop their architectural drawing, photography, and computer skills. Educational programs focusing on Israeli architecture and Acre's heritage enhance the
interns' practical experience of conservation work on-site (Figure 2). Because
the internship spans five months, tire participants become part of the community
in Acre, learning something of the Hebrew language and taking in cultural
events. The program is open to English-speaking people from all over tire world.

FIGURE 2

Testing earth solutions for
the reconstruction of
4000-year-old earth
bricks. In the picture are:
(left to right) Fuoad Shaabi
(Akko resident), ShelleyAnne Peleg, Lilach Strut
(instructor).

The program in 2010 included eight international participants and two Israelis.
Their projects ranged from the broad urban survey to the tightly focused
conservation of specific building elements. They worked to record the Ottoman
walls and document tire Sabil Al-Jazzar (an Ottoman-era public fountain) and
tire cisterns under the Al-Jazzar Mosque. Other broad study topics included
tire research and documentation of conservation planning during the British
Mandate (1918-1948) and an urban typology for the new city. More specialized
study was done on historic mortars and mosaic conservation in Israel. The
participants also prepared conservation plans for various sites in Acre, thereby
guiding efforts to save tire stones long after their internships concluded.
Shelley-Anne Peleg is the Director of the International Conservation Center
and she can be reached at shelley@iccakko.org.
Notes
1 Summary statement from www.antiquities.org.il/akko/informatiomi.asp,
accessed on June 21,2010.
2 Historical synopsis from http://whc.unesco.org/pg.cfm?cid=3i&id„site=i042,
accessed on July 8,2010.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 In the United States, the restoration of Thomas Jefferson's Poplar Forest was (and is still) done
while the museum was open to the public, successfully combining tire architectural research and
archeological excavations with tourism to include the public in the process. Field schools for
architecture and archeology train the next generation in current methods and practice, inviting
comparisons to the much larger program in Acre. See www.poplarforest.org.
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Gilpin's Falls Covered Bridge Documentation
and Rehabilitation
by Jeremy Manro

At the beginning of the 20th century there were more than 10,000 covered
bridges in the United States. Currently approximately 800 remain.1 While
only a small percentage of the covered bridge stock survived the past century,
collective knowledge of traditional wood bridge construction and repair has
become nearly extinct. Through the coordinated efforts of the National Park
Service's Historic American Engineering Record (HAER), the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), the Maryland State Highway Administration, Maryland
Historical Trust, and the Historical Society of Cecil County, the rehabilitation of
Gilpin's Falls Bridge, located in North East, Maryland, succeeded in combining
present-day preservation and documentation methods with techniques from
the largely forgotten tradition of wood bridge construction.
Built in i860, Gilpin's Falls Covered Bridge spans North East Creek on Maryland Route 272, a regional road that connects Lancaster, Pennsylvania to the
Chesapeake Bay at the port town of North East in Cecil County, Maryland. The
Gilpin's Falls Bridge is one of six remaining covered bridges in Maryland and its
100-foot clear-span is the longest in the state. The bridge is an example of a Burr
Arch Truss, a truss system patented in 1817 by Theodore Burr that combines a
multiple king post truss with wood arches (Figure 1).2
The Gilpin's Falls Covered Bridge Committee, founded in the late 1980s by Earl
Simmers, spent decades advocating for the bridge's preservation. In 2008, Cecil
County was awarded a large grant from die FHWA National Historic Covered
Bridge Preservation Program, making a rehabilitation project possible. The
FHWA program was established to bodi "promote die rehabilitation, repair, and/or
preservation of historic covered bridges" and also to fund the "research and
education on and about historic covered bridges".' The Maryland State Highway Administration and the Maryland Historical Trust also contributed grants
to fund the S1.4 million rehabilitation. The Historical Society of Cecil County
contributed their largest grant to date of S8,ooo.4
With funding secured for the rehabilitation and study of Gilpin's Falls Covered
Bridge, two projects were initiated in June 2009: die major rehabilitation of the
damaged bridge and an intensive documentation of the bridge by HAER. The
convergence of the rehabilitation by Barns and Bridges of New England and
the HAER project, directed by Christopher H. Marston, HAER architect, created
a unique opportunity to document covered bridge construction mediods. Lead
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FIGURE 1

This cut-away drawing
reveals the bridge's Burr
Arch Truss and illustrates
its post-rehabilitation
condition in 2010. Drawn by
author, 2010. (HABS/HAER/
HALS Collection, Library of
Congress).

FIGURE 2

View of the bridge before
rehabilitation showing its
sagging negative camber
due to failures in the lower
chord. Photograph by Earl
Simmers, 2005.
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bridgewright Timothy Andrews had apprenticed under master bridgewright
Arnold Graton Sr., and brought an exceptional knowledge of covered bridge
construction to the repair project. The HAER team would return several times to
record Andrews' techniques, in addition to completing standard HAER documentation. Two experienced timber ffamers, William Truax of Truax Timberwright Woodworks in New Hampshire and Jeremy Woodliff of New World
Restoration in Wisconsin, assisted Andrews. During tire yearlong rehabilitation,
Andrews, Truax, and Woodliff resided in a farmhouse adjacent to the bridge
and staged work activities in a large workshop on the property.
Recent flooding had caused structural failure of the bridge requiring immediate
intervention, but more longstanding concerns of rot, insect infiltration, and
inadequate maintenance and repair contributed to its decayed condition (Figure
2). The HAER team first documented tire existing condition of the bridge at the
start of repair work in June 2009.5 Using a combination of high density laser
scanning and hand measuring, the team recorded the sagging negative camber
of the lower chord and floor, the bridge's deflection upstream, and the racking
that occurred most severely at the north end (Figure 3).
Understanding that the bridge was too fragile to be moved from the abutments
for repair, structural engineers determined that rehabilitation work would take
place while the bridge remained over the water, supported by a temporary steel
platform. Working on the platform, Andrews, Truax, and Woodliff stabilized the
bridge by jacking up the lower chord at each panel section and cross bracing the
interior of the structure using chains (Figure 4). With the bridge stabilized, they
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FIGURE 3

This side-by-side comparison
of sections, drawn at the
start of the rehabilitation
and after the rehabilitation
was completed, records
the change of alignment of
the bridge's components.
Tim Andrews and his team
restored the bridge to its
proper position, a process
that included creating
12 inches of positive
camber in the truss over its
100-foot span. Drawn by
author, 2010. (HABS/HAER/
HALS Collection, Library of
Congress).

began the process of aligning the bridge using a clamping system that gathered
back the failures in the lower chord and also installed stacks of corbelled
supports, or falsework, tliat returned the truss to its proper geometry (Figure 5).
Within the larger process of stabilization and alignment, Truax and Woodliff
practiced detailed craftsmanship that relied heavily on traditional hand tools.
The strength of complex connections between truss members, made from
Eastern White Pine, depends on tight fitting joints held in place by treenails
made from Black Locust. Copper Napthenate was brushed onto mating surfaces
before assembly to discourage decay.
Although it is somewhat common to reinforce covered bridges with steel beams
or other modern materials, Andrews resisted using any engineering technology
that was not available at the time of the bridge's original construction. Andrews'
confidence in the strength of the bridge's wood truss did not preclude him from
making small period appropriate improvements such as doubling the length of
shear keys, creating channels for debris to be swept away, and designing more
stout abutments that defended against rot by allowing air circulation around the
ends of the arches.
The overlapping of the HAER documentation project with rehabilitation at
Gilpin's Falls Covered Bridge resulted in a set of drawings that show both the
pre- and post-rehabilitation state of the bridge, and includes illustrations
of techniques used during the repair process. The documentation project
fulfilled HAER'S goal of documenting significant U.S. engineering works and also
examining historic processes. In addition to public outreach through the HAER
collection at the Library of Congress, this project was presented at the 2010
Preserving the Historic Road Conference and will serve as a case study in a
forthcoming FHWA publication on rehabilitating covered bridges to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
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FIGURE 4

Will Truax (left) and Jeremy
Woodliff (right) tighten
cross bracing as a technique
to correct the upstream
bow, also known as lateral
deflection. The bridge
deflected when failures in
the lower chord increased
the load carried by the
arches, causing them to
deform. Photograph by
author.

FIGURE 5

This view shows two
temporary support systems,
corbelled falsework and
cross-chaining, that
Andrews used to shore up
the trusses and coax them
back into their correct
alignments. A temporary
steel platform spanned the
creek and carried the weight
of the bridge during the
rehabilitation. Photograph
by author.

Jeremy Mauro is an architect with the Historic American Engineering Record
of the National Park Service, based in Washington, DC.
Notes
i Dan Brock, William S. Caswell, and David W. Wright, World Guide to Covered Bridges
(Hillsboro, NH: National Society for the Preservation of Covered Bridges, 2009), lxii.
2 Emory L. Kemp, American Bridge Patents: The First Century (Morgantown, \vv: West Virginia
University Press, 2005), 14.
3 M. Myint Lwin, "National Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Program Request for FY 2010
Grant Applications," Memorandum, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration, http://mwv.fl1wa.gov/bridge/nhcbp/100503.cfm, May 5,2010, accessed on
January 5,2011.
4 Wallace, Montgomery, and Associates, LH' acted as the project engineer, Kinsley Construction
Company was the general contractor, and Barns and Bridges of New England was the timber
framing subcontractor.
5 The documentation was completed by field supervisor Anne E. Kidd, summer architect interns
Bradley M. Rowley, Jeremy T. Mauro, and Csaba Bartha, Romania (who was hired through
a partnership with the International Council on Monuments and Sites [ICOMOS]), under the
direction of Christopher H. Marston, HAF.R project leader. Lola Bennett wrote the history, and
David Ames produced the large format photography.
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Reviews

the Anglo-Saxon origins of the nation. The writers
Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians Out of Existencerelegated Indians to "lasting" status because Indians
in New England.
as a people and cultural entity were deemed to be
incompatible with modern civilization.
By Jean M. O'Brien. Minneapolis, MN: University of
O'Brien uses hundreds of local texts, most of which
Minnesota Press, 2010; 269 pp., softcover, S25.00.
contain references to Indian history. Using this
abundant written material, the author examines
Public historians and cultural resource managers
how communities in Massachusetts, Connecticut,
are familiar with the dusty and yellow-edged
and Rhode Island depicted the "extinction" of
19th-century local histories written by "amateur"
Indians as well as how tire Indians actually resisted
historians. In these works, important and select
and survived.
historical facts are chronicled and worthy citizens
are memorialized in anecdotal biographical
sketches. However, these antiquarian volumes have
In her exhaustive examination, O'Brien develops
other important stories to tell as well. Rather than
her study through a number of themes. "Firsting"
casting them aside, cultural resource practitioners
focuses on the claims about the primacy of English
today should regard these histories as valuable
culture, institutions, and lifeways, with native
primary sources for understanding the evolution
peoples contributing a vague primordial and
of American attitudes and values.
inferior preface for true "history" yet to come.
For Euro-Americans, authentic history began with
the gathering of European peoples in a place and
For Jean O'Brien, professor of history at the
their transformation of former Indian homelands.
University of Minnesota and a member of the
Tens of thousands of years of Indian histories
White Earth Ojibwe tribe, local histories from
and destinies counted for nothing. Non-Indians
the 1820s to the 1880s are evidence of how people
depicted Indians as rooted in nature, tradition, and
in southern New England viewed and treated
superstition.
New Englanders saw themselves as
American Indians. Her subsequentfindingsare
presented in Firsting and Lasting: Writing Indians symbols of the civilized order of culture, science,
and reason. Firsting implied sole legitimacy of New
Out of Existence in New England.
England ways, inherently superior and modern.
Their
singular focus claimed that European New
O'Brien uses the word "firsting" to refer to the
Englanders erected tire first houses, institutions,
belief of many Euro-American settlers that they
politics,
and economics in America. Repeatedly, the
were thefirstpeople to establish civilization in
texts argued that Indians were mired in an ancient
North America. The "lasting" refers to the final
and inferior past, and therefore were incompatible
status of American Indians, who were depicted as
with superior cultures from across the Atlantic.
the "last" to pass from the scene. In O'Brien's
To them, Indians who changed, evolved and/or
view, local histories were written by mostly white,
intermarried were no longer authentic and forfeited
middle-class authors, who were preoccupied with
BOOKS
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their "Indianness." For all practical purposes, in

noting of "last Indian" or "the last of the race"

the minds of American New Englanders, Indians

implied the demise of both Indian autonomy as

vanished from New England. In reality, of course,

well as Indians themselves. According to these

Indians still survived.

narratives, tribes broke up and became entirely
extinct under the pressure of superior culture.

"Firsting" alone did not claim the Indian place in

Local history narratives often focused on a solitary

America. "Replacing" addressed the process by

Indian survivor and denied Indian descendents

Anglo-Saxons of the construction of an alternate

a future. Once Indians intermarried with non-

reality that effectively rendered powerless

Indians, they were denied their "Indianness" and

the history of the American Indians. Euro-

were not considered authentic Indians. To be Indian

American commemoration of the Indian through

required cultural stasis and blood purity, in contrast

monuments, selectively retained place names, and

to attitudes concerning African Americans, who

relic collecting—all served to relegate the idea

were seen to retain their inferior status even with

of the Indian to fantasy and myth. Because these

only one drop of African American blood. These

local histories presented a linear progression of

histories presented a relentless message that the

civilization, they depicted a process of physically

New England Indians had either ceased to exist or

and imaginatively replacing Indians on the New

that their prospects for the future had dimmed

England landscape. Indian history was replaced by

to extinction. According to these writings, Indians

a New England history of allegedly just relations

had been extinguished by disease and wars, or they

and property transactions rooted in American

had moved elsewhere.

diplomacy. The replacement narrative can be
read in five different types of locations: erection

Finally, the author examines "Resisting," the

of monuments to Indians and non-Indians,

persistence of Indians in New England, despite the

celebration of historical commemorations of

best efforts of non-Indians to deny their survival

various sorts (in memory of...), the excavation

into the modern period. In actuality, throughout the

of Indian sites, selected retention of Indian place

19th and 20th centuries, Indians continued to work

names, and claims non-Indians made to Indian

their land in New England, keep livestock, and hunt

homelands. These locations attest to simultaneous

and fish. They participated in the general market

presence of Indian history in New England places

and wage labor economies. Indians steadfastly

even while Indians were declared only to be found

defended their land, identity, and place as modern

in the past. Monuments to non-Indians became the

people in New England against tremendous odds.

replacement narrative that honored New English

O'Brien underscores the example of William Apess

claims to first peoples, places, and events. In this

(1798-1839), a Pequot Indian and a Methodist

way, the newcomers seized Indian identity for

minister who, through his prolific writings,

themselves while excluding actual Indians. To them,

demonstrated Indian persistence. In his writings,

Indians were located in the ground and on the

Apess argued for full citizenship for Indians as well

landscape as evidenced by Indian artifacts, graves,

as autonomy for Indian nations. O'Brien considers

and place-names.

the literature of Indians, including those of Apess,
as "stunning acts of resistance" as they "continued

"Lasting" refers to Indian extinction in New

to shape and reshape their lives as Indian people

England through stories of the last Indian and their

into the future whether or not non-Indians chose to

disappearance. "Lasting" relegates the Indian to

recognize them as such." (pg. 190)

the past by suggesting that they were inherently
passive and static and incapable of contributing to

O'Brien concludes her study with a condensed

a contemporary reality and future. The continual

chapter on the contemporary subject of recognition.
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She recounts the results of the 2000 Census where

United States. His book is the best scholarly study

a "total of 16,333 respondents residing there [in

yet written of Bethlehem Steel. He provides

Southern New England] who.. .proclaimed their

a cautionary story of how a company once thought

Indianness." She briefly summarizes the ongoing

to be too big to fail can fail, using a chronological

struggle for official recognition of Indian nations,

case study of Bethlehem Steel's growth and decline.

including those in Southern New England. In
her opinion, recognition "involves an impossibly

This work serves as a foundation for future histories

rigorous bureaucratic" requirements that use

of the company that incorporate the perspectives

a "deeply flawed and incomplete documentary

of labor, outside communities, and management.

record" crafted from documents that were meant

Warren succeeds in writing a corporate history

to bureaucratically make Indians disappear—in

akin to his Big Steel: The First Century of the United

essence, a continuation of the same process that

States Steel Corporation vyoi-iooi (University of

created tire original paradigm of cultural exclusion

Pittsburgh Press, 2001). The inside-the-executive-

and destruction, (pg. 204)

suite nature of his work is not a labor history. He
includes labor's story only as it affected Betirlehem

Many people shaped the American landscape in

Steel's corporate operations. His cleaving apart

the past and will continue to do so in the future.

of corporate operations and labor, two closely

Readers of this book cannot help but have a

entwined entities, leaves the study both passive and

heightened appreciation of American Indian history

incomplete. His earlier U.S. Steel history benefited

in New England and the quiet, heroic survival

from that company's voluminous archives. In

of Indians and Indian identity in spite of ongoing

this study, however, Warren is hampered by the

efforts by mainstream America to erase it. This

"frustratingly incomplete" nature of the extant

book inspires historians and others to reassess our

Bethlehem Steel archives. Warren relies heavily on

opinions of 19th-century local histories. As O'Brien

the minutes of the company's board of directors

shows, they serve as major sources regarding tire

and finds many entries lacking, simply noting that

origins and evolution of American attitudes towards

officers discussed "various subjects relating to

Indians. Their covers may well contain many other

the business and affairs of tire Corporation." He

fruitful topics worthy of analysis concerning the

supplements drese records with trade journals,

American past.

finding them more useful in examining the early
history of die company, and widr interviews of

Antoinette J. Lee

former corporate executives. Unfortunately,

National Park Service

Warren neglects other potentially valuable sources.
References to perspectives in the Wall Street Journal,
Allentown Morning Call, Bethlehem Globe, and the
press of the many other cities connected with the

Bethlehem Steel: Builder and Arsenal of America

company's history are not included in his endnotes
(p. xi, xii).

By Kenneth Warren. Pittsburgh, PA: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 2008; 322 pp., softcover, S24.95.

Even so, Warren provides a thorough history

Geographer and historian Kenneth Warren adds

the emergence of the iron industry in tire Lehigh

to his sizeable body of works on the business of iron

Valley in tire 1850s and the firm's early days as

and steel in tire United States and Britain with this

Betirlehem Iron to its acquisition by Charles Schwab

corporate history of a company that, at its peak,

in 1903 and its subsequent 1904 incorporation

was the second-largest steel manufacturer in the

as Bethlehem Steel. His narrative includes the

of Betirlehem Steel. He traces its history from
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successful presidency and chairmanship of Eugene
Grace (1916-45 and 1945-57) and the company's
bankruptcy and purchase by the International Steel
Group in 2003. His examination of the company's
growth during the Schwab and Grace years is
especially poignant, given its ultimate fate.
Bethlehem Steel was a small company known for
its armor when Schwab acquired it, with revenues
of S16.1 million in 1905 and 1906 (against revenues
of S446.6 million for Pittsburgh's U.S. Steel). When
Grace stepped down in 1957, Bethlehem Steel was
the nation's leading shipbuilder and second-largest
steel producer with S2.6 billion in revenues (against
U.S. Steel's S4.4 billion) and a component of the
Dow Jones Industrial Average. However, a multitude
of issues connected with labor and government,
as well as changes in tire domestic demand for steel,
led to decline.
Some of these issues demand further study. The
company, which had some of tire highest-compensated executives in the United States, maintained
extremely poor relations with its workers, represented by the United Steelworkers of America
(USWA). A1959 industry-wide strike led to the first
significant imports of foreign steel, which, over the
next decades, became less expensive than domestic
production. Even though tire book is not a labor
history, more attention to labor relations and use
of corporate communications in the USWA archives
would have provided readers a more comprehensive understanding of how the corporation's dealings with its workers affected its survival.
Warren gives very little attention to the rise of the
environmental movement and to increased federal
and state regulation of the environment, save
to note drat increased regulation increased Steel's
costs. During the second half of the 20th century,
die U.S. government's relationship with Bethlehem
Steel became more nuanced drrough environmental
regulation (and through its support of the Marshall
Plan and tire rebuilding of the European steel
industry, which became a major competitor of

Bethlehem Steel). The archives of the National
Park Service, Environmental Protection Agency,
or the Labor Department might provide additional
depth to Warren's examination of the corporation's
relationship to government, especially as it pertains
to the effects of Steel's Burns Harbor plant on
the development of Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore.'
The author does an excellent job of examining the
rise of the mini-mill and its effects on traditional
steel makers and of how geography affected Bethlehem Steel's operations. Steel sourced its iron ore
internationally, and the steel produced at its Sparrows Point plant near Baltimore was less expensive
for Pacific coast buyers than steel produced by
U.S. Steel in die Monongahela Valley due to the ease
of shipping by water through the Panama Canal.
However, in a rather inexplicable omission, his
book suffers by having no maps. Given the range
of locations discussed in the text, from the Lehigh
Valley to Cuba, Chile, and Venezuela, maps would
seem an essential inclusion.
Warren's prose is dense and would have benefited
from better editing and a glossary of steel-related
vocabulary; his book is not an easy read for nonspecialists. Even so, it is essential reading for anyone
studying the 20th-century U.S. steel industry. It is
also an important source for tiiose researching and
interpreting the histories of the communities tiiat
were home to Bethlehem Steel's major factories,
especially Bethlehem and Johnstown, Pennsylvania;
Lackawanna, New York; Dundalk, Maryland; and
Burns Harbor, Indiana, and for those interested
in tire effects of globalization on U.S. industry in the
late 20th century.
Edward Roach
National Park Service
1. Schwab was president of the company from 1904 to 1916
and chairman from 1916 to 1939 and the subject of a 2007
biography by Warren.
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Architecture's Historical Turn: Phenomenology and

Postmodern architecture was, in many ways, a

the Rise of the Postmodern

reaction to the commercialization of modern
architecture. This group of architects sought to get

By Jorge Otero-Pailos. Minneapolis, MN: University

back to what they felt to be the true meaning of

of Minnesota Press, 2010; 320 pp., hardcover,

architecture through "intellect, bodily experience

S75.00.

and history" (p. xxxiii). They were attracted to
the phenomenological works of philosophers

In the seminal book, Architecture's Historical Turn:

like Gaston Bachelard, Edmund Husserl, Martin

Phenomenology and the Rise of the Postmodern, Jorge

Heidegger, and Paul Ricoeur, which they attempted

Otero-Pailos traces the rise of architectural phe-

to translate into architectural practice and design.

nomenology as the key influence behind the shift
from Modern to Postmodern thinking in western

According to the author, during the mid-20th

architecture during tire 1960s and 1970s. This is the

century architectural history was the most

first book to thoroughly describe the effects of phe-

important intellectual subject in the academic

nomenological philosophy on postmodern style.

lexicon for aspiring building designers. The study

By focusing on the teachers and philosophers of the

of architectural history provided for a more

early postmodern movement, Otero-Pailos is able

intellectual and meaningful basis in the creation of

to give a new perspective to the ideas that shaped

buildings and also provided a context for reflection

contemporary architectural practice. The term

on the philosophies behind design. Previously,

Phenomenology is used in the context of philosophy

art historians had maintained control over the

that defines reality as being object and event-based

discipline of architectural history and approached

and not independent of it. The author uses as back-

the history of architecture in tire same monographic

ground the writings of Hegelian and post-Hegelian

way that they approached the history of art:

thinkers to create a context for this architectural

through dates, names, and text. This new group of

philosophy and application.

postmodern thinkers felt that architecture should be
interpreted in a more aesthetic manner. The result

Otero-Pailos examines the works of four archi-

of this conflict with art history was a significant

tectural historians: Jean Labatut, Charles Moore,

change in the intellectualization of architecture as

Christian Norberg-Schulz, and Kenneth Frampton.

part of architectural education.

The book examines how architectural phenomenology fundamentally changed the way architects ap-

Labatut, followed by Moore, Norberg-Schulz,

proached the role of history in the development of

and Frampton sought to approach history from a

postmodern architecture. Their primary motivation

new visual perspective by forming a new academic

was to create a universal language of architecture

profession: the architect-historian. They circulated

by understanding the sensory properties associated

their ideas not just through text but also graphic

with the experience of space. On tire surface, these

design in magazine and print, photo essays,

four architects seem to have little in common with

and building design. They were most influential

each other. They would not have defined them-

as teachers of architecture in schools like Yale,

selves (with the exception of Labatut and Moore

Princeton, and Columbia.

who were mentor and student) as a group. In fact,
they often had conflicting ideological perspectives.

Like the authors he describes, Otero-Pailos takes

However, through their interest in phenomenology,

a holistic approach to the history of architectural

this group pioneered a new approach to design that

phenomenology by examining each subject through

embodied itself in postmodern architecture.

textual, visual, generational influence, and shared
experience. Even tine cover of the book plays
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homage to tire "Supergraphics" used by Charles
Moore. Otero-Pailos digs deep into the archives
using examples from the architects' lives like
Norbert-Schulz's MIT lecture notes, Labatut's 1939
World's Fair sketches, and personal interviews
about Kenneth Frampton's childhood to provide
a comprehensive understanding of their teachings.
Through this approach, we are able to understand
tire way that phenomenology manifested itself in the
teachings of each architect-historian.
For Labatut, it is the bodily experience of
architecture, which he expressed not just through
architecture but also through a fountain and light
show at the 1939 New York World's Fair. For
Charles Moore, experiencing space was a search
for "archetypal psychological experiences which
he called "poetic images" that could be interpreted
in a new and modern way. "[Moore] developed
and perfected the aedicule, a small temple or house
within a house, as tire archetypal poetic image of
inhabitation. The aediculefiguredas the elemental
architectural frame for human orientation.
Wherever it was built, it served to ground human
memories in that particular place" (p. xxvii). The
use of these archetypal motifs became one of
the character defining features of postmodern
architecture.
Norbert-Schulz defined experience in architecture
through the use of "Genius Loci" or importance of
place, which traced the origin of our understanding
of place to those experienced in nature. NorbertSchulz's primary way of expressing these "truths"
was through the photographic essays and graphics
to portray architecture as "a visual representation
of topology" (p. 156). Through his photo essays
Norbert-Schulz compared natural features like
bohemian landscapes with Czech baroque houses
for similarities in form.
Finally, Kenneth Frampton's view of architectural
phenomenology was interpreted through critical
regionalism. His viewpoint focused on the role of
social politics in architecture through its expression

using topography, climate, and light on tectonic
form. Otero-Pailos is able to trace the origins of
Frampton's theories to his study of carpentry under
his father as a youth in Surrey; the influence of labor
politics at the Architectural Association in London
in 1950; and his 1964 reading and interpretation of
Hannah Arendt's book The Human Condition (1958)
in which she defines the vita active or active life/life
of action and its place in human history (p. 219-235).
While Architecture's Historical Turn will appeal
mostly to academic architectural historians, the
understanding of the philosophies and theories
behind postmodern architecture is crucial to
competent cultural resource management. As these
buildings age (e.g.,Charles Moore's Sea Ranch will
turn 50 in 2013 and will be eligible for inclusion in
the National Register) architectural historians and
historic preservationists will need to understand
tire motivations and philosophies behind this
architecture in order to interpret its true historical
and architectural significance. The interpretation
of these buildings requires an educated professional
workforce that is able to document and interpret
this important 20th-century architectural legacy in
its entirety. Without this important dialogue, we
will lose important and defining cultural resources
as a result of managerial decisions made solely
in the realm of vita activa without the measured
benefit of the vita contemplativa.
Tara Cubie
National Park Service
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The Oakland Army Base: An Oral History
Edited by Martin Meeker. The Bancroft Library,
University of California, with the City of Oakland
and tire Port of Oakland and produced by the
Regional Oral History Project at the Bancroft
Library, Berkeley, CA: University of California Press,
2010; 275 pp., softcover.
The Oakland Army Base: An Oral History documents the experiences of a wide range of soldiers
and civilians who served at the base over a period of
a half-century. This collection of oral history interview excerpts conducted by the renowned Regional
Oral History Office of the University of California,
Berkeley, typifies the strengths and weaknesses of
the oral history genre. As stated initially in the work,
it consists of a series of "lively, sometimes intensely
detailed recollections" of the Oakland Army Base.
.. over the span of nearly sixty years." But it is "not
a conventional narrative marching through time
sounding off the accomplishments that occurred on
the base and of the people who served there" (p. 1).
Such a study still needs to be written. If tire present
volume is understood as a collection of primary
source material, with alltirepromise and pitfalls of
oral history interviews and contributing towards a
balanced interpretive history yet to be written, then
this is a valuable effort indeed.
The thematic conception of the volume is good
and takes a very broad approach to the facility.
In addition to focusing on its core mission of logistical support to the wartime and peacetime Army
overseas, the study explorestireinner dynamics
of the community of soldiers, civil service workers,
their families, contract employees, and longshoremen, as well as the effect of the sprawling base
on its neighborhood and the community. The work
compliments the Regional Oral History website
(http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/ROHo/projects/oab/
tiremes.html).

The website's crisp divisions into core base function, city within a city, and community ultimately
communicates more clearly than this book. For
instance, it is confusing to have two successive
chapters: one about "the base's core function" and
another about "mission critical Oakland Army
Base core functions." An example of the editor's
interpretation is found in a controversial introductory statement to the chapter entitled "The Oakland
Army Base and the American Dream" where it is
asserted that "[sjome scholars now argue that the
military must be viewed as one of the most highly
developed arms of the otherwise undeveloped
US welfare state" when the interviewees "reveal
howtireOAB became a ladder for economic and
social mobility for disadvantaged populations" and
this is equated with how the "OAB helped them to
achieve the American Dream" (p. 105).
A better contextual setting for military bases in
tire Bay Area from 1941-1995 is needed. Presently,
the bibliography must be consulted carefully to get
satisfaction in this regard. Works such as Roger
W. Lotchin's seminal Fortress California, 1910-1961:
From Warfare to Welfare, or Gerald Nash's The
American West Transformed: The Impact of the
Second World War can serve historians and others
as important contextual studies for this important
oral history offering.
The strengths of this collection are found in the
vivid immediacy with which people describe their
own experiences. There is poignancy: "The sad
part was that a lot of times the parents would come,
because that would be the last place they could
see their loved one before they went overseas."
There are quirky analyses of memories of the
Vietnam War: "We loaded a lot of soda pop and
beer. Sometimes whole ships full of soda pop, beer
and cigarettes. And you just kind of got a sense that
there was really something going on over there...
I saw the nicotine as being a stimulant and I saw
the beer as knocking off the edge... Wow, this much
beer? This must not be too good." And there is
detailed explanation of how longshoremen worked
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a ship in tire era before "break-bulk" cargo handling
was superseded by containerization, a contribution
that illustrates the best potentials of oral history
(pp. 37,42).

Soldier Field: A Stadium and its City

But a classic weakness is also evidenced when
oral history is used to explain complicated trends
or to voice an opinion that is unsubstantiated. In
spite of the disclaimer that "sometimes patterns
in the false or confused memories of people can
reveal truths greater than mere facts alone," false
statements, not corrected or at least explained for
subsequent users can take on a life of their own.
An example of unclear recordation can be found in
a portion of one the oral histories "If you remember
World War II history, a number of the traitors,
particularly in England, were gays. Well, if they
know you're gay and nobody else does, then they
use that to blackmail you." When the introduction
to an entire section on "San Francisco Bay Area
Politics and the Department of Defense" states
that the interviews "offer a fascinating portrait of
local conjecture—some of it informed, some of
it entirely speculative" without noting specifics,
one can only wonder concerning the usefulness of
such information (p. 179).

Liam Ford's Soldier Field: A Stadium and its City is
a work of social history rather than one that deals
with professional preservation analysis.

The Oakland Army Base: An Oral History fulfills
its goals and the goals of the base closure process
that sponsored it, but it is best used in association
with other research guides. The broad net it casts
over the conceptualization of a large military base
within a community and the vivid vignettes
captured that would be otherwise lost are valuable
contributions to the historical record. While this
important work is exactly what it purports to be,
it shouldn't be confused as a broad contextual
history of the facility. Hopefully, that too will be
forthcoming in tire not too distant future.
Stephen A. Haller
National Park Service

By Liam T. A. Ford. Chicago, IL: University of
Chicago Press, 2009; 364 pp., hardcover, S30.00.

Those looking for a comprehensive chronology
or critical examination of thefinerpoints of the
historic preservation debate over tire stadium's
changes will need to look elsewhere. Instead, Ford,
a reporter for the Chicago Tribune who has covered
housing, politics, regional development, and the
Chicago Park District, focuses on the many events
held at the stadium from its construction to tire
present day as well as the stadium's place in Chicago
machine politics. His treatment of the site's history
is more journalistic than analytical.
Ten years ago, Chicagoans hotly debated the
future of Soldier Field, then a National Historic
Landmark and home to the Chicago Bears of the
National Football League. The facility occupies a
prominent site on Chicago's lakefront. The Chicago
Park District, the stadium's municipal steward,
decided to update and expand the complex. They
proposed to demolish the stands and insert a
modern seating bowl cantilevered over the original
structure's monumental classical colonnade, which
was designed by Chicago architects Holabird and
Roche in 1924. The park district maintained that
retaining the colonnade preserved the critical
historic element of the building. The National Park
Service, in its role as National Historic Landmarks
administrator and monitor, warned that tire
proposed plan involved too much demolition and
change to historic elements, and jeopardized its
National Historic Landmark status.
Reactions were immediate and controversial. Both
the Chicago and the national architectural and
preservation communities weighed in. The new
structure centered on a sleek and striking design
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by Benjamin Wood of HOK Sport in collaboration

of Progress Exposition: Judaism's The Romance

with Chicago-based Goettsch Partners, Inc. Some

of a People and tire African American O, Sing a

criticized the project as bad historic preservation,

New Song; rodeos; rallies with the Reverend Billy

while others maintained that it was good modern

Graham; the 1959 Pan Am Games; Martin Luther

design that incorporated historic elements.

King, Jr.'s 1966 speech at a Freedom Movement

After the completion of the new construction,

rally; the first Special Olympics in 1968; as well as

the Secretary of the Interior, on the advice of the

professional soccer and auto racing. Ultimately, tire

National Park System Advisory Board, revoked the

shift of most popular events to indoor venues meant

stadium's National Historic Landmark designation'

that the stadium had little use other than hosting

in April 2006.

football games.

Ford's Introduction places the stadium's

This detailed focus on Soldier Field as a venue

original construction in the context of American

for public events does not easily translate into

progressivism and tire City Beautiful movement,

discussions of national context or synthesis, as

including Daniel Burnham's 1909 Plan of Chicago.

the individual events are connected only by their

The contemporary renovation project is covered

location. Though Ford does not focus heavily on

only in the last chapter of the book, and the design

the topic, some of the event narratives touch upon

issues are mentioned only in passing. Ford does not

the meaning of Soldier Field as a memorial to those

evidence a strong point of view on tire renovations,

lost in World War I, and how its physical features,

but he does state in the preface that "even the most

including its neo-Classical colonnade, contribute

historic and beautiful buildings must sometimes

to that meaning. For instance, there was some

be remade when they no longer serve their original

opposition to hosting the Dempsey-Tunney fight

purpose" (p. xiv).

there in 1927, as being inappropriate in a memorial
setting to the fallen American soldiers of World

The narrative of the events that took place at the

War I. At tire time, the American Legion suggested

stadium is interesting in its own right. Soldier Field

building a separate memorial at the stadium,

served as a stage for a kaleidoscope of American

instead of requiring the stadium itself to function

cultural history of the 20th century. It hosted the

as a memorial. This idea was revived during the

Army-Navy game in 1925; speeches by presidents

21st-century renovation with the building of a

and politicians, including Franklin Roosevelt in

separate, adjacent memorial. Notably, Holabird and

1944; high school and college football championships,

Roche's original design included a monumental

including historically black colleges; track and field;

memorial tower, which was not built because

athletic competitions among German Turnerbunds

of cost. Ford states that in tire late 20th century,

and Czech-Slovak Sokols; polo matches; boxing,

Chicagoans thought of Soldier Field's colonnades

including the "long count" match between

as tire main memorial element of the construction,

Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney in 1927; speeches

but he does not substantiate or discuss this idea any

by Charles Lindbergh and General Douglas

further.

MacArthur; the 1926 international Eucharistic
Congress and 1954 Catholic Holy Hour; Easter

Ultimately, the book is (as the subtitle suggests)

sunrise services; the 1942 Army War Show and 1945

as much about Chicago's evolving ethnicity and

war bond show; fire and police skill demonstrations;

politics as it is about Soldier Field itself. As its

musical competitions (which supposedly started

review in Choice in February of 2010 stated, it is well

the tradition of lighting matches and lighters at

written, illustrated, and documented, and looks at

concerts); Independence Day events; ethnic heritage

Soldier Field "in the context of the national appetite

pageants associated with the 1933-34 Century

for construction of municipal stadiums in the
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1920s." However, the definitive story of the Soldier
Field preservation controversy still remains to be
written.
Phyllis Ellin
National Park Service
1. The property's NHL designation was as Grant Park Stadium,
its original name.

The National Mall: Rethinking Washington's
Monumental Core.
Edited by Nathan Glazer and Cynthia R. Field
with a foreword by James F. Cooper. Baltimore,
MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008; 232 pp.,
hardcover, S37.00
The National Mall: Rethinking Washington's
Monumental Core presents a comprehensive
argument to preserve the Mall in its present
configuration. The book's three sections look at
the Mall and the issues surrounding its continued
development from the perspective of design
evolution over time, its function as a public
gathering place, and various contemporary
proposed actions.
The morphing of the National Mall over time is
an interesting and enlightening story. The first
section of the book calls for an end to any more
construction of monuments or buildings on the
existing Mall. Each following section continues to
support this position. Perhaps a more effective tide
for the book would have been "Leaving the Mall As
It Is" or "Defending the Status Quo."
Nathan Glazer captures the sense of American
ownership of this public space in his introduction
and it is repeated throughout the book. As he notes,
"The Mall is both a living monument and a work
in progress." (pg. vii) As with all public spaces and
properties in Washington, DC, access to the Mall
symbolizes access to the government and democ-

racy. However, in the second section of the book
it is interesting that there are different approaches
on how the Mall is perceived and utilized yet there
is little reference to how the utilization of the space
has evolved over time. There are few references
to past building incursions such as the original
Smithsonian building, Andrew Jackson Downing's
romantic landscapes of the 1850s, the establishment
of the United States Botanic Garden, or the former
Baltimore and Ohio train station that used to grace
the Eastern end of the space until tire construction
of Union Station in 1908. Also, the latest attempt
to reify L'Enfant's original vision, the McMillan
Plan of 1901, is only briefly referenced. The spaces'
appropriation during wartime, whether during the
Civil War, or the World Wars, is not referenced in
any detail. More recent developments, such as the
listing of the National Mall' on the National Register
of Historic Places in 1966 and the additional documentation provided in 1981 do not occupy a central
place in the discussion. Neither does the 2003
Commemorative Works Clarification and Revision
Act that ended possibilities for any new development
in the Mall axis.
The Mall's evolution is discussed in thefirstsection
to some degree, but in the end tire reader can't
be clear on exactly how people utilized or perceived
this space during itsfirst100 years. This is a critical
point only because today tire American people feel
that they "own" this ceremonial space—physical
access to the Mall as democratic, public space is
symbolic access to America. How they perceive
it and use it has evolved as our society has evolved.
Perhaps the real solution lies not in stopping present plans to further change the face of the existing
Mall, but to double the Mall by extending to the
east of the Capitol as Patricia Gallagher suggests.
It is not hard to see that a new century demands
even greater changes than we have had in the past.
Continually adding buildings and monuments to
the existing space is not possible.
While The National Mall: Rethinking Washington's
Monumental Core is interesting and gives the reader
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great insight into the Mall we experience today, the

(p. xi). Maynard's book reflects tlrese stated goals

real heart of the book is in the final chapters that

and presents us with a work delineated by archi-

show us how it can evolve in this new century.

tecture, geography, and tour guide, all through the
lenses of cultural history.

Future designs for tire Mall may not be in keeping
with tire monuments designed in a traditional style,

Published in 2008 by the University of Virginia

but if given the same opportunities for evolution

Press and billed as ".. .the first book to document

and growth that the original plan has had, the Mall

the state's architectural history from all periods,"

will continue to be a central place of importance

this handsome volume approaches Delaware's

and meaning to all Americans for many generations

history through structures along geographical lines.

to come. Glazer's book attempts to document its

Maynard's organizational structure sections "the

past and consider it future. It is worth reading if

state into regions convenient for touring" and

only to gain insight into why each of us feels some

for easy reference. Indeed, the volume does have

ownership in a place most of us seldom see or

the look and feel of a tour book, with maps and

experience.

numbered location guides for each building. The
over 400 entries which comprise the book are

Barbara Becker

compact, yet useful for tire professional and layman

University of Texas Arlington

(p. ix).
Maynard is keenly aware of regional cultural and
social histories that have ultimately produced what

Buildings of Delaware

is often tiiought of as "just" die buildings of
Delaware. A powerful tool when considered in

By W. Barksdale Maynard. Charlottesville,

concert with other disciplines, historical

VA: University of Virginia Press, 2008; 352 pp.,

architecture can result in profound insights into

hardcover, S45.00.

cultural analysis. Political power, ancestral heritage,
and etitnic identity are all subjects that help to shape

Delaware doesn't have a National Park, but it does

both architecture as well as our attitudes toward

have an impressive array of architectural wonders

the builders. Maynard provides generously for this

that, taken together, form a built environment

idea in his book and is careful to ensure that readers

tapestry of tire First State's history. The Buildings

are aware of Delaware's heterogeneous nature.

of Delaware, W. Barksdale Maynard's contribution

Maynard argues that Delaware is not so much

to the "Buildings of The United States," sponsored

a singular concept in thought as it is a variation on

by tire Society of Architectural Historians (SAH) is

themes, for example: "The stone farm houses of

a splendid addition to the expanding list of tides

Delaware's Piedmont resemble those of its sprawling

available in this series.

neighbors.... Houses in Wilmington and environs
often imitate Philadelphian examples..." (p. 8).

The SAH website promotes Maynard's book ".. .as
a resource for architectural historians, preservation-

Maynard speculates that Delaware lacks a unique

ists, and other professionals in the field...." In her

style because of its geography. The state "had no

foreword, series editor Karen Kingsley states the

frontier district, no claims to the westward and little

overall objective for each volume is ".. .to identify

immigration, except to Wilmington." Furthermore,

and celebrate the rich cultural, economic and

"As late as the 1920s.. .Delaware was the most...

geographic diversity of the United States.. .as it is

agricultural commonwealth in die nation." In

reflected in the architecture..."

fact, by 1930, there was an increase of 10 percent
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in the total area of land under cultivation to 71

private patronage for architects. However, they did

percent. This heavy reliance on agriculture led to

not generally hire master architects or cutting-edge

the state being "a prime laboratory for the study of

theorists of the built environment, as did other

agricultural buildings and folkways" more so than

American families of similar means. This is not to

for its inspired architectural designs. In other words,

say the DuPont's were stylistic non-participants,

Barksdale feels that perhaps Delaware lacked the

as Maynard points out in a brief family overview

inspiration, financing, and overall cultural outlook

called "The DuPont Family and Architecture." Not

to generate an indigenous architectural style
(p. 13-14).

surprisingly, the DuPont's are associated with the
"Chateau Country" style in tire Wilmington area:
"Delaware's most famous architectural legacy" (p. 19).

Maynard quotes Weston Holt Blake, head of the
Delaware office of the Historic American Buildings

Maynard's work succeeds by being demanding

Survey (HABS) diat in 1935 the state had ".. .300

enough for the scholar while being approachable

distinctively designed buildings over a century

enough for the casual reader. Such work takes skill,

old

knowledge, and devotion to the craft of writing.

" That averages out to approximately 6.5

distinctive buildings per square mile (Delaware is

Maynard ably makes his case for architecture as

1,954 square miles). Whether Blake meant

a visual representation of an evolving American

"distinctive" to mean unique in terms of Delaware

culture in the state of Delaware.

architecture or just "distinctive" in terms of age or
some other criteria, it can certainly be argued that

Jude M. Pfister

Delaware is perhaps more than just a collection

National Park Service

of varied neighboring styles. The Colonial Revival
style for example, while not a Delaware invention,
is a style closely associated with the state and which
continues to influence much design to this day.

EXHIBITS

Another example would be the lowly log house.

3>& Days: The Montgomery Bus Boycott Story

Maynard remarks that perhaps Delaware's one
unique cultural heritage contribution to American

Reginald F. Lewis Museum of Maryland African

architecture was this "invention." He writes'that"...

American Flistory and Culture; Baltimore,

log houses first appeared in the New World in Nya

Maryland; September 5,2009 -January 3,2010.

Sverige [New Sweden], debuting within the walls of
Fort Christina" (p. 27).

In classrooms across die nation and widiin
public discourse, the Montgomery Bus Boycott

Strategically placed throughout the book are

often symbolizes the beginning of the civil rights

sections devoted to specific topics, locations, or sites

movement in the United States. Rightfully so,

which allows Maynard to delve into these subjects;

women and men such as Rosa Parks, E. A. Nixon,

allowing for more of the cultural, historical, and

and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. are celebrated as

social context to emerge. Thus, Maynard expands

leaders and heroes of die movement for dieir words

on the connections he sees between architecture

and actions which transgressed national boundaries

and culture and promotes a work of intersecting

to inspire global determination for full citizenship

architecture, geography, culture, and history, within

and equality as fellow human beings. Often less

tire general organization of a tour guide.

recognized however, are the hundreds of thousands
of individuals who struggled alongside of celebrated

Finally, the DuPont's of Delaware represented one

heroes whom without their presence and sacrifice,

family of great wealth that might have provided

die civil rights movement would not have existed.
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This is the message of "not only one," that the
Smithsonian Exhibit, j& Days: The Montgomery Bus
Boycott Story tells so well. Through a chronological
maze of free-standing walls adorned with personal
writings, local debate, and national coverage,
the visitor is able to more fully understand the
complexities, depth, and heroism of the entire
African American community as the modern civil
rights movement formed and progressed. Visitors
walk away with the message that the successes of
the civil rights movement lay not only with a few
people, but with all who sacrificed and maintained
an unyielding determination for justice and
equality no matter how large or well-known their
contribution was. As stated by Claudette Colvin
during court testimony in 1956, "Did we have a
leader? Our leaders is we ourself."
The traveling exhibit was developed by tire
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES) in partnership with the Troy University
Rosa Parks Library and Museum to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of Rosa Parks' refusal to
vacate her seat on a public bus in Montgomery,
Alabama. Her actions catalyzed a 381-day bus
boycott where over 50,000 participants (mostly
African American) refused to patronize the public
transportation service until segregated ridership
laws were abolished and all persons were allowed to
freely ride. During the boycott, the African American community and allies suffered hardships such
as harassment, violence, and lost jobs, whether
participating directly in the boycott or simply by
association. Despite these obstacles, the need for
equality mobilized the participants into a force great
enough to overturn racist policy through a United
States Supreme Court decision declaring local
and state laws requiring segregated busses, unconstitutional. Three hundred and eighty one days after
the boycott began, African Americans boarded the
bus at tire front and sat where they desired.
The exhibit exudes a quiet yet undeniable
determination and power. As visitors pass along
exhibit walls, the dynamic voice of Martin Luther

King, Jr. addressing cheering crowds wafts over
warm, rich melodies of gospel music. Periodically,
King's words dissipate into sounds of footsteps
and car horns that blend into visitors' shuffles
and whispers as they read and react to the many
photographs, historical-texts, quotes, cartoons, and
video presented.
Wall panels juxtapose personal accounts of boycott
participants with local and national newspaper
articles providing contextual frameworks in which
visitors learn about competing discourses of systematic change, fear, and future possibility. Photographs depict struggle, determination, and elation by
capturing crowded sidewalks of African Americans
walking to and from their homes, African Americans piled into taxis and personal vehicles, weekly
gatherings, police mug shots, and onlookers watching
empty busses pass by. Finally, video presents the
resounding words of local leaders, dialogue and
celebration of supporters, and the steady footsteps
of those who challenged the system.
A significant contribution made by the exhibit is
through its attention to "the in-between." So often,
the Montgomery Bus Boycott is discussed in a
temporal vacuum, codified by the Rosa Parks event
and the return to desegregated busses. As visitors
make their way through the exhibit, they experience
the boycott as a daily, painstakingly long event
fraught with reoccurring harassment and violence,
setbacks, challenge, and sacrifice. For example,
photographs of carpools overloaded with people
sit opposite those of police officers issuing tickets to
African American cab drivers for allowing riders to
pay a minimal fee for their services. Visitors become
acutely aware that romanticized triumphs of
carpooling, walking, and networking were not easily
maintained due to great effort through physical
and political coercion to disrupt the boycott and
destabilize the momentum.
The exhibit's conclusion reminds visitors that the
struggles for civil rights and equality associated with
the Montgomery Bus Boycott are not only relevant
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to our past but also for the future. It challenges
visitors to situate themselves within the ongoing
conversation of civil rights struggles. What lessons
may we take away from the Montgomery Bus
Boycott? How are these lessons relevant to present
day? What roles may we play to assure equality in a
continually changing world?
While the exhibit commemorates the bravery of
Mrs. Rosa Parks and the movement her actions
galvanized, it also equally celebrates the bravery and
sacrifice of those who came before her, struggled
along side of her, and who continue tofightfor
equality among all human beings.
Sara Artes
National Conference of State Historic
Preservation Officers

Museum uses the 1927 classic to evoke the early
decades of the 20th century, when an emerging
car culture transformed the nation's urban spaces.
In 1900, only 8,000 cars vied for parking spots in
American cities. By 1920, that number had grown
to 9 million; in 1929, it exploded to 23 million. As
curbside parking and parking lots proved inadequate, forward-thinking entrepreneurs and city
officials began to invest their resources in multistory parking garages. For thefirsttime, parking was
seen as a possible source of revenue. House of Cars
studies this innovative period in depth, with text
and image panels packed with fascinating details.
Though many visitors are familiar with the environmental impact of cars, they may be surprised to
learn that urban horses created an earlier environmental problem, consumingfifteenmillion acres
worth of feed annually and emptying four million
pounds of manure (and 40,000 gallons of urine)
on city streets.

House of Cars: Innovation and the Parking Garage Built in the 1920s, thefirstgeneration of parking
garages differed remarkably from the structures
National Building Museum;
we know today. Since early automobiles lacked the
weather-resistant exteriors of modern vehicles,
October 17,2009-July 11,2010.
parking garages needed to be fully enclosed.
Architecturally, most garage-builders chose to
In the words of the artist Mark Shetabi, parking
mimic the styles of surrounding buildings, installing
garages are structures that "seem only to exist when
we use them."' With the House of Cars: Innovation windows and outer facades that made their garages
look like a typical office or warehouse. Once inside,
and the Parking Garage exhibition, the National
drivers handed their vehicles off to professional
Building Museum encourages visitors to consider
valets, who often used elevators to move the cars
the history and legacy of these oft-overlooked
buildings. Using an array of interpretative techniques, between floors. Historic photographs enliven this
section of the exhibition, revealing that both men
from rich exhibit labels tofilmclips, the exhibition
and women earned their living parking, cleaning,
explores how parking facilities have shaped the
and servicing cars.
built environment, civic life, and even popular
culture. Through its discussion of preservation and
urban development, House of Cars spurs visitors
As tire century progressed, innovations in building
to think about the future of parking garages, as these materials, automobile technology, and consumer
buildings become hubs for 21st-century transportaculture transformed the multi-story parking garage.
tion networks and historic landmarks attesting to
A variety of ramp systems supplanted elevators,
America's motor age.
since the latter could not handle the massive influx
and exodus of vehicles that came at the beginning
and end of each work day. The exhibition uses
A fully-restored Ford Model A greets visitors at the
entrance to House of Cars, and the National Building large diagrams, as well as a fun hands-on model
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(complete with toy cars) to explain how ramps

The exhibition's concluding section analyzes die

solved a critical engineering problem. Around the

future of parking garages. Through scale models and

same time, garage-owners discovered drat, when

case studies taken from across the United States,

given the choice, drivers overwhelmingly preferred

visitors learn how engineers have already begun to

to park their own cars. The exhibition uses a series

"green" urban garages, integrating new buildings

of historic ticket-dispensing machines to bring this

into robust systems of public transportation. Several

particular customer preference to life, beginning

panels take an in-depth look at die preservation

with a vintage coin parking meter and ending

issues surrounding parking garages. Fifty years ago,

witii a digital paystation. Following World War II,

many preservationists saw parking structures as

advances in concrete and steel, coupled with the

the enemy, decrying how historic landmarks were

weather-resistant exteriors of modern cars, gave

bulldozed to make room for new garages. Today,

garage builders even more freedom in their designs.

the debate has switched, and over a dozen garages

As a result, urban garages grew taller, deeper, and

are listed in the National Register of Historic

much more open-air. By the late 1950s, architects

Places. Prized because tiiey embody a particular

had arrived at the ramp-based, wall-less garages we

design, a style of architecture, or the history of a

recognize today.

particular region, these buildings pose a particular

Throughout die House of Cars exhibition, die

preservationist groups. As cars have grown larger

set of challenges for historic societies and other
National Building Museum grounds its discussion

and safety regulations have changed, many former

of parking garages in die larger context of American

garages can no longer function as parking facilities.

society, showing how these structures influenced

House of Cars gives several examples of how historic

die development of American cities, as well as

parking garages have been retro-fitted for new

the daily life of drivers. In die early 1960s, as the

purposes. At the University of Georgia, designers

personal automobile eclipsed every other form

converted a former garage into science classrooms,

of transportation, city leaders invested heavily in

using built-in ramps to make the structure handicap

new parking facilities—hoping that garages would

accessible. Though intriguing, the exhibition's

staunch die flow of consumers and businesses

examples only scratch the surface of what diese

out of their downtown districts. Aldiough their

large, weight-bearing, and grid-friendly buildings

efforts failed, these leaders did foster a new public

could do. In the years to come, historians and

attitude towards parking garages. As die exhibition

preservationists will need to find innovative uses

shows, by die sixties, city-goers saw adequate

for these historic buildings, especially as the United

parking facilities as a public entitlement. When this

States begins its long and painful shift away from the

right was direatened, drivers took to die streets

20th century's car culture.

in protest. In Washington, DC, a city spodighted
diroughout the exhibition, government employees

Jordan Grant

demonstrated in the 1970s when city leaders

American University

removed parking spaces from die National Mall. In
a more abstract sense, parking garages became an
iconic part of the urban landscape. Using paintings,
sculpture, and films, die exhibition demonstrates
that diese utilitarian structures have often become
places of both contemplation and mystery in the
popular imagination.

1. National Building Museum, Gallery Label, Mark Shetabi's
Garage Interior 7,2006, (June 11,2010).
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Pony Express: Romance versus Reality

The next panel describes the central route traveled
by Pony Express riders. Riding on horseback

Smithsonian Institution National Postal Museum;

through a series of checkpoints and drop stations,

Washington, DC; April 3,2010-Permanent

these mail carriers traveled across plains and

(refurbished)

mountain terrain from St. Joseph, Missouri,
to Sacramento, California. The panel works in

Since the inception of the Pony Express over 150

conjunction with a large, illustrated map, located

years ago, tales of this organization have been

on the same wall. This map traces the exact route

modified and aggrandized based on misinformed

followed by the mounted riders of the Pony

historical fiction, movies, and even commercial

Express, incorporating the trail with illustrations

goods. Pony Express: Romance versus Reality is a

that note the challenges faced by riders. Below

new mainstay exhibit within Binding the Nation,

the map on the same panel are answers to basic

the permanent collection at the Smithsonian

questions about the Pony Express; for example,

Institution's National Postal Museum. Opened

"How long was the entire route?" (1,966 miles) or

in April 2010, Pony Express seeks to contrast pop

"What was the average speed of a rider?" (10 miles

culture depictions of the Pony Express mail delivery

per hour). The map and its illustrations are effective

system with accurate historical facts.

pieces of visual culture that reinforce reality over
romanticism early in the exhibit.

Pony Express is one part of a larger exhibition on
how the United States Postal Service was able to

After visitors receive an overview of the Pony

reach Americans in an expanding nation. During

Express' history and basic facts, they are met with

the 19th century, tire Pony Express was intended

a large glass case perpendicular to the introductory

to be a fast and efficient system of communication

wall; this case presents the main material content

throughout the Western United States before

for the "Romance versus Reality" portion of the

modern methods, such as the telegraph, were put

exhibit. As the title would suggest, the case is

in place. It is appropriate that the Pony Express is

divided into two sections: "Romance" and "Reality."

the last exhibit in the chronological history portion

A Mark Twain quote about the Pony Express

of the permanent collection.

divides the two sections and creates a link between
the fact and fiction of the company.

The introductory panel to the Pony Express
exhibit space establishes the traditional misnomers

The "Romance" section features large movie

about the Pony Express delivery system and

posters for movies such as 1933's Via Pony Express,

underscores the romanticized notions that arose in

advertisements for Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show,

19th-century stories and novels. The false narrative

dime novels, miscellaneous collectables, and even

continued to spread through 20th-century pop

a Hot Wheels monster truck, all of which relate to

culture such as Wild West shows, movies, and toys.

the idealized and commercialized version of the

The panel goes on to debunk this misinformation.

Pony Express. This section reminds visitors of many

The Pony Express was founded by William Russell,

places where Pony Express myths have permeated

Alexander Majors, and William Waddell, and lasted

American culture.

only 18 months between April i860 and October
1861. It was one of several private companies during

The "Reality" section has two goals: first, to

the mid-i9th century that carried mail through tire

disabuse visitors of any incorrect, preconceived

Plains and Western Frontier of the United States.

notions about the Pony Express, and second,
to teach the true historical facts. Like in the
"Romance" section, several different types of
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artifacts are used for this section, ranging from
advertisements, to stamps, to photographs of die
company's founders. One particularly successful
artifact is a special saddlebag, known as a mochila.
Discussion of the mochila breaks down the
assumption that, like in movies and pop culture,
Pony Express riders carried tiieir mail in bags
hung from the sides of dieir saddles. The exhibit
describes the Pony Express' actual use of mochilas
through historic drawings, an illustrated diagram,
and an actual mochila on display in the case. The
artifact is effective because it relates to both tire
romance and the reality of the Pony Express.
The mochila is one of the few instances in the
exhibit where artifacts direcdy correspond to both
the "Romance" and the "Reality" components.
Overall, few artifacts are in conversation with both
sections. Instead, "Romance" generally delineates
cultural stereotypes, while "Reality" usually makes
broad statements of historical fact.
In addition to the cases, small, interactive panels
are situated on a low-sitting shelf, easily accessible
for children. This shelf features panels that ask
questions and require the visitors to lift, pull, move,
or touch the panels in some way in order to find
out the answers. These interactive elements help
to elevate the level of engagement with the exhibit,
particularly for younger visitors.
Despite its many successes, the exhibit has two
designflawstlrat hinder the visitor experience: first,
the presence of an exhibit accessory that is either
unfinished or left over from a previous exhibit, but
which lacks the details needed to make it relevant
to the Pony Express. Second, the concluding panel
about the Pony Express' decline and eventual closing is difficult tofind.The intent behind these items
is unclear, but the result mars theflowof the exhibit.
Overall, however, the choice of artifacts is
extremely effective: older visitors will remember tire
familiar movie titles or collectables, while younger
generations can relate to the comic books, toys, and

interactive panels. The exhibit is fun, informative,
and successfully establishes the Pony Express'
difficult reality over its romantic interpretation.
Kelly J. Gannon
American University

Designing Tomorrow: America's World's Fairs
of the logos
The National Building Museum
October 2,2010-July 10,2011.
The history and impact of World's Fairs is
captured in a National Building Museum exhibition
tlrat focuses on the six American World's Fairs
of the 1930s. Despite the privations of the Great
Depression, a World Fair served as a message
of progress, showing visitors tire many industrial
innovations tlrat dre future would bring.
The exhibition brings together a myriad of artifacts,
periodfilms,and photographs to create a threedimensional, in-depth look at tire phenomenon
of the World Fair. Divided into seven sections, the
content flows well from panel to panel and room
to room in a visually appealing, colorful, and linear
exhibition design. Media is thoughtfully paired
with objects and signage, so that all learning styles
can access tire exhibition. Labels are well written
and the content is easy to read tlrrough careful
word choice. However, the font size used for object
labels is often small, and the italicized script used to
indicate the owner of an object is almost impossible
to read. Coupled with the indirect lighting that
creates shadows over text, sections of exhibition
labels can be difficult to read easily.
Innovative design features include a large cylinder
topped with a map that shows the locations of
the six fairs witlr a carefully chosen collection of
memorabilia that represents each location. A panel
from the Pageant of the Pacific mural, painted for the
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1939 Golden Gate International Exposition, adorns
one long wall, an example of the many talented
artists who contributed to the fairs, often through
the Works Progress Administration. A reproduction
scrapbook allows visitors to flip through several
pages of this document showing the travels
of three girls to the Chicago Century of Progress
International exposition 011933-1934. Although
the original owner and creator is unknown, the
scrapbook is a lively record of their adventures.
The underlying story of the exhibition remains
strong throughout: that the World Fair offered
hope and escape to Americans experiencing
the Great Depression. From the initial explanations
of the "why" and "what" of World's Fairs, to the
transportation, electrical, and home technologies
that evolved from the World's Fairs, and from the
experiences of fair visitors to the legacies of them,
the exhibition maintains its base in the political
and economic issues of the 1930s. Balancing
the excitement that the public brought to the fairs
is solid scholarship on how corporations used
World's Fairs to advance their products. Ford
Motor Company, for example, spent S12 million to
promote Ford cars in all six fairs.
"Welcome to the Fairs" starts the exhibition
experience with a solid grounding in the societal
context in which the fairs were born - the Great
Depression, the New Deal, the rise of fascism in
Europe - as well as the history of expositions,
with London's Great Exhibition of the Works of
Industry of All Nations in 1851 setting the standard
for all future expositions.
"A Fair-Going Nation" describes the six World's
Fairs of the 1930s. Although World's Fairs and
America's participation does not end in 1940,
these six fairs are considered the heyday of the
World Fair and offer a focused view on the World
Fair experience. Crisscrossing the United States,
these fairs gave regions a chance to highlight their
strengths, provide jobs to Americans, and offer a
unique experience to visitors.

"Building a Better Tomorrow," in keeping with the
focus of the National Building Museum, delves
into the design and architecture of the fairs, and the
opportunities it created for the building professions
during the Depression. The designs, drawings, and
models not only span architecture and building
design, but also consumer goods, landscaping, and
the overall design of the entire fairgrounds.
"Better Ways to Move" showcases "planes, trains,
and automobiles" - transportation innovations that
occurred both outside and inside the fairs. New
methods of travel brought people to the fairs and
allowed them to move freely within the fair itself.
Buses, trains, sky trams, airplanes—a wide range of
modes of travel are explored in this section.
"Better Ways to Live" highlights "houses of the
future," model homes that offered a glimpse into
the future - a future that included new ways of
vacuuming, new building materials, wide-open
floor plans, and modern furnishings. Visitors could
aspire to owning one of these homes when the
Depression ended and industry had revived.
"Better Times," focuses on products that would improve the daily lives of people. Today many of these
products are commonplace, like nylon stockings
and televisions, but at the time, they seemed unattainable. Other ideas are still waiting for their place
in everyday life. A particularly interesting exhibit
includes a cast of "Elektro the Motor Man," a robot
who was touted as being one of the benefits that
science and technology would bring to fair visitors.
"Legacies of the Fairs" brings the exhibition
to a solid conclusion, showing that despite
the temporary nature of many of tire fairs, the
innovations they brought to the public became
reality or tire inspiration for new technologies. One
section describes what happened to the location of
each fair - some buildings have been repurposed
and are still being used; other fairs were totally
dismantled and now only exist in photographs and
memories.
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In addition to the exhibition's narrative, the curators
included panels labeled "Progress?" in each section
with the intent of providing visitors with a "pro
and con" look at the World Fair theme of progress.
One such panel compares the positive future of
cars—expanding people's ability to travel faster and
access resources—with the negative future of cars—
increased traffic and pollution, and tire decline in
pedestrians. These panels pose thoughtful questions,
enabling tire public to compare the promises of the
World Fair to today's reality.

Accompanying the exhibition is a blog, which
offers curious visitors a chance to interact with the
curators, as well as access to full-length videos from
the fairs. A wide array of programming has been
planned, and audio and video from past programs
is available on the exhibition website. http://www.
nbm.org/exhibitions-collections/exhibitions/
worlds-fairs.html
Cara Seitchek
Smithsonian Institution

Curated by Laura Burd Schiavo, an assistant
professor at George Washington University, and
Deborah Sorensen, National Building Museum
MULTIMEDIA
assistant curator, the exhibition pulls content from a Beans are Bullets & Of Course I Cam War Era
wide variety of lenders and collectors. A flown mail Food Posters from the Collection of the National
envelope showing the Graf Zeppelin flying over the Agricultural Library
1933 Chicago Century of Progress Exposition comes
from the collections of the Smithsonian Institution's www.good-potato.com/beans_are_bullets/
National Postal Museum. A vanity and ottoman
created by furniture designer Gilbert Rohde are
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, MD,
on loan from the Yale University Art Gallery, and a
June 21,2010-September 10,2010;
simple comb and case, illustrative of the many types USDA South Building, Washington, DC,
of memorabilia associated with the fairs, belongs
October 6,2010-November 10,2010.
to the Wolfsonian-Florida International University.
The Library of Congress and New York Public
The exhibit Beans are Bullets & Of Course I Can
Library are rich sources for photographs as are the
examines the collections of food-related posters
historical societies in the cities that hosted the fairs.
located in the Special Collections of the National
Many private collectors contributed items, as did
Agricultural Library in Beltsville, Maryland. The
the National Building Museum itself.
posters were produced between 1917 and 1944 by
both government and local agencies to promote
A 210-page exhibition catalog is available, Designing both voluntary and mandatory rationing of food
during and between the world wars. The curator,
Tomorrow. America's World's Fairs of the 1930s,
edited by Robert W. Rydell and Laura Burd Schiavo Cory Bernat, produced two versions of the exhibit:
(Yale University Press, 2010). Full of rich black-and- one a traditional, graphic exhibit which can travel,
and another expanded, online version. This review
white photographs, the book is an excellent
looks at the online version of the exhibit.
resource and offers further details for visitors who
want to know more about this fascinating part
of American and world history. Essays include "Old The exhibit is divided into six sections with an
Wine in New Bottles: Masterpieces Come to the
introduction. Interestingly, the curator also chose
Fairs" and "Pop Goes the Future: Cultural Repreto include endnotes and a bibliography, something
sentations of the 1939-1940 New York World's Fair." typically not possible within a more traditional
exhibit format but in this case conveys the breath
of the curator's research. Each section begins with
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a main text interspersed with quotes from period
sources or well-known individuals. Each series
of graphics, primarily from the collections of the
National Agricultural Library, is presented as both
thumbnails and larger-sized images so that all the
text can be read and images seen up close.
The exhibit does an excellent job of portraying
the design differences between World War I
and World War II era posters. Many posters
from World War I use a great deal of text to
offer arguments for voluntary rationing, whereas
posters from World War II include photographicquality images with slogans, similar to what we
expect from advertisements today. The fact that
many posters were aimed at women is also a
theme that is well explored in the exhibit. The
posters linked women's domestic duties to men's
contributions as soldiers during both wars,
specifically telling women that their conservation
of food was just as important to the war effort as
participating in the battles. Though the gendered
nature of the advertisements was raised, the issue
of class is conspicuously missing in the analysis.
Because of their lengthy format and sophisticated
arguments, many of tire World War I posters would
have only been accessible to those who had a
significant amount of education. Those who were
poor or part of the large population of immigrants
present in the United States at the beginning of
the 20th century were not necessarily part of the
audience for these ads.
Posters were also created during this period that
asked farmers to increase production and not
worry about prices. These advertisements linked
farming with military service, promoting the idea
that staying home to operate the family farm was as
important as serving in the military. Interestingly,
these posters aimed directly at farmers were not
in large part produced by the USDA or any other
government agency. Instead direct contact with
farmers prior to 1922 was done through state
agricultural colleges or farm extension offices.
These local agencies produced wartime posters

aimed at increasing farm production in their own
particular area. Because they were locally produced,
the messages in these farm posters vary significantly
by region. It is also pointed out that many of the
advertisements to farmers from World War II came
from Purina Mills instead of the government. There
were limited examples of those advertisements
featured in tire exhibit and not examined in detail.
During World War I, nationally recognized artists
designed posters. These men and women worked
for the Division of Pictorial Publicity within the
Committee on Public Information and produced
artistic images for national patriotic campaigns.
During World War I these somber images relayed
the seriousness of the war effort and the important
part everyone played in the effort. By the time
of World War II the soberness of images had been
replaced with idealism and emotion.
Overall Beans are Bullets & Of Course I Can is an
informative online exhibit that handles its subject
matter extremely well. Though the posters make up
the majority of the graphics displayed, photographs
are interwoven throughout the sections. These
period photos show how the posters were used
inside public spaces or as part of shop displays. The
photos illustrate how consumers would have seen
and potentially interacted with the posters. The
online exhibit does not fully exploit the possibilities
of media on the internet, instead keeping to a
very standard format for online exhibits by simply
expanding graphic content and information
through electronic means. None of the content
seems to be aimed at children or young adults.
Although the information presented and substantial
graphic content has the potential to be ideal for use
in the classroom, no resources for teachers were
included on the website.
Stephanie A. T. Jacobe
Louis Berger Group, Inc.
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Southern Foodways Alliance

The site design is simple; a navigation bar is found
at the top of the page, and is consistently found on

http://www.southernfoodways.com

all tire page links. There are 15 links that bring the
viewer to the primary content pages including the

Southern Foodways Alliance; maintained by

SFA'S history, membership, events, publications, and

the Center for tire Study of Southern Culture at

documentaries.

tire University of Mississippi; accessed between
December 22,2009 and January 10,2010.

The site defines Southern cuisine on the "Southern
Food Primer" page. The "Primer" (under "Class-

In the summer of 1999, a group of 50 people met at

room") is a collection of quotes selected from

one of tire most celebrated restaurants in Birming-

various publications written by well-respected food

ham, Alabama, the Highlands Bar and Grill, which

writers and Southern cooks such as John T. Edge,

is recognized for its refined preparation of fresh,

Natalie Dupree, and Jessica Harris. The "Primer"

seasonal Southern ingredients. The meeting at

also explains that the region's cooking is more than

the Highlands was to establish a new organization,

its dishes; it explains that Southern cooking was

the Southern Foodways Alliance (SFA), a group

influenced by migration and the accompanying

committed to promoting, discussing, and, most im-

influx of new cooking methods. Southern cuisine

portantly, celebrating tire South's distinctive cuisine

can also be defined by its use of native ingredients

and foodways.

as well as the introduction of new vegetables and
spices brought in by colonization and migration.

Since that meeting, tire SFA has chronicled the

Lastly, the cuisine is also defined by the relation-

region's cuisine, celebrated and documented the

ships within families and within communities.

Southern Foodways movement, and provided
a forum for food enthusiasts. Centered at tire

The SFA site is used to educate and enlighten food

University of Mississippi's Center for the Study of

enthusiasts, but it also serves as a great resource

Southern Culture, which was tire organization's

for historians, preservationists, and ethnographers

original benefactor, SFA is member-supported with

conducting academic research. The "Classroom"

over 800 members. The SFA has organized sympo-

section has a link to a collection of bibliographies

siums, produced film documentaries, guided field

annotating SFA events—symposia, day camps, and

trips, staged film festivals, showcased food writers,

trips—starting with 1998's Evolution of Southern

published journals and newsletters, and hosted day

Cuisine Symposium up to 2009's Food and Music:

camps. One of the ways SFA promotes its endeavors

Exploring Interdependent Cultural Expressions

is through its website.

Symposium. In total, there are 18 bibliographies
to choose from, with a broad subject range. The

Tire SFA site reflects the organization's mission of

bibliographies provide a comprehensive look at the

promoting and educating tire public of tire region's

entire region, but there are bibliographies focused

traditional foodways. The public is also welcome to

on individual topics such as sugar as a commodity

join the SFA and participate in events, SFA members

and its production, the nuances of barbecue, and

are encouraged to contribute their ideas, photos,

an in-depth look at South Carolina's Low Country

and oral histories to the website to create an interac-

cultural heritage.

tive repository for Southern history.
The highlight of SFA'S endeavors is the Oral History
Bright hues of orange, red, and yellow grace tire

Initiative, which is located under the "Documentary"

homepage welcoming visitors and signaling to them

heading section. As stated on the Initiative's page:

that this site contains information anyone can enjoy.
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Integral to an appreciation and understanding of

Food is not only sustenance; it is culture. The

the diverse food cultures of the American South is

Southern Foodways Alliance is determined

the collection and preservation of the stories behind

to illustrate diat food is a cultural and historical

the food. Our Oral History Initiative (http://www.

resource worthy of documentation and preserva-

southernfoodways.com/documentary/maps/index,

tion. Its website is a rich resource for those

html) seeks to capture stories of Southerners who

mildly interested to those seriously committed to

grow, create, serve, and consume food and drink.

studying Soudiern foodways. The site also helps
define the region, as well as showcases the distinc-

These stories or oral histories are categorized by a

tions within.

particular food item and are cleverly titled to evoke
the idea of venturing on a journey onto the reader.

M. Ricah Marquez

Who wouldn't want to explore the Southern BBQ

National Conference of State Historic

Trail, the Gumbo Trail, or the Tamale Trail? All

Preservation Officers

of these trails would be interesting to travel, but
the Tamale Trail project is particularly fascinating.
Because most people recognize tamales as a
Latin American creation, it's surprising to learn

Launching a Lexicon: North Carolina Architects

of its ubiquitousness in the Mississippi Delta, an

and Builders: A Biographical Dictionary

area known for its agricultural tradition. From
oral history accounts taken by SFA historians, the

http://ncarchitects.lib.ncsu.edu

origin story of tlte tamale begins at tlte turn of the
century when seasonal Hispanic workers started

Maintained by the North Carolina State University

working in the Delta. Tlte tamale was a convenient

Libraries and the North Carolina State University

and nutritious meal for working in the field.

Libraries Copyright & Digital Scholarship Center.

Eventually, the tamale became popular with the
local population, and therefore, became part of tlte

The award-winning database, North Carolina

culture of the Delta.

Architects and Bidlders: A Biographical Dictionary,

The oral history projects are also arranged by state.

and women who created the architecture of North

For example, the Initiative posted a project carried

Carolina.1 North Carolina State University (NCSU)

out in Mississippi about the shrimping industry in

Libraries launched it in June 2009 as a pilot digital

Biloxi. Listening to the local fishermen, or properly

publication. Designed as a web-based research tool,

named, shrimpers, reconstruct their beginnings,

the database offers the researcher several options

their views on how die industry has changed, and

for querying its contents. Users can search for an

contains biographies and building lists for the men

how the city has weathered destructive storms

architect's or builder's name, by birthplace and

makes one realize how unique diis area is in the

residential locations, by work or site locations, by

United States. As shrimping becomes less lucrative

date, and by building trade or type. Initially started

and people retire from the business, it is pertinent

with 170 biographical entries, in six months time the

for someone to document these stories; therefore,

database had grown to include over 200 biographies

the SFA'S efforts are well appreciated. For those

highlighting more than 1,800 buildings through its

interested in submitting stories to the Initiative, the

search and browse functions.

Oral History homepage has guidelines, resources,
and contact information for contributors.

The database remains organic. Research into North
Carolina's architectural heritage continues and this
accrued knowledge is funneled into the content
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of the biographical dictionary that ultimately will

between the NCSU Libraries technical staff and

have upwards of 500 entries about practitioners

architectural historian Catherine W. Bishir, who

in the state.2 Admittedly the database will never

is tire project's editor-in-chief.3 The content was

be a fully realized catalogue, impossible as it is to

developed under their guidance. It was augmented

match every building to its builder. Yet the inclusion

by material from other repositories and through

of artisans as well as architects enables the North

the research of over 50 volunteer authors. The

Carolina Architects and Builders (NCAB) database to

content also was drawn from expertise gained

expand our understanding of the built environment

through decades of architectural fieldwork, much

through its thoughtful introduction of those many

of it conducted under the auspices of the North

individuals who shaped the state's architectural

Carolina State Historic Preservation Office.

landscape.

The inaugural entries were gleamed from these
sources as well as from work done in the 1970s and

The primary emphasis of the NCAB database is,

1980s for the project that culminated in Architects

therefore, on the individual architect, builder, or

and Builders in North Carolina: A History of the

artisan and his or her body of work. It reaches

Practice of Building in 1990.4 Initially that book

beyond the lexicon of architects by purposefully

was to include bibliographical entries, however,

enumerating artisans and contractors with skills in

the depth of the material called for independent,

carpentry, masonry, and plasterwork. This ex-

yet complementary, volumes. The companion

pounds the vocabulary surrounding who a builder

biographical volume was planned even as additional

is, to admit the tradesmen who together crafted the

studies on the state's architecture were completed.

architectural history of North Carolina. Its approach

These studies generated several books, such as

differs from that needed for a catalogue of particular

North Carolina Architecture (1990); History of the

buildings listing the aesthetics and conditions

North Carolina Chapter of the American Institute

of each. Instead, all buildings in the NCAB are associ-

ofArchitects, 1913-1998: An Architectural Heritage

ated with the builder, architect, or artisan who

(1998); and a three-volume guide to the state's

made them.

historic architecture.5 In 2004, the biographical
volume received renewed attention, and shortly

By focusing on who constructed space, and not

thereafter was reconceived as a web-based digital

on the architectural vocabulary embedded in

publication, that is, into the database-format of the

the structures themselves, the NCAB connects the

NCAB biographical dictionary.

history of various builders to a specific place. This
connection encourages discussion of the social

Since its debut, the JVCAB has become an increasingly

and cultural context that framed the architectural

valuable research tool. It receives between 6,000

landscape of North Carolina. It also encompasses

to 8,000 user visits per month, NCAB is especially

the vernacular through the association of a builder

beneficial to preservationists preparing local

with the state's historic farmhouses as well as

historic property designations and National

with the more recently constructed suburban

Register of Historic Places nominations. Knowing

neighborhoods, and with industrial buildings such

who built what helps convey the significance of

as the state's many textile mills and factories. In

the properties in question. Moreover, despite its

this way, the NCAB conveys information about the

roots in one state, the NCAB lexicon slips past its

dissemination of the familiar or commonly seen

prescribed boundaries. Many of North Carolina's

building types.

architects and builders also worked in other states

The content of the database, and how it would

geographic fluidity through its search functions

be presented, emerged through collaboration

and with cross-referenced entries that reveal

and countries. The database accommodates their
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relationships among individuals operating in local
arenas and with those on the national stage. In
this way, the research ongoing in North Carolina
and presented through the NCAB sheds light on the
architectural history of a much larger world.
Virginia B. Price is a historian with die Historic
American Buildings Survey program of the
National Park Service, and can be reached at
gigi_price@nps.gov.
i. The Vernacular Architecture Forum (VAF) recognized the
importance of the North Carolina Architects and Builders:
A Biographical Dictionary with its Paul E. Buchanan award in
May 2010.

2. The biographies are predominantly pre-World War II in
time period; the biographical dictionary database does not
include information on living architects and builders.
3. The website was developed by Catherine W. Bishir, Editorin-Chief and Curator of the Architecture Special Collections at
North Carolina State University Libraries, along with Markus
Wust, who served as Project Manager, and Joseph Ryan, the

Technical Project Manager. Other project team members
included Jason Casden (Lead Developer), Brian Dietz (Image
Management), Babi Hammond (Content Editor), Cory Lown
(Developer), Jason Ronallo (Technical Product Manager),
Shelby Shanks (Project Team), and Tito Sierra (Project
Consultant).
4. Catherine W Bishir et al., with research assistance by
J. Marshall Bullock and William Bushong, Architects and
Builders in North Carolina: A History of the Practice of Building
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1990).
5. Catherine W. Bishir, North Carolina Architecture (Chapel
Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press for Historic
Preservation of North Carolina, 1990); C. David Jackson and
Charlotte V. Brown, History of the North Carolina Chapter of
the American Institute ofArchitects, 1013-10.0.8: An Architectural
Heritage (Raleigh, NC: North Carolina Chapter, American
Institute of Architects, 1998); Catherine W. Bishir and Michael
T. Southern, A Guide to the Historic Architecture of Eastern
North Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC: University of Nortli Carolina
Press, 1996); Catherine W. Bishir, Michael T. Southern, and
Jennifer F. Martin, A Guide to the Historic Architecture of
Western North Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North
Carolina Press, 1999); Catherine W. Bishir and Michael T.
Southern, A Guide to the Historic Architecture of Piedmont
North Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina
Press, 2003).
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